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FOREWORD

This handbook is a specialized publication designed to meet the needs
of teachers of speech improvement and high school teachersof speech
who are, serving in clinical assignments. Since effective oral coin-
municatiorr is essential to one's emotional, social, and psychological
development and, career choice, and since we live in a speaking world,
success in and out of school depends largely upon ease in communicat-
ing the ability to formulate idea.; into oral language and to exchange
thoughts with others. Instruction and training in this area are especially
essential for pupils with clinically diagnosed speech impairment.

The bulletin reflects a philosophy of speech education w hich regards
remedial instruction fur speech- impaired pupils in the public school as
an integral part of tin' child's total school experience. It presents basic
informatiOn for new teachers as well as new appnihches and methods
that should vitalize the clinical practices of experienced personnel.

EDYTHE J., GAINES
Executive Director
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INTRODUCTION

The purposes of this handbook are many: orientation - of the .speech
teacher to the organizational strut:nue of the New York City school
system, the spellifi out of the duties and responsibilities of the speech
`teacher; the presentattim of guidelines, resinirce' materials, and lesson
plans for an effective sequence of therapy and instruction for pupils w ith
speech defects and disorders..

Thjbplletin illustrates how speech t ection practices 'are carried out
- in a school setting and how referral!, arc made for medical, pvehological,,

and otlAsupportn.. services, The complete therapeutic' process is then,
3

coordinated by the speech tenclier working cooperatively with parents.
classroom teachels, and other appropriate professional personnel.

The. materials in the' handbook mange ill tin knitlergarten tinough high
saw!, and the approat.4) to speech .ictis Ines varies ss itleach age range.
In the kindergarten program,, the speech service is concerned with
speech and language' development. On the elementary and middle
schools levels. attention )s given to continued language development
with the emphasis on speech correction in this clinics ,The high school

program, w hich also includes speech fundamentals anti speech arts,
6 continues corrcetm es work in the speech clime classes

In cooperation with the' Bureau for Eariy Childhood Education, the
Bureau for Speech Improvement conducts a program of speech therapy
and des elopment for pupils in prekindergarten clases in those districts
which include the program in their fed'erall% loaded earlk childhood
proposals Speech teachers provide' 'm11%1(111.11 therapy for pre-kinder-
garten pupils w ith severe speech and langnag disorders .Cad a Is9, serve

as consultants to classroom teachers in the area of speech and language
atinitilatuni

In the elemental% .001 middle schools, teachers of speech improvement

screen. diagnose, and pro% ale therapy for childn n hit hate spl,ech
disorders These teat hers also consult ss ith principals And classroom
teachers in the des ehpown'al spec( It rowan'. as part of the language'

1



arts curriculum. Programs of 'speech and language development are 'in
operation in many schools through the me of a cluster teacher licensed
in speech. These programs provide classroom instruction in the basic
skills of speaking and listening and in the speech arts..

On the senior high school level, teachers of speech are responsible for
the discovery, diagnosis. and therapy of all speech- handicapped slidents,
They arc, of course, also concerned w ith the improvement of thc-1Kpeech
of all pupilg. The normal Beans of providing such a program is through
the speech fundamentals course required in the high schools. Elective
courses in speech ( public speaking, wimp discussion, debate, (rill inter-
pretation of literature, dramatics, radio, television, and filmmaking ) are
provided. Electives in speech carry (till credit and may be t.sed to fulfill
the retpiirement of four yean English!

Special Services

Not included it this manual are services offered 1) the Bureau tin-Speech
Intro% ement fuc °operation %' Vli the Bureau tor children ss ith Boarded
Mental 1)eveloptirent. the Iturs.an for Spi-ecli Improvement conducts a
combined program Of speech development and Teeth therapy for
retarded children. This program inchides teacher training and pupil
instruction. Speech teaeiiers assigned to the.program gi% e demonstration
lessons,.workhops, and ,nservicc courses for teachers of children with
Retarded Mental 1)evelopmein. Children receive class, lessons in speech,
and those with speech defects receive individual or group therapy as
needed. Each Occupational Training ('.ent0r f6r youne, adult retardates
has one full-time speech teaellin A spri.cli eotwiltant stirs es as part of a
team to develop ,methods and materials fo, usi. in the high school (:11ID
carriculum.whiCh is part of.the doh trainitet program. The team functions
in conjunction st ith both the high school and p)b-oriented organizathais.

Other services offered 1)% the Bureau for Stweeli Improvement ineliah.
Speech Center classes w hivli provide dall' tlierap for pupils ss ith severe
speech disorders Children who these (.1.ises transfer Iron their

. home scholil twit Speed) Center school

Children in classes for the neurologically impaire,1 who Base severe/'
speech problems, as well as perceptintl thfli,ulties, wee!. e weekly les-

., sons given by specialh trained speech teachers. Th." program of teacher
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and parent education provides for daily follow-up and reinforcement of
this speech xsork.

Speech clinic services are provided to pupils in some institutional schools,
in ioma schools for the socially maladjusted, in the School for the Deaf,
and to aphasic children in the School for Langtiage and Hearing Im-
paired Children, and their affiliated annexes.

A program similar to alit one corducted in public schools is provided
in certain nonpublic schools which qualify for federal funding.

Central Office Programs

The Sperli-Offic'e offers consultation service in speech impro cement
and speech Correction to the general public. Diagnosis and refe al are
provided for preschool children, children in public schools serviced
by speech improvement teachers, children enrolled in private schools,
and children referred for speech diagnosis by speech improvement
teachers.

The same service is available to adults who are candidates for leaching
and supervisory positions do candidate is seen, however, after he has
been notified to appear for an oral examination or if he plans an appeal,
Undergraduates front colleges having organized speech departments
are etarnmed only upon xs ritten request of the head of the Speech
Department.

The Bureau for Speech I inpros ement offers special conferences to assist-
ant superintendents, principals, classroom teachers, speech teachers, and
Parent-Teacher Association members on the child vi ith a speech handi-
cap, on speech in the language arts program, and on speech problems of
non-English speakers_

Inseryice training courses serve many purposes. An afterschool profes-
sional workshop is given to new speech teachers. For all teachers there
arercourses in the field of speech, courses in administratiOn and stwer-
visiiin of speech 'edncation at the appropriate levels, and courses in
clinical methods and the various arts at each level of lush uctioh.. In
addition. speech w orkshops are conducted for paraprofessionals in
various districts.

3
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OBJECTIVES
The primary long-range goal of all speech clinics in Our public schools
is to develop the child's awareness of a "functional" pattern one that is
consistent and acceptable at any level of social or professional life on
which the adult will operate. The speech teacher develops the child's
ability to "monitor" and evaluate his own speech. Having received
speech lessons for a reasonable length of time, he is able to hear, reject,
accept, and correct his own speech v ith accuracy and confidence. The
speech teacher aims to establish permanent and consistently good

speech habits through a series of successful speaking situations.

CHAPTER 1.

Organization
of the Program

SCREENING AND DIAGNOSING (GRADES K-9)

Procedure
Provide classroom teacher w ith the Class Screening Form ( we page 7)

so that he can list students' names in advance. Ask students to 4it quietly

while each speaks in turn. i Another method may la worked out with
the classroom teacher, if desired, hones era the group pu ocedure is the
quickest.)

It is advisable to consult each classroom teacher regarding the time he
prefers to have his class tested, ( Each class screeo mg takes about tw enty
minutes.) It entire' grades are to he screened, as in September, w hen all

cond-gtade classes and incoming junior classes arc. screened, it

rs necessary to ask the principal to notify thv teacheis of the tune screen-
ing will occur When the class has been i valuated, it is w use to discuss

4
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the test findings with the elatsrooni teactier to determine whethe the
condition olnerxed especially in voice cas c and stuttering) is habitual
with the child or peculiar to that day The following simple diagnostic
test may us«I in all grades.

Class Testing

1. Complete these sentences..
My name _ _

I live at _ _ _

sIv teacher's name is _ _ _
My grade is _. _ _
My cla3sroom number as

My favorite hobby or :.piu t is _
The dish I think most delicious is
My favorite telex ision program is

2 Ce.ont from 1 Through 12

3. Identify colors.. red, orange. yelloiv. green, blue, purple.

Individual Testing

Use dbrief diagnostic test, pretend& a cons ersation, supplemented by
reading. Keep the interiew informal to win the confidence of the pupil.
The first diagnostic interview screens only to discoxer serious disorders.
In snbsequent se,sions, both in individual and in group therapy, con-
tinue diagnostic procedures to discover the extent of the defect: prob-
able causes, and any additional abnormalities Note all findings on the
cumulatow record card. For further screening have the pupil:.

a. read .t paragraph which contains the phonetic units and pitfall
r:ombineions

b answ er questions based on the paragraph to test free speech

wad a sum s (.0 5. qitenees to test Val lows speech disorders

d. speak briefly and extemporaneous) on sports, hobbies, or class
aetix ities

e use a standardized diagnostic test ( See Appendix VI. )

6
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SELECTING CASES

The following priorities are suggested: A

All stutterers regardless of age, This includes kindergarten and first-
grade pupils w ho are true stutterers.

2. All cleft palate, hearing loss, cerebral palsy, dela)td speech, and
other SC Vle Case's lien', communication is impaired and speech is

( Include kindergarten children with these defects.)

3 All serious %Mc:- .ist s hoar,,e. aphonte ) if an otolaryngologist
has reconinitinletkpeeth wan k

4 All Lim.d and nasatintssion hspeis

5. All lingual protrusion lispers ( abut e the second grade 1

8 All ditherers, those ith infantile pt neverahon, killers, and,others
with defeeti%e sound sulh,titution problems (ahoy( the second grade )

7., Foreign-accent !Teak English

8 Pupils w ith minor speech problems if all students listed alio% e have
been scheduled.

GROUPING CASES

Ideally; students art' grouped homogeneously according to defect and
age. When possible, schedule stutterers in homogeneous groups early
in the morning or immediately after lunch. Groat) lateral lisprs and
reverse. allowers homogeneous!) Take foreign accent eases either

ith a lisping group, a defectiNe articulation group, or a group of
depending on specific problems. Students who do not understand Eng-
lish are not primarily the. responstlalit) of the speech teacher; but they
may be included in the program as soon as they undei stand enough
English to profit from instruction ) Students with voice problems, deft
palate, and or speech problems related to hearing loss may have to be
programed in he groups Schedule' students with severe
disorders and, or multiple speech handicaps ,w ho need individual help
at 11 '10. Plan for groups of 5 to 7 pup& and make pros ision fur smaller
groups as needed, See severe eases,tw ice a week, if possible.

8



Occasionally, the classroom teacher asks for a change in speech schedule
ceause is time-interferes with subjects in which the speeeh_student is

weak. The speech teacher adjusts his schedule in each school to fit
smoothly into the total program to:is oid conflict w Ali any regularly
scheduled school activities, sut.h as assembly programs and special read-
ing programs. The following schedule is suggested:

9:00- 9:30 Young stutterers or those with delayed speech
9:30-10.00 L.P. lispers ( muddle grades )

10:00-10.30 Students with articulatory defects, includtug lallers
10:30-11:00 Lateral emission lispers
11:00 -11:30 Voice cases
11:30-12:00 Individual cases
1:00- 1:30 Stutterers ( irany 1 or L.P. hspers ( middle grades)
1:30- 2.00 Lingual protrusion lispers ( upper grades
2:00- 2..30 Students with articulator). defects ( upper grades)
2:30- 3:(0 Conference period interviews with parents, teachers,

children

Time schedules may vary from school to school because of differences
in bell schedules and lunch periods. The speech teacher's program re-
flects these individual problems. Consult the speech supervisor about
individual problems related to scheduling needs in any school.

SPEECH TEACHER'S ROLL BOOK

A record of the speech student's attendance in speech class is noted in
the speech teacher's record book. Attendance must be carefully checked
against the daily attendance 'beets, and unewlamed absences must lw

referred immediately to the appropriate dean. Poor or irregular attend-
ance should be followed up and corrected.

SPEECH TEACHER'S PLAN BOOK

'The speech teacher's lesson plans follow department and or school

policies. It is suggested that the plans include the (P, end! organisation of
clinic classes and the specific lessons taught to individual groups. A
ty pical page might read

t) 9



Dote: Register.

Type of Clinic: Room:

Teacher: At
1. Review of previous material
2. Aim of lesson
3. Presentation of new material
4. Practice of new material
5. Application of therapeutic techniques to everyday speech
6. Homework assignment ( for following week or following lesson )

SPEECH CLINIC RECORD CARD

Accurate up-to-date records are most helpful to the newly appointed
teacher of speech. Standardized records for the speech teacher include
the Cumulative Speech Clinic Record card, the permanent record card,
and the health card, In many schools the permanent records are filed
with the classroom teacher or Guidance Department the health records
with the classroom teacher or chairman responsible for speech education
in the high school. ( See sample of Clinic Record in Appendix I. )

These cards, used in the elementary and intermediate schools, are for-
warded to the high school speech personnel when stud-,t, receiving
speech service are graduated. The cards help the chairm :u , the
speech teacher to identify these nes\ ly enrolled students to follow
up on previous speech training.

At times it is necessary to request clinical record cards for a child who
has entered your program from another school. The form m kppenilix I
may be reproduced to request such records.

General Directions

The speech teacher requests from the Bureau for Speech' Improvement
a supply of Cumulative Speech Clinic Record cards on which to record
essential information: date of the first interviess , type and degree of
defect, official class designation, and day and period of speech class, the
essentials of parent-teacher interviews.

Confidential data are filed in a secure place

_ _ 10



All cards are kept la the speech room or in the office of the department
chairman.

Cards of students discharged as corrected are'filed separately.
14.

Cards for graduating students are filed with the pupils' other records in
the general office.

F

At times it is necessary to request clinical record cards for a child who
has entered your program from another school. The form in Appendix I
may be reproduced to request such records.

REFERRING CASES TO OUTSIDE AGENCIES

All cases considered for outside agencies are first discussed with the
supervisor, the principal, and the parent: The cases are then processed
through the Speech Office. Regardless of the severity of any pupil's
speech problem, referrals are never made directly to any outside agency,
clinic, speech school, or private teacher.

Special Circular No. 25, 1950-1951, dated January 4, 1951,
states that "Schools are constantly being circularized by private
clinics, doctors, or private teachers of speech correction. No
direct referral to these private agencies is to be made by any
person in the schools. All inquiries concerning such matters
should be referred to the Bureau for Speech Improvement, In
schools were there is speech service no child is to he excused
during the school day to attend a private clinic." If a pupil
attends a speech clinic outside of the school, he should not
attend the speech class in his school unless the work is coordi-
nated, and the parent advised accordingly, If a child has
attended an outside agency or has been tested by an outside
agency, the form on page 173 may be reproduced to request the
data.. ( It is important to remember that a release form from the
parent is necessary before the information can be obtained. The
form on page 174 should be reproduced.)

REFERRING CASES FOR SPECIAL SERVICES

In processing referrals to a guidance counselor, nurse, doctor, or other
special personnel, the form in Appendix 1. page 17S may be reproduced.

4.0
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The following types of referrals are made through the Speech Office w itl,
the consent of the parents and the principal

-1,1h4tring T-gst& 11 j IS--17M -direetly---andsehedule appointment:
Thc form on page 175 may be reproduced for a hearing examination.)

2. Laryngoscopical EAanunation for Voice Disorders. Obtain required
forms from the Speech Office. rill out in duplicate and return to
Speech Office. You will be notifiod when the examination is scheduled.
( This form is reproduced in Appendix I, page 176 It is suggested that
the form be sent xx ith the pupil or parent on the day of the examina-
tion and then returned to ) ou. )

Emotional and Neurological Etalumions The principal of the school
can secure ps hometric testing and psychiatric diagnosis and refer-
ral through district personnel assigned by the Bureau of Child
Guidance. Ik may also refer suspected cases of aphasia and brain_
injury in the same way .

4 Medical and Dental Ecaluations. The school doctor and nurse' can
make referrals for tonsillectomies adenonlectomies, etc. Severe cases
of malocclusion requiring orthodontia should be brought to the atten-
tion of the school nurse or dental hygienist for further referral.

5. Speech Evaluattons. The Bureau maintains a diagnostic and referral
service for adults, for children in private or parochial schools, and
for preschool children. Regular office hours are held at the Bureau
for this purpose, appointments must be made in advance. Requests
for diagnosis or speech evaluation for members of school staffs are
also referred to the Speech Office. Where there is a question of cor-
rect diagnosis, 0, of parental consent for attendance at speech class,
office hours may be arranged. Such cases should not be referred to
the office', how ex er, until the teacher has taken all other necessary
steps to solve the problem (e g., proper referral for medical examina-
tion, hearing tests, psychological examinations, etc.) The Bureau
should he provided w ith a complete case lustorx in advance of the
appointment date.

REFERRING CASES FOR SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Speech Center

Speech Centers, w hich offer an opportunity for intensive speech therapy
for pupils with severe speech handicaps. are conducted in many school
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districts., The purpose of a Center is to provide training-for severely
speech - handicapped pupils requiring more intensive therapy than can
be provitled in a weekly clinic program. To be eligible fur placement in
a-Genter-prrmst:

be severity handicapped in speech ( e.g., extreme stuttel mg, cleft
palate, severe hearing loss, delayed speech

be in the normal range of intelligence free from extreme behavior
problems, and able to function in an ordinary classroom situation

live in the school district or %%akin range of transportation to the
Center.

(-Insult first with the principal and then 'a ith the parents before making
a referral to a Speech Center. If both agree to the referral, use the special
form pros ided for this purpose by the Bureau for Speech Improvement,
Send it to your supervisor with:

Cumulative speech record card
Cumulative test record
Guidance records or summaries of guidance materials
Health record, agency data, etc.
Any other pertinent material.

After suitable investigation, the supervisor will refer caws to the Speech
Center teacher for interview and screening The decision on the admis-
sion of a child to the Speech Center ss ill be made jointly by the principal
of the Center school, the Assistant Director of the Bureau in charge of
Special Programs, and the Speech Center teacher. ( A sample referral
form is given in Appendix I, page 179.

Units for the Orthopedically Handicapped (HC 20)

Units for complete therapy of pupils severely handicapped by cerebral
palsy and other severe orthopedic involvements are maintained in sev-
eral school districts A speech program is an integral part of the team
effort in each unit. Referrals to these units are made by school mi diced
personnel to the Bureau for the Education of the Ph sially Handicapped.

Spiech Programs for CRMD

A program of speech and language development in classes for children
of retarded mental development ( CP.N1D ) is conducted in most schools.

la



Accept for clinical help only pupils referred to you by the speech teacher
assigned to the CRMD program in your schools. In schools where there
is no speech program for CRMD, these pupils are included in your pro-.

gram after consultation with the Coordinator of the Speech Program for
CRMD.

LETTERS TO PARENTS

It is advisable for the speech teacher to inform parents of their children's
need for remedial speech. ( The form letter in Appendix I, page 184, is
helpful in communicating with parents.)

To meet tte needs of bilingual communities, a form letter is prepared
in the parents' native language. Sample letters ( see Appendix I, pages
185 -191) may be reproduced

Since it is sometimes necessary to call parents to schoOl for a conference,
sample letters for this purpose ( in English and in Spanish) are given in
Appendii I, page 19:3. All correspondence to parents should be mailed
to the home.

LETTERS TO THE FACULTY

A letter is sent to teachers to inform them that specific studentsare en-
rolled in a speech class. ( A sample letter is reproduced in Appendix I,
page 182.) Note that the letter indicates the importance of the subject or
the classroom teacher's involvement in the speech program,

A request-for recommendations for speech clinic classes may be made
by sending a form letter to*the entire faculty. ( Sample referral forms are
found in Appendix I, page 183. )

DISCHARGE FROM SPEECH CLINIC

Consider a student eligible for discharge 4en he has the ability to com-
municate freely and easily and has the ability to produce correctly speci-
fic phonetic elements in words, sentences, reading, and free speech.
Confer with the classroom teacher to determine whether the corrected
speech pattern is habitual. Arrange a series of follow-up interviews for
at least six months before final discharge.

14



CHAPTER 2.

Speech Therapy
Procedures

MEETING STUDENTS

Your voice and speech serve as models at all times. Your poised, con-

trolled, enthusiastic, friendly but firm manner indicate that you are well

prepared and entirely in charge of the classroom situation. As a clinician,

you must be consciously aware of these goals in a remedial speech
program:

1. To foster a desirable climate in which the student is aware of his

speech needs.

At the first meeting of every clinic class, make sure that each student
understands why he was selected for speech class and what he can

hope to achieve if he applies himself diligently to the process of
speech correction. Error sound sensitivity is a prerequisite for suc-

cessful therapy.

Be sure pupils understand the severity of their speech problem and
appreciate the value of an improved speech pattern. Useful devices

for developing favorable attitudes follow-:

a. Recordings and films to illustrate good speech patterns in contrast

with poor ones (e.g., use of the record "Why Don't the English
Learn to Speak?" from My Fair Lady)

b. Discussions centered around the need for good speech in social

life, is high school, in adulthood, and in one's career

c. Progress charts, commendation cards, and other tangible expres-

sions of pupil growth, Improvement preparation, and attitude

15
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d. Self-evaluation h, pupils using tape recordings, rating charts

The approach to 'therapy should be governed by a knowledge of
where the student is now in speech development. Thus, the clinical
program should be staged at the point where correction is necessary.
It should aim for recognition of the problem and/or sounds which
noticeably impair communication and confuse or frustrate the
speaker and/or listener.

orb

8 V-

4

4.

Using a tape recorder for soli-evaluation

To develop and appreciate the value of desirable concomitants of
good speech, such as:.

Attentive listening habits
Pleasant and audible voice
Techniques for relaxation of the vocal mechanism and good
posture
Control of the articulators

16



3. To provide students with an wulerstatuling of speech production.

In early lessons, help students understand the complex physical
'mechanism of speech and appreciate the need fur its control. It may
therefore be necessary to describe ..nd demonstrate the four physical
processes involved in speech Production:: respiration, phonation,
resonance, and iarticuiation. ( The dc tails of your explanation will cle-

pend on the group's specific needs and abilities.)

.t.

, ......NMI
J

.
I

Understanding the complex physical mechanism Of speech

4. To establish basic routines necessary for(efficient management and
maximum pupil participation.,tiontuws to establish include:

Entering and leaving the speech room in an ortierly manner
s Taking assigned seats

Responding during roll call
I .caming the teacher's name
Distributing and using mirrors
Bringing needed materialsnotebook. pmd, homework

17
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Performing monitorial duties
Calling for children
Distributing materials
Cleaning boaids

Remembering the day and time of the speech lesson

1 s

41

Establishing routines--children enter'speech doss in an orderly manner

5. To help develop in each student a favorable attitude toward the
speech prqgram and his participation in the process of self-correction.

Each student should have specific, desirable, and attainable goals.
Rapport and 'mutual trust are established between the student and
teacher. An esprit de corps,among the pupils is created. A student
mkt have the security of knowing that his efforts will be received
favorably by his classmates. (One way to accomplish this is through
the use of a buddy system. )Suggest ways in which students can help
ono another to improve in speech class and in other classes. In the
intermediate school, consulting with youngsters about their program-

, ing in an individual conference may prevent initial resistance.

18
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The most critical problem encountered on this level is motivation Many
students who worked well in elementary school develop unfavorable
attitudes toward speech when they enter junior high. Some resist attend-
ance at speech class because it singles them out from their classmates or
because it kkes them from their favorite. subjects. )tliers have been
attending,speech class for sonic. time and may be bored with remedial

sand/or repetitious procedures. Still others may associate speech class
with elementary school and feel that they are now too sophisticated to
attend. Motivation must be superior to counteract such attitudes. To
deal with this problem:

a. Try to avoid competit:on with other subjects Or coeurricular inter-
ests. Program speech during tree periods or during minorsubjects
after consultation with pupils.

b. Give speech clinic status with adults. Apprise administrators,
teachci,:and parents of the importance of speech and its place in
the school program. Establish regular lines of communication
with administrators', teachers, and parents.

c. Give speech clinic status with pupas. Since pupils reflect the atti-
tudes of their peers, speech must also have status among other
pupils. This can be achieved by

1) PresentAng a yearly assembly program or s'Ausol function spon-
sored by special students for the entire student body

2) Calling the clinic a "speech club" and making the room and
sessions as attractive 'is possble

3) Arranging, with the cooperibion of the school administration,
to have pupils who have made' considerable improvement in
the speech clinic assigned to a specific position of trust in the
school ( e.g., certain monitorial duties involving speech, such
as speaking over the public address system).

fi
d. *Be sure pupils understand the purpose of drill. Use drill niater4ds-

that are related to Pupils' needs and interests:, word lists, phrases,-

.sentences, parAgraphs selected from pupils' texts, from tither sub-
ject ;areas or related to centers of interest such as sports, science.
and entertainment media. Place drill materials in a meaningful
context. Use practice words in a role-playing activity selected

19
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, from social conversation, job-related interviews or activities, class
recitations, or oral reports. Use a variety of methods and materials.
There is no need for each lesson to be like every other. "Theme
centers" to make clinic lessons more attractise may be helpful.
For example, clinic lesson material ( word lists) for several
weeks would be selected from a theme center such as "The Space
Age," "The Pony Express," "Our American Heritage," etc.

e. Vary the format of clinic lessons to prevent boredom One tech-
nique found helpful is to divide the period-in half, using the first
half for clinic work, the second half for speech club During the
club period utilize group discussions. dramatic activities, reports,
and other applied forms of speech for practice, In short, good
teaching is good motivation. Good teaching in a clinic is creative
teaching, employing as many challenging activities as are com-
patible with technical accuracy in speech production and steady
growth in speeCh improvement.

PLANNING THE CLINICAL PROGRAM

In planning lessons, consider the pupil's specific needs and abilities and
provide for meeting these needs: The following questions must be con-
sidered: What is a given pupil's organic condition? Does he have any
physiological inadequacies or motor ineptitudes? A case history should
be developed including chronological age, developmental and matura-
tional lex els, evaluation of intelligence, reading grade, and language
comprehension. The pupil's ability to respond to stimulation from vary-
ing sources and his degree of auditory acuity must be evaluated

Take into consideration the environmental conditions in which the pupil
functions. When a pupil has a serious speech problem, interview one or
both parents as early in the term as possible'. Consult with classroom
teacher and guidance counselor for addit amid insights into a pupil's
background.

A diagnostic test is administered to (lige, mine the extent of the pupil's
defect. The Goldman-Fristol Test of Articulation and the Fer-Will
Object Kit may be borrowed from the Bureau office for this purpose
Results on standardized tests are recorded on the Clinic Record Card.

When these factors have been considered; the teacher must remember
that an effective program for changing improper speech habits into
acceptabh, ones demands detailed planoing. An effective program also
demands that you he flexible enough to make skillful tue of any and all

20
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--motivational drives to st inn late and sustain the pupil's desire to improve

his speech.

It is wise to begin w ith some os erall planning for each group. An under-

. ,standing of the problems and a conscious ass areness of the expected out-

comes of the therapy program will help in planning weekly lessons and
in selecting materials to reach our ultimate goals. The successful speech
teacher utilizes the approach with which he is most comfortable, adapt-

ing it to Inert the changing nedsof his varied speech groups.

The three basic steps of a lesson planreadiness, direct teaching, and
applicationmust be used. In the elementary school, %% here the speech

period is one-half hour, the time allotment for the three basic steps are:

Readiness-5 to 10 minutes
Direct teaching or presentation of new mato-jai-15 to 20 minutes

Application-5 to 10 minutes
In the junior high school, high school, or elementary schools operating

on a 40- or 45-minute peri9d schedule, the same basic steps are timed as

Readies -5 minutes
Direct teaching-20 to '25 minutes
Application-15 to 20 minutes

Further explanations of these activities follow.

Readiness Activities

The purpose of readiness activities is to preparethe student physically,

intellectually, and emotionally for speech correction. Specifically, these

activities should develop efficient functioning and automatic control of

the speech organs. The speech teacher teaches the basic techniques ( re-

laxation, listening, sound discrimination, etc. ) necessary for successful

learning of the problem sounds and encourages an understanding of the

complex processes in oh ed in sound production. Several different activi-

ties explained below fit into the scope of readiness. While all of them may

be found in One lesson, especially in the initial units of therapy,, later

lessons ill utilize onl> those that are pertinent to the needs of the pupils

at a specific time,

RELAXATION EXERCISES

Relaxation exercises help hod) holane, good posture, ease, and eoor-

dinatum of gross body movements. The, specific aims of these exercises
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are to release tension and to relieve undue strain in the vocal mechanism.
Make clear that degrees of tension and relaxation 'affect the quality of
voice and speech. Establish kinesthetic cues conducive to conscious
relaxation prior to speech. Above all, a quiet mood and a relaxed climate
in the clinic class are necessary.

Children pretending to be trees swaying in the wifick
a relaxation exercise

MOTOR EXERCISES

Motor exercises are geared to strengthen the' musculature of the articu--
lators. They make the pupil aware of the functions of the speech muscu-
lature through imitative, visual, and kinesthetic methods. These activities
help to develop accuracy, precision, and speed of muscular activity, and
they direct Attention to the specific movements of a problem sound. It is
necessary to train the pupil to feel the place of action, direction of move-
ment, and the necessary pressure and intensity of muscular activity.,
Tongue, lip, and jaw'exereises enable the student to proceed from con-
sciously directed moments to automatic muscular reflexes made with



. economy of effort and attention. Finally, correctly performed motor
exercises directly related to the sound under study demonstrate that
repetition of successful experiences in muscular control is the most im-
portant feature in motor learning and contributes substantially to correct
articulation.

BREATH CONTROL AND PHONATION EXERCISES

These exercises aim to increase the power and develop sustained control
of outgoing breath. It is important to eliminate breathiness and unneces-
sary physical movement during respiration. Students with articulatory
defects may not need specific training iv. this area unless they have mul-
tiple problems. Breathing exercises are used only in relation to phonation,
Exercises designed to develop volumi, control, clear, resonant tones, and
the proper use of the vocal mechanism are used frequently. The speech
teacher encourages the development of a pleasing vocal quality He also
demonstrates the impact of good voice quality on the communication of
ideas and the expression of mood, feeling, and meaning.

The use of the tape recorder is essential in voice work. Children are made
aware of their own voices. This awareness is most effectively accom-
plished through maximum use of the audio-visual equipment available
in each school. A correct and pleasant speech pattern depends on articu-
lation and vocal tone. Since these attributes are interdependent, one is
taught without a conscious awareness of the other, Any prOgram to cor-.
rect articulatory defects includes direct work on phonation. The amount
of time devoted to this aspect is determined by the specific needs of the
students.

LISTENING ACTIVITIES

Most important in the readiness phase of speech correction is training
the student to hear himself as others hear him and to listen with dis-
crimination to others. This goal can be achieved only through a sys-
tematically Warmed program of auditory training. Ear training is used
to direct attention to the student's specific needs whether they are
articulatory, vocal, or a combination of the tun., Some articulatory prob-
lems are caused by the pupil's failure to discriminate between the

-correct pronunciation of a word and his own utterance.

The first task of therapy, then, is to make the student interested 'in the
articulation of others; that is, to make him learn to listen to the exact

i ''''
a .,
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sound sequence of words spoken by his speech teacher, friends, and
classmates to plant a new and better master pattern in his mind. The
student becomes aware of the characteristics of standard sounds in all
contexts, in isolation, in nonsense syllables, in words, and in sentences
spoken in different types of communication situations. To limit the stu-
dent's perceptual training to one or two of these would seem faulty. The
inconsistency of errors indicates that a wide variety of phonetic ap-
proaches is needed to help the student perceive how the sound is spoken.
Because it can be difficult to secure the degree of concentrated attention
that ear training demands, a variety of techniques are utilized and com-
bined multiple sensory appeals are employed.

11111L
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A listening activity -- "stop" or "go" signs to indicate
when children hear the sound produced correctly

Suggested techniques follow::

**41"

1. Use colored response cards,, have the student hold up a red card if
the sound is correct, a blue card if pn error is heard.
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2. Develop a specific hand signal to indicate that the cc,rrect sound is
heard.

3. Have student write the sound, make a line, or color a' section of a
picture each time the sound is correctly produced. has e him do some-
thing equally specific when an error is heard

4. Read a sentence or a paragraph containing the sounds to be drilled.
Later, after training, a student reads the sentence or paragraph. Stu-
dents count silently or mark a paper each time they hear the sound
they are trying to correct. A second reading may help students check
the accuracy of their listening ability. This technique is also useful
for heterogeneous articulation groups. Here, each student listens for
his own sound.

Drills and exercises for auditory and motor training should be related
to the general goals and to the specific aim of the lesson. The exercises
must be purposeful, directed to the development of a necessary skill, and
easily understood. Drills must be demonstrated with accuracy and con-
trolled and evaluated carefully. Readiness activities must be an integral
part of the lesson structure; not an isolated element. The activities must
be presented in a manner that clejrly demonstrates their relationship to
the total speech pattern being developed.

Direct Teaching of Speech Skills

This section of the lesson plan deals directly with the development of
the aim of the lesson. The specific techniques vary according to the
speech defect. Skills needed by stutterers are different from those needed
by students with cerebral palsy or foreign-accent problems. However,
there are also common speech skills beneficial to many speech disorders.
Learning to produce th effectively, for example, develops an articulatory
skill upon which later skills are built in a miscellaneous articulation
clinic, in a lisping clinic, or in ,a foreign-accent group. The skills most
universally needed by students in our speech clinics are related to the
direct teaching of sounds. The teacher must keep in mend, however, that
in clinics where articulation problems are not the main concern, other
techniques must he used.

Direct Teaching of Sounds

Jn teaching a given sound, it is necessary, first, to develop auditory
awareness and skill in listening with discrimination, and, later, identifi-
cation and analysis of a sound in isolation.
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The teacher demonstrates the place and manner of articulation and sets
up simple criteria for learning the sound

Hear the sound.
See the sound.

Say the sound.
Feel the sound.

rrn-1____I__I Y:,:'

V
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A

Children use mirrors to "see the sound" for self-ovaluotion

0

These techniques are supplemented by the use of related devices or
materials to stimulate interest, illustrate objectives, and deepen impres-
sions. Such devices and materials are:,

1. Auditorythe use of directed, discriminating, and evaluative listening

2. Visualpertinent, illustrative pictures, diagrams, charts, and mirrors
for self-evaluation

3. Kinestheticspecific, purposeful involvement of senses of touch and
, movement,
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Provision is made for meaningful individual and group practices based
on an understanding of the correlation between drills and the mastery
of a specific problem sound. The teacher, in planning for the general
needs of the group and the specific needs of the individual, provides an
opportunity for each pupil's participation. Drills should proceed from
the simple to the more difficult with a deliberate attempt to eliminate old,
incorrect habits and to substitute new, correct ones. Finally, guidance
and encouragement must come from a sympi thetic teacher.

Application of New Learning

Since IA wly acquired skill in sound production is integrated into mean-
ingful conversation, every speech lesson includes techniques for its
application and reinforcement. This is achieved by applying the speech
skill to interesting and challenging materials which provide opportuni-
ties so that each pupil can test and use his new skill in a more casual, yet
controlled, speech setting. He should be provided with a critical evalua-
tion of his performance. This phase of the lesson should be pleasant and
should serve as a successful climax growing out of the preliminary
activities.

Before planning an appropriate activity for the application of a particu-
lar lesson, consider factors such as the pupil's intelligence, his person-
ality, and his degree qf, motor control and coordination. The application
techniques should beclear in purpose and coordination.. The applica-
tion techniques should be clear in purpose with primary emphasis on
speech learning. They must be simple and easily understood. Successful
techniques include meaningful games, creative dramatics, and other oral
language activities that provide for fluent speaking situations. Games,
role-playing, or poems must be enjoyable, challenging, and selected with
reasonable expectation of success. Poems and stories must be based on
the knowledge and app eciation of the students' environment, thus per-
mitting effective correld ion with, their dilly experiences. Assignments
for home prac0 shoulde based logically upon the application phase
of the lesson,

In summary, a typical lesson plan ( see sample: outline, page 29) for
Articulation cases includt.s

1. Obiectives

a. General goal b. Specific aim
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2. Materials for instmetim

3. A review of previous pertinent lessons

4. Motivation toward improvement

5. Related readiness activities

6. Direct teaching of new skills

a. Placement

b. Sound in isolation

c. Sound in nonsense syllables

d. Sound in words

e. Sound m connected speech

7. Application to out-of-class speaking

8. Assignment for home practice

TECHNIQUES FOR GROUP THERAPY

By careful and concentrated self-training, the teacher can learn to "hear
individuals" as they recite in the group. Practice will enable him to single
out during a voice drill the pupil ss ho fails to achieve. Thus, immediate
attention is given to pupils most in need of direct, individualized instruc-
tion.

td
During such instruction, the rest of the group should be trained to listen,
to point out improvement, to tell ss hat difficulties they notice. Much
successful self-correction is the result of concentrated and directed
observation of the work of other pupils with similar problems.. The wise
teacher will find means to lead pupils to become interested in the work
of the other members of the group. A brief "That's what you do, Tom,"
spoken quietly while Mary is demonstrating, or "See how high John gets
his tnngue tip, Marvin" may he sufficient stimulation to interest the
observers Pupils frequently offer "to show him how to do it." Assistance
from competent pupils often expedites the corrective work, for pupils
sometimes learn more quickly'from their classmates than they do from
the teacher.



LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

THEM

AIM

MATERIALS

MOTIVATION

READINESS

Review and homework check. Exercises ( relaxation, motor ),

PRESENTATION OF NEW MATERIAL

Analysis and production of new sound or skill.
Auditory discrimination.
Sound in isolation.
Sound in words.
Sound in phrases.
Sound in sentences..
Restate aim.

APPLICATION

Oral interpretation of poetry,
Role-playing.
Pantomime,
Dramatics.
Choral speaking.
Speech game..

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT

Restate aim. .
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Vary the devices and procedures to arouse the interest of all pupils in
their own activities and those of their peers. To maintain group attention
to correction, these techniques are suggested:.

1. Rotate pupils as teacher assistants.

L

Child n seated in a semicircular arrangement

2. otate pupils as demonstrators for the group after private instrue-
on is offered to perfect techniques.

eat pupils in a semicircle or "U" shape arrangement xx henever
issible Make every attempt to have pupils seated so that they can

ee each other,

4, Arrange to have the class change its position at inkervals:. standing
for some exercise); sitting for other activities, going to the'ehalk-

/ boaid 4, underline sounds or %% rite %voids, and clapping to count.

5. Use the "buddy system" to focus attention on speaker and listener.
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8. Appoint pupilsto,icet as Leporters, critics, or "sound engi eer's4 to
evaluate pupil perforibunce..

;
7. ,Alternate frequently between group, individual, and paired

responses-.
r

a

8. Call for random response rather than participation by seat location.

9. Move around the room as children recite, stopping when necessary,
to give individual attention or to return a daydreamer to the group.
As long as the majority of the class is paying attention and working
well, try not co interrupt the lesson for one or two unruly pupils.
Instead, stand quietly beside the disruptive student and try to draw;,
him gadually into active'partiipation. See him ,f !one after class.
When he conforms, do not refer to plist offenses. l'raise those who
do well and, in general, Ignore those who show off. However, if the
show-off becomes disrup.o cb. speak to him after class. Never lose
your temper before the c lass.

10. Begin each lesson with a routine. calling the roll and having P
iesponse emphasizing a sound being studied, e g., "cast year I lived,

nn Thirty-third Street."
Attention to the ordinary amenities, establishment of courteous
modes of teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil communication, and ill-

sistence upon good manners help pupils develop thedesirable.social
attitudes which serve both as framework and motivation for neces-
sary instruction in the specific speech skills. The establishment of
orderly and inealunetul routines aids in the development of feelings
of security and belongingness and serves as a time-conserver in the
all-too-brief clinic period.

11. Since most pupils have a short attention span. it is better to have
three exercises fel one skill than to keep at the sane exercise for too
long a time.

-

12. Accept and use functionally all legitimate pupil contributions to
develop cooperative attitudes and maintain pupil interest.

13. Since ch' dren function more effectively in pleasant surroundings,
prepare ttractive. meaningful visual displays. The Bureau provides
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some materials. Many additional suggestions for, charts, games,
+slogans, posters, and other aids are 'shared at Bureau conferences
and meetings.

lIllm_

A well-planned speech room

Successful group therapy depends, in large measure, upon the teacher's
careful planning, enthusiastic leadership, friendly guidance and control,
and ingenuity in adapting to group use the drills, exercises, and other
teaching materials suggested in the many available tests and sources.
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CHAPTER 3.

Programs in
Senior High School

OVERVIEW

The senior high schools of New York City service students froni the ninth
year through the twelfth y 3r., The,main areas in the framework of the
speech program are the speech-arts classes, the speech-clinic classes,
and a term of speech fundamentals.

The high school speech teacher is prepared to assume a variety of respon-
sibilities. His program may include a speech fundamentals class in any
of the terms of high school and/or an elective class in dramatics, public

_.sreaking, radio or TV communication.' He may be asked to direct a
school play, to conduct an assembly program, to supervise the script
writing and production of a variety show, to coach student speakers, to
prepare contestants for oratorical programs, or to teach special speech
classes in the College Bound Program. In addition, he may carry one or
more remedial speech classes each day. Speech correction is one of his
major responsibilities. In many schools, he is also responsible for the
teaching of speech and language to the foreign born.

In some of New York City's academic high schools, Speech Department's
are supervised by speech chairmen; in others the Speech and English
Departments are combined, and the speech teachers are supervised by
English chairmen. In the vocational high schools where frequently only
one speech teacher is assigned to a school, the speech teacher is under
the supervision of the chairman of academic subjects. Supervisors from
the Bureau for Speech Improvement visit schools without speech chair-
men to assist in organizing and planning for speech programs.
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IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENTS FOR CLINICS

Cumulative Speech Record Cards

One important way to identify prospective speech clinic students is by
means of the Cumulative Speech Record Cards These cards are helpful,
for they give a clear picture of the' speech needs. How ever, one
must not rely solely on this means of identify ing speech clinic students
since these cards do not cover all entering students. If a speech card
anises for a pupil w who is not in the school, it is important to return it to
the school from which It was sent,

Pupil Transfer Records

A pupil's transfer records pros ide another means of Identify ing students
for speech clime classes. Comments made by a student-':, homeroom
teacher may indicate the need for speech help. Sach a remark as "Though
the pupil is still difficult to understand, he seems to be improving and
joins group us ork more' readily" indicates that a student may need help
and should he interview ed as soon as possible.

Screening

Many students who need speech help enter high school from private and
parochial schools They may never has e had any formal program of
therapy. Some students coming from the city schools may haw entered
the school after screening was completed, or they may have a recently
developed problem To insure the completeness of any sere oning pro-
gram esery incoming student is tested. Arrangements for this work will
vary in different schools. Some procedures are:

1. Students entering senior high school report for orientation during
Regents w eek or the w eek follow ing. Speech tests can hi grs en on a
.pecified day To give these tests speech teachers may he released
from other school assignments. One ads antage of this plan is that the
routine of the school is not disrupted floss ever, its disadvantages
are many:

'a. The homeroom teachers ineetinti their new cla on that day
must keep their groups busy until the tester arrives.

b. Tests must be given eery quickly because: in most schools, even
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with a large speech department, each speech teacher must ex-
amine three or four classes.

c. The possibility of an error while testing speedily does exist. It is
possible for the tester to get a false picture of the pupil's normal
speech pattern since the pupil is in a new environment.

2. With the approval of the head of the English Department, arrange-
ments can be made for the speech teachers to visit the first and third
term English classes for screening after the term has begun. These
visits must be made by appointment with the English teacher and
may necessitate the use of the speech teacher's administrative period.
It is often necessary to rearrange lunch periods. Some appointments
may require an exchange of classes between the English and speech
teacher, When this occurs, the speech teacher should have a written
assignment for his class. The English teacher should he asked to leave
a reading or a written assignment for the class so that the room will
remain quiet while the testing is in progress, Some advantages of
using this type of procedure are the test is given in familiar surround-
ings, more time is programed for each group, the consultation with
the English teacher can be an aid in diagnosis. A disadvantage of
this procedure is that schedules of both English and speech teachers
must often be disrupted

Recommendations from Teachers

If Speech Fundamentals classes are held in the third or fourth term and
are taught by speech teachers, the teachers can schedule screening in the
first week of the term. ,Students with vet.), ses ere cases are reported to the
grade adviser with the request that they be assigned to a clinic class,
even though such an assignment may necessitate a change of program.
.Nlore cfeful screening can contnme during the term,, and clinic rccom-
metal-horn can be made early December or stay for the following
year. In this way, ill pupils in the school maN he sertened in their
sophomore year,

Upper Term Transfers from Other High Schools

Transfer students in upper term classes should also be screened. Each
school must choose the plan which befit fits its own orgar ization. When a
transfer student-introkices himself to his grade adh iset he can he sent
immediately to the Speech Chairman for a speech test 'y Inch may be
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given at once or by appointment later in the day. A report from the
Speech Chairman or a speech teacher who may have been designated
for this task should be considered a required part of the student's profile.
If this arrangement is not a feasible one, a period during the day should
be designated for this work. Such an arrangement would be necessary
for approximately the first three weeks in the term. After that, individual
appointments can be made with the students w ho enter the school later
in the term.

TESTING

Rovtines

When the speech teacher visits a class, he introduces -himself to the
group and explains why the test is being given. He states the achantages
of receiving speech help within the framework of a school program. The
speech examiner distributes slips of paper to the students on which they
write:

Last Name First Name Off. Class

Guidance Adviser's Name

Recommendation

Testing Teacher's Name

The shill is form lines, onerow at a time, and come to the examiner's
'desk, brirtging mth them these slips of paper. The student hands the
paper to the examiner before he is heard. A w ritten or silent-reading
assignment is pros 'Lied for those who are waiting to be tested or who
have already been heard. Thy examining room is quiet and free from
confusion. Each student is asked to read a paragraph which contains
sounds and combinations of sounds common!) mispronounced by those
with various speech deficiencies. This may he all that is needed to indi-
cate an articulatory defect. Sample reading materials follow. Similar
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testing material can be found in most speech textbooks. Simple sentences
with the sounds to be tested can be formulated very easily if the teacher
prefers to use his own material.. Students return to their seats quietly
after they have been tested. For further diagnosis, students give a short,
extemporaneous talk on hobbies, sports, or class activities. The speech
teacher consults ss ith the English teacher regarding specialspeech cases
he may have observed and arranges for the testing of absentees.

Recommendations are made by the examiner on the slip, of paper sub-
mitted by each student. The recommendations include a simple diagnosis
and the type of clinic to which the student should be assigned. This in-
formation is transcribed to school recommendation cards.

Selections for High School Speech.Testing

BINGO

Bingo was a poor monkey. His mother was English, and his
father had come. I rom the Belgian Congo. Bingo had tieNCer

enjoyed the pleasure of swinging from tree to tree by his tail,
nor had he ever tasted the popcorn and peanuts which his
brother in the BronX Zoo knew as a daily tliet: Nevertheless,
Bingo had a fine tam. He' lived in a brownstone house on the
corner of Third Avenue and Thii-ty-third Street. It was an old

house, but the owner had installed all modern conveniences,
including an oil burner., Whether the weather was bad or not
made no difference to Bingo because his home was always
warm, and when the government health inspector came on Ins

regular xisit, he usually. brought Bingo either an apple or some
candy.

SUSAN

After writing a, letter and studying three arithmetic poblems,
Susan helped her mother with the' housework. She dusted the
banish rs as she ss s going upstairs. Then she went to the store
to buy some groceries., She' asked the paces and bought some
oysters and flounders. She also ordered a bottle of olive oil, a
jar of clam chow der, a pound of flour, and a can of crushed
pineapple. She ss as the fif th person in the line.

APPLYING FOR A POSITION

The applicant for a position is trying to sell his services, his
knowledge, and his ability to fill the position. Often has success
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in getting the position depends upon his salesmanship. In his
letter and interview with the employer, the applicant must sell
his ability,

JUSTICE

We must remember that the right to justice before the law is
like the right to free speech, free press, free religion; and free
public meeting in that it must be guaranteed to those we dislike
as well as those we like. We must be alert to be sure that hatred
does not crush our desire for fair play..

THE CIRCUS

When the circus comes to town, everybody turns out. The
children like to join in the parade, marching after the big drum,
hanging on the elephant's tail, and laughing at the antics of the
clowns. Fashionable people pretend to be bored as the fat lady
rides by on the great white horse., But the crowd applauds the
lion tamer and shouts with excitement when the big beast roars.

ARTHUR THE RAT

Once there was a young rat named Arthur who could never
make up his mind. Whenever his friends asked him if he would
like to go out with them, he would only answer, "I don't know."
He wouldn't say either yes or no. He would always shirk making
a choice. His Aunt Helen said to him, "Now look here.. No one
is going to care for you if you carry on like this.. You have no
more mind than a blade of grass."

Individual Testing and Diagnosis

It is very helpful to get a second opinion on doubtful cases. In an indi-
vidual interview, informal conversation outside of the classroom situa-
tion is more likely to win the confidence of the student. Talking about
such topics as friends, hobbies, and sports may produce a more relaxed
voice and speech pattern.

When a medical examination seems necessary, the student is asked to
bring in a parent or ( if that is impossible) a note from home giving
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permission to send the student for a laryngoscopical examination. There
must be assurance that an older member of the family will accompany
the student to the doctor's office or to the clinic. Whenever a medical;
dental, or hearing test is indicatM, all contacts outside of the school
must be made with the approval of the principal.

If a medical examination for voice cases can be made before the student
enters the clinic, time mill be saved. When the doctor indicates that
medical treatment is needed, the student's record is placed in a "follow-
up" file. When speech the rapt' is advised, the clinician can proceed with
confidence. A similar situation can occur ssith suspected hard-of-hearing
cases.

Arrangements can be made for a lar ngoscopic examination through the
Bureau for Speech Improvement of the Board of Education. Hearing
tests can he arranged at MS 47N1 through the principal of the school.
Dental deviations can he referred by the school nurse to the proper clinic
or dentist., If there h no nurse un the school organization, referrals may
be made through the Ilea Ith Education Department. Under no circum-
stances should a specific doctor or dentist be rc mmmended by the speech
teacher or clinician, The parents may prefer to take their child to an
otologist, orthodontist, or audiologist of their choice, Such an arrange-
ment is acceptable, but recommendations of facilities must not be made
by the teacher. A student who needs ,to he referred for psychological
evaluation can he sent for testing to the Bureau of Child Guidance at
the recommendation of the school guidance counselor. Results of these
special tests are filed in the Speech Office. and copies are sent to the
school's Health Education Department.

SELECTING CASES

Developing Uniform Standards

Speech is defective when the !Fuller as as much as or more attention
to hon. a person spelks than to what he says. Tints, the decision by the
examiner is somes hat subjective'. The- speech examiner's standards
should Ik realistic. It is important to recognize defective speech as dif-
ferentiated from suh-clinical 1/4' h faults.

When more than oneteacher is conducting speech tests, it is important
to establish standards concerning placement in the speech clinic classes.
One method of attaining uniform standards is in a practice session.
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Before the testing is scheduled, examiners test a group of children and
compare recommendations. The children are asked to remain after

.school (with parents' permission) or to come before the school session
begins. The group assembles in a classroom with a teacher aide or
student teacher. Each student is examined by one of the teachers, with
the others observing. The student. is then asked to remain for a few
minutes in an adjoining room. The examiners discuss the case and reach
a decision. Often, especially when there is wide divergence of opinion,
it is helpful to recall the pupil for a second interview. This session can
be planned for a depa:,,tient meeting. It is Nvise to have one such
session each term.

Determining Priorities

Since teaching time allotted for clinics is limited, it is necessary to estab-
lsh priorities and have' some suitlents wait until a later date for clinic
help. The following order of priority is suggested:,

1. All stutterers

2. All cases of cleft palate, hearing loss, cerebral palsy, and others whosA
communication is seriously unpaired

3 Severe voice cases

4. Articulation
lateral-and or lingual lepers, Liners

5. Pupils with foreign accent

6. All other substitutions and distortions

If enough clinics can be' orgam/ed to cover the fist Once goups and
the last three grotys ooh partially then upper term students are given
preference.

GROUPING CASES

Ideally, students are grouped homogeneously according to defect..
Groups are' large' enough to allow for the development of real group
feeling and small enough so that there may he full participation for all
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and opportunity for individual therapy and frequent checkups. Group-
ing clinic cases is usually advantageous to the pupil, for he can see his
problem more realistically and feel more comfortable about it. He
learns that some pupils speak better than he, while others may have
even greater difficulty than he. The following groupings are sugested:,

Stutterers (not combined with any other group)
Voice cases
Lispers
Foreign accent
Mixed articulatory problems'

The lallers can be placed with lispers or others with artienlatory prob-
lems, Pupils whose speech defect is related to a hearing loss are placed
according to the defect which most seriously handicaps their communi-
cation.

Since there are very few cases of cleft palate in the average high school,
it is usually impossible to form a separate clinic for such cases. Conse-
quently, the cleft palate cases are assigned to a group which meets their
speech needs. Cerebral palsied students may receive help in schools with
special facilities for them, If these facilities are not a part of the school
program, schedule the pupil for the most appropriate clinic,

FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS

The number of times a particular group meets caries considerably in
different schools. There are many considerations involved, such as the
number of students needing clinical service and the number of periods
assigned by the school to clinical help. Ideally, clinics should meet five
times a week to insure maximum improvement in the shortest possible
time. If this cannot he arranged, the following programing patterns are
suggested:.

Stutterers

Although it is desirable for stutterers to meet five hint a Nk eck, this may_
not always 1w feasible. If the class i,, large, it may be hater to meet in
two sectionsone section meeting three tunes a week, the other twice a
week. This adjustment may be ise if part of the group has been in the
clinic a number of terms and the other part is composed of newcomers,
or if one part of the group has attained some degree of fluency and
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ease, while the other part is having great difficulty. Sometimes behavior
problems make it necessary to separate pupils with conflicting person-
alities. Such adjustment is made only after consultation with the depart-
ment chairman. During the periods that the pupil is unassigned, he may
be programed for study hall or library, If the class is the first or last
period of the student's day, he need not remain in school..

Voice and Lisping Cases
Voice and lisping clinics meet two or three times a week. A teacher
could meet lispers two days a week and voice cases the other three days
a week. When the students are taken out of study hall for clinic work, it
might be a good plan to meet the lispers and voice cases twice a week
each and keep the fifth period for individual instruction.

Foreign Accents

Foreign accent clinics benefit by meeting five periods a week. Here
again if the class grows too large, it may oe expedient to divide it into
two sectionsone to meet three times a week, the other, twice a meek.
The division is generally based upon native language.

Articulation Cases
Articulation clinics may meet two or three times a week. Again much
will depend on the composition of the group and the severity of the
problems,

PROGRAMING

The Board of Education issued a circular dated April 28, 1967, regarding
speech education.

SPEECH EDUCATION CLASSES

The increasing importance a oral communication in contem-
porary life imposes on schools the obligation of providing an
adequate speech program for all students.

Students Handicapped in Speech

A. All schools should establish clinics fur stutterers, lispers,
foreign accent cases and, if needed. for non-English-speak-
ing students.

B. New York State grants aid for a teacher'S salary in full pro-
portion to the time that is spent on speech correction for all
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ihe.e children whose speech defects are dm to physical
difficulties, stuttering, or foreign accent. Your speech clinic
allotment is baed on position for each 600 pupils and
makes clinic service avail4ble for approximately of your
school's register in classes averaging 17.5 per class and meet-
ing three periods per week. Schools which are not prepently
using this 42 allowance should begin to do so. The divi-
sional allotment is not intended to replace other phases of
the speech program.

C. The High School Division grants an allotment for the organi-
zation of special classes for non-English-speaking pupils.
These special classes are entitled to additional state aid.
To be eligible for the additional aid, these classes must be
under 25 and be composed of a majority of non-English-
speaking pupils rated "C" or below on the scale abd in the
October, 1959. survey.:

Clinics are scheduled during study periods or on alternate clays of ,art
and music classes. Students may also be taken from gymnasium classqs
since the state requires only two periods a week of health education.
Frequently, when clinic classe's are too large, they arefdivided into two
sections, one section meeting Mice a week and the other meeting three
times a week.

If, for some reason, a student belongink, in a speech clinic cannot be
scheduled for clinic one term, the program committee should schedule
him the folkiu ing term. To determine which recommended students
were not programed for speech clinic, at the beginning of each,term
instructors send lists of students in their clinics to the department chair-
man. Student clerical help arranges the original referral cards according
to defect.and notes on each card the class into Which the student has
been placed., Tlie cards which remain w ith no notation indicate those
students who have not been correctly assigned by the program com-
mittee or who have been :,ssigned but have neglected to report. This
follow-up is very important. These pupils recommended again tht
following semester.

CLINIC DISCHARGES

Students are discharged from speech clinic with the approval of the
speech chairman,, if one is available. If there is no speech chairman, the
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speech teacher is responsible for discharging the student. Sometimes
it ise to.drop a student from a clinic class for a term. He may have
learned to produce the soi...ds cdrrectly and to incorporate them in con-
trolled speaking situations, but he may not have learned to use these
sounds habitually. Having reachtd this plateau, he may be assigned
out-of-class practice for the term and instructed to report to the Speech
Office at the close of the second marking period for ree,'i'llution't

MOTIVATION
. .-

High school students realize they may be disadvantaged by poor speech.
Those going on to college and those seeking emplowent usually face
an oral interiqew. All are enuring morel- ()mai Axial .(1tuations-and wish
to make good impressions. Orvetivity piiimoting motivation may be
to have former clinic member- ,`peak to the clinic to prove that speech
rehabilitation is possible and helpful. Stories of 9eople who have; over- a
come a speech handicap and become successful are often very effective.'
Select examples that have meaning for studerits. Tlie_greatest help may
came from other teachers and the 'administration. When the principal s
or a subject teachey notices a deficiency in a student's,speech anesends
him to the Speech Office,, the pupil is cor:ineed of his need fof help
because ynneone other than the speech specialist has made the recom-
inendation.

CREDITING CLINIC COURSES

High schools offer minor credits for speech clinic classes The clinic may
be carried in addition to four or five majors,

CLASSROOM ROUTINES

While the remedial speech class is unique in some respects, It has many
similarities to other classes and other learning experiences., In all learn-
ing situations, it is an accepted principle of education that there he
planned organization, adequate classroom discipline, and well- estab-
lished classroom routines, This days not mean that there must be rigid
rules or inflexible attitudes.

c..

Monitorial Staff

The monitorial staff.is responsible for the distribution and collection of
mirrors, textbooks, audiovisual aids; and other teaching materials. It is
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advisable to have alternate students assigned to these tasks, should the
student-in-charge be absent. Students like to receive service credit for
their work.

Students' Speech Notebooks

Students develop a speech notebook which includes goals, a Aart-to
indicate the plan for attaining the goals, appropriate material dis-
tributed by the speech teacher, homework assignments, and progress
charts. Suggest an outline for the development of the speech notebook.

Students often demonstrate creative ability in preparing their speech
notebooks. Originality and individuality are expressed in drawings,
original speech activities, and special projects related to speech improve-
ment.

Homework Assignments

The homework assigninents are carefully prepared and regularly pre-
sented. Some speech teachers use mimeographed material and mimeo-
graphed assignment shCets. Others have homework assignments written
on the chalkboard. Dictating an assignment is the least effective tech-
nique. If students do not understand exactly what is required, confusion

and unpreparedness result.

TEACHING MATERIALS AND .EQUIPMENT

To make the remedial speech training program most effective, it is

suggested that certain basic aids be used by the teacher. Among these
aids are:

1. A speech textbook appropriate for the age and intellectual ability of

the students

2. Metal mirrors which may be ordered from the Stock Supply List

3. Charts, pictures, and minirtigraphed materials related to class
activities

4. A tape recorder available for practice session and for individual and
group speech trainink. The tape recorder should be handled only by
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'the teacher and well-trained students. It must be stored in a safe area
while not in use. Tapes and recordings which the speech teacher

frmay wish to use can be stored with it

5.- Appropriate recortlings to serve as models for,good voice and speech
prodyction) should be-carefully selected and handled

06. Tapes are available for the correction of articulatory speech defect;
for use in language laboratories. These tapes, along with a manual
for their' use, may be obtained through -the Bureau for Speech Im-
provement.

INDIVIDUAL NEEDS THROUGH GROUP THERAPY

In the Nev *N York City school system, it is necessary te plan the speech
clinic classes on w group therapy basis, Usually all exercises, drills, and
applications are helpful to all the students in a class, though possibly
more effective for some students than for others. Some principles to
keep in mind are:,

1. Stimulate the clinic students to become highly motivated. Student
motivation is crucial to individual speech improvement.

Be flexible in your methodology; variety in clinical techmques is
useful and frequently necessary. Some suggested approaches are:

a. Stimulability ( using visual and auditory stimulation and/or
imitation )

b. Developmental feedback ( using a multisensory approach)

c. Phonetic placement ( using a mechanistic approach )

Studies have shown that a phonetic placement approach used in isola-
tion least encourages correction and carry-over ( transference ). Develop-
mental feedback, generally speaking, fosters the best results because of
the increased feedback to the central nervous system which directs and
coordinates the speech act

3. Stressmgroup listening and peer evaluation.

4. Plan a flexible classroom seating arrangement, Some lesson plans
are more effectively carried out if the students are seated in a circular



or semicircular' formation. Another lesson might lend itself to stu-
dents facing each other. A flexible seating plan is highly desirable
for a dynamic clinical atmosphere.

5. Organize the lesson plans to include a variety of activities. Have

some pupils demonstrate successful speech production. Group or
pair students as performer and critic.

Group therapy technique demands that the speech teacher train himself
carefully to hear specific pupils recite within the group. Eventually he

will be able to single out individual students and either praise an achieve-

ment or encourage improvement. The wise teacher makes every effort

to interest pupils in one another's progress. The willingness of one stu-
dent to help another may he the basis for a good learning situation.

It is generally accepted that speech therapy periods culminate in an
appropriate activity. This principle can also be applied to group therapy.
Appropriate activities include games, choral speaking, oral reports, .,..d
informal conversations and discussions. It is very' important, however,
that pupils see the relationship of technical drills to the culminating
activity and leave the activity with a feeling of achievement and success.

The teachers voice and speech pattern serve as models for his students.
His manner is friendly, enthusiastic, and firm. He must be poised and in

full eontrol of the class. His leadership and guidance can produce in the
student a true sense of sectirit, a feeling of belonging, and a develop-

ment Of silt:confidence in speaking situations.
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CHAPTER 4.

Clinical Practices

This section, containing basic therapy techniaues for all school levels,
provides suggestions to guide the therapist in determining specific
plan for each pupil. Since the field of speech therapy is dynamic, the
therapist must keep abreast of new developments and research and
apply this knowledge to his daily work. Selected, up-to-date relerences
are included

Clinical practices include work to correct the following major speech
difficulties

1 Articulatory defects
Lisping
Lal ling
\ fixed articula; ory problems and delayed speech

Tongue thrust 3. Organic problems 4. Problems of fluency
t palate Cluttering

rebral-palsy Stuttering
Hearing loss

5. Voice 6. r oreign accent

For each disorder, the following matci ial has been prepared:
General description of the disorder
Sequence of sound presentation
Suggested techniques for therapy
Selected references
Sample lesson plans

r-
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THERAPY GUIDE FOR ARTICULATORY DEFECTS

Since groups vary in maturity, ability, interests, and backgrounds, the
teacher uses his judgment in selecting activities. He watches class reac-
tions and provides an alternate activity wherever necessary. Often the
best activities are suggested by the students themselves. The therapist is
particularly sensitive to those youngsters who have been enrolled in a
therapy program for several years and who may require a concentrated
program of carry-over activities. Although there are many types of
articulatory defects, the retrainirm techniques are essentially the same,

Motivation

Speech is a habit difficult to break. The student trust want to change
his way of speaking before he undertakes the rigors of retraining. Point-
ing out the benefits of good speech often motivates him toward better
speech. Goals for the term should be established with a method of
checking the progress of individual students% Encouragement at every
point in the retraining program should establish continuing rapport
with the student and strengthen motivation. If a student produces more
than one defective sound, begin with the one which appears easiest for
him to produce so that he will be motivated by early success.

Sound Discrimination

Students must learn to discriminate between Incorrect and correct
sounds before they can correct errors. They must:

1, Listen to the correct soury'repeatedb, .

1. Listen to the incorrect sound repeatedly.

3 Listen to differentiate between the correct and the detective sound.

4. Follow teacher demonstrations of the preceding activities with stu-
dent practice of the same techniques Students should listen to and
evaluate each other.

5, Proceed from gross to fine discrimination in such sounds as p to 0 ,
t, toe, toe. f tot).

6. Proceed from hearing the sounds correctly produced and incorrectly
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produced in isolation to listening to them in words, sentences, and
conversation.

Sound Production

To have the student produce a sound correctly, he must:

1. Be prepared to use the articulators properly through exercises:

a. To strengthen control of the tongue

b. To increase mobility of the lips

a

4 .
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Using a mirror for visual reinforcement

c. To eliminate incorrect use of articulators

d. To promote relaxation.

2, Learn how the sound is made in isolation by:

a. Knowing which articulators are used
ti
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b. Knowing correct placement of articulators

c. Seeing the correct placement in a mirror for visual reinforcement

d. Feeling the correct placement

e. Feeling where and how his breath is emitted'

f., Learning to control the air stream

g. Feeling the difference between a voiced and unvoiced' sound

h. Feeling the difference between a nasal and oral sound.

3. Learn to make the sound in syllables by

a. Combining the problem sound with vowels, first with a separa-
tion, e.g., t - a, t - e, t - t - 0, t - oo.

b. Blending these sounds, e.g., ta, te, ti, to. too.

4. Learn to use the sound in words, phrases, and sentences.

5. Learn to establish the sound in conversational speech. To give many
opportunities to apply the new speech pattern, meaningful activities,
such as these, are provided:

a. Oral reading of appropriate poetry or prose

b. Discussion

c, Public speaking

d. Word games

e. Rehearsal of reports for other classes

f. Job interviews

g. College interviews

h. Telephone conversations

i. Narration of jokes and anecdotes

j. Social conversation

k. Role-playing
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LISPING

Description

Lisping is the defective utterance or marked deviation in the articulation
of sibilant sounds.

1.. Causes ( organic or functional )

a. Physical impairment or imperfect oral structure

b. Malocclusion of the teeth

c. Inaccurate functioning of the articulators due to chance, imitation,
environmental, or other factors

d. Inactivity of tongue muscles

e. Slovenly speech habits

f. Prolonged infantilism

g. Affectation

h. Tongue thrust

2. Types of Lisping

a. Lingual protrusion lisping is the incorrect production of any or all
sibilants caused by the protrusion of the tongue between or
against the incisors during articulation. Lingual protrusion lispers
should be screened for tongue-thrust syndrome. ( See page 89.)

b. A dental lisp is caused by forward placement of the tongue tip,
usually against the lower teeth, or excessive emission due to poor
spacing of the teeth. Forward placement results in a broad, flat
sibilant or an excessively hissing quality,

c. Lateral emission lisping is caused by the forcible emission of air
through the teeth on either or both sides of the mouth rather than
through the forward central area. It has a characteristic "slushy"
quality,

Sound Sequence

LINGUAL PROTRUSION AND DENTAL LISPS

1. Order of sounds for readiness

0 thin
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2. Producing the s in isolation ( stress analysis of the sound, ear training,
kinesthetic approach, and effective use of mirrors)

3. Linking initial s with vowels

4. Planning specific lessons for all of the following blends. Proceed to
a new combination when the pupil can successfully produce the pre-
ceding one in words, phrases, and sentences. If, after reasonable
effort, a pupil cannot master a certain blend, move on to another
and return to the problem combination in a subseqUent lesson. One
or more blends may be covered in a single lesson, depending on
pupils' ability.

s blends: sp, sin, ste, st, sn, sl, sk, str, spr, spl, skr, skw
s (in final position, preceded by vowels) pass

Reviewing final t:, ts, ks, ps

Initial and final s in the same word: space, skates, sps, sts, sks

Medial s: pasSing

Medial tr Betsy

Wdial st:, mister

pr;sition z. zoo

Final position z. buzz, ds, us, is, bs, vs, gs, nos

z after a:, lazy

5. Tile time devoted to each item in the sequepee varies with the needs
of the students. The process is often one of trial and error. Some

,pupils will be able' to provide a medial is before they can produce a
final 8, as in pass. Be alert to individual needs and be flexible in your
use of this recommended sequence. Some students require only a
quick review of the material suggested and need immediate, direct
work on the following:

( she) in initial position

I (dish) in final position

( washing) in medial position
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tf ( cheap) in initial position

tf ( each) in final position

tf ( pitcher) in medial position

3 ( gai-age) in final position

3 ( pleasure) in medial position

d3 ( jelly) in initial position

d3 ( huge) in final position

d3 ( enjoy) in medial position

LATERAL EMISSION LISPS

1. The following sounds help, through tongue positions, to establish
readiness for the production of the problem sound. Discover through
the process of trial and error which approach is most helpful to the
individual child, and plan his work accordingly. Special attention is
given to relaxation for release of tension. Skillful use of the visual
and kinesthetic appeals accompanies intensive ear training. The
sounds are:,

r: in the initial position

y: ( as in yellow) in the initial positiOn

k: in the final position

k: in the initial position

p: in the final position

in the initial position

2. Contimie as for lingual protrusion lispers through lessons on the
sibilant sounds aid their blends.

Specific Techniques for Lisping Therapy

L When a pupil does not respond to the high point position of the
tongue, try to obtain an acceptable sound with the low point tongue
position.
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2. Draw attention to the central aperture, using the sense of touch, by
holding the forefinger vertically close to the mouth to suggest to the
pupil the presence of a narrow stream of breath emitted centrally.

I

?...""--
Q'

Y,

A feather helps children see direction of escaping air

3. Use a feather or strip of paper held before the mouth to help pupils
to see the escaping air. A straw provides auditory awareness of proper

direction of air stream.

4. Hold a mirror horizontally before the teeth to help pupils see the air
stream. This technique is particularly valuable for lateral emission

lispers.

5. For lingual protrusion lispers, direct pupils to secure the s by pro-
ducing the voiceless tit and then drawing the tongue gradually hack
until it is behind and above the.teeth. The 0 is then transformed into s.
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6. In working from t to s, try to have the pupil produce a is blend. After
this has been done successfully, the t may be eliminated.

7. Development of s from sh tends to secure a more backward position
of the tongue.

8. Tongue exercises should involve specific muscles and their functions.
In the case of a lateral emission lisp, exercises involving widening
and grooving of the tongue are practiced. With lingual protrusion
lispers elevation and retraction ,exercises are appropriate.

LESSON PLANS FOR LISPERS

LEVEL: Elementary

AIM: To teach the initial s sound ( using a restaurant theme )

MATERIALS

Pictures of food with initial s
Menu listing foods wr.i, initial s

MOTIVATION

Tell us about your favorite restaurant.
Today we're going to pretend to eat in a restaurant, but we must get
ready first.

PROCEDURE

I. Readiness

Close your eyes. Listen to me Suppose it is cold inside a restaurant
and you hear this soundsss, sss, sss., What do you think is happening?
( Elicit responses, e.g., steam is coming up. ) We call sss the steamy
sound.

2. Analysis and production

Briefly review the t sound for placement of the tongue tip on the
alveolar gum ridge Use multiple-sense approach.
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a. Vocal practice: t ttt tsss
t t t tsss
t t tsss
t tsss
sss

b. Kinesthetic: Feel the stream of air come out of the mouth like
steam out of the valve of a radiator. ( Notice direction of air.)

c. Auditory discrimination: The teacher reads a list of words. Pupils
raise hands when they hear the s words:- see, saw, so, say, soon.

3. Development

a. Present several pictures of each kind food containing s, the
steamy sound: soup, salad, sandwich, soda. ( Teacher produces
words as pupils look and listen.)

b. Elicit s words :; sandwich, soda, salad.

c. Group and individual practice: salmon salad, salami sandwich,
tomato soup.

d. Encourage peer evaluation and provide correction when needed.

APPLICATION

Role-play. Develop structural conversation as given.

EATING IN A RESTAURANT

Aide: Good afternoon. May I serve you, sir?

Pupil: Yes, may I see a menu, please?

Aide: Would you like the soup of the day?

Pupil: d don't care for soup. I would like a salmon salad sand-
wich and an orange soda ( or a.S even-up

Aide-': That will be seventy-five cents, please.

ASSIGNMENT

List the foods with the s sound which your another serves at home.
Practice them aloud every day.
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LEVEL: Upper elementary

AIM To provide practice for the st blend in the initial position (using
the theme of an imaginary trip to Pakistan)

MATERIALS

1. Story about Pakistan

If you start out from the United States by plane, you will arrive in
Pakistan in less than a day. When you step off the plane, you will be
stepping on to the Asian continent., When you arrive, you will want to
send a stamped envelope with a letter to your friends, stating all that
you have seen.

You might have seen people wearing a particular style of clothing,
including white saris and robes. You can tell them of the little tents
that serve as stores in the outdoor-markets. You can tell of the beauti-
ful style of prchitecture and the arts and crafts. You can tell of the
students you stopped to talk with. You will probably have to stop
writing so that you can go on with your trip.

2. Word list from story

start step style student
state stamp store stop

3. Rhyme referring to story

Stanley went to Pakistan
To see what he could see.
He started at the markets
And went to every store.
He stayed for weeks and weeks
So he could see some more.

4. Mirrors

sk.

MOTIVATION

Today, in order to learn our new sound, %%e're going to take an
imaginary arinchau trip to a land called Pakistan. We're going to
have a lot to tell about our trip, so let's prepare for it,

Pnor:Ent

1, Readiness: Tongue exercises
Let's get those tongues moving for our talk. Lift the tip up to the
bumpy ridge and down, ( 4X )
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2. Review
,

s in isolation
s followed by a vowel (sag, soh, see)
swords when vowel follows (say, sit, sell)
words from homework

3. Auditory training

The reason I chose to take y,ou on a trip to Pakistan is that, the name
Pakistan has our new sound in it. The new sound is st: st is really a
combination of our s sound plus the t sound. Where is the st in
Pakistan? Is it at the beginning, middle, or end of the word?

As you listen to this story about our trip to Pakistan, listen particu-
larly for all the st words you hear, such as start, step, stone., Each time
you hear an st word, write a Joi° on yourpaper. When I've finished the
story, count up all the st words-you heard, and well see who cam(
closest to the correct answer.

Read story about Pakistan.

5. Development

a. Analysis: ( multiple sense appeal: visual, auditory, tactile, kin-
esthetic. )

In order to make the st sound combination, we make s with our
tongue tip near the bumpy ridge and then quickly raise the tongue
tip right to and tnoPhing the bumpy ridge for t. Elicit from class
the difference in tongue tip placement between s and t.

SimultanZously demonstrate "auditorally" and visually ( using
fingertips) the st blend.

b. Production.; ( use mirrors. Tell pupils to check that tongue is not
in sight. )

1) In isolation; with vowels (stab, stoh, stee).

2) In words from story: say w ord first, have classlepeat in chorus,
itwirig in mirrors.

31, call on individuals; ask rest of class to listen and evaluate. If
correction' is necessary, call on another student to demonstrate,

II) Then have each pupil read four words from list, again seek
peer evaluation.
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APPLICATION
,1. Ask questions based on story in order to elicit st words in full

sentences. For example

What :ountry did we start out from for the trip?
Did you step on or off the,plane in Pakistan?
What is the style of dress in Pakistan?
What kind of stores are there in Pakistan?

2. Recite rhyme ( see materials
Class repeats in chorus.
Each pupil says one line from the rhyme

ASSIGNMENT

1, Practice saying word list, Use mirror and make sure you do not see
y, .ngue,

2.' Read the rhyme on rexographed sheet aloud every day.

LEVEL: Junior High School

AIM. To reinbackrs sound ( using the theme, See New York )

MATERIALS

Map
Stars
Rexographed copy of "Sidewalks of New York"

MOTIVATION

Ask ss hy tourists come to our city, Introduce map of New York City.
1 he nanws of many places in New York City contain the sound s.
Before we can take the tour, we must practice our sound,

PRO( }.DL III.

1. Readiness

a. Res iew tongue exercises related to the production of the s sou d
and elicit v by each exercise is helpful.
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b. Auditory diseriminationth/s contrast
Call attention to the fact that the tongue touches the teeth for the
th and that there is a free tip for the production of s.

2. Development

a. Have pupils place stars on strategic spot en map.

b. Elicit a word list from these locations, c g.,

city sandy beaches stock exchange
Times Square east side Radio City
skyscrapers Lincoln Center Empire State Building
subway system tourists stage and screen
Central Park Statue of Liberty west side

c.. Use this word list for group drill.

d.. Use the word list for individual drill. Each pupil says a word a
usk.s it in a sentence as he locates it on the map. Pupils ev. uate
sound production of one another.

APPLICATION

Role - play:; Each pupil assumes the role of tourist guide as he drives
his bus along a route which he points out on the map Class evaluates
s sound production.

ASSIGNMENT

Distribute rexographed words to "Sidewalks of New York." Practice
and be ready to sing the song next week.

LEVEL:. Junior 110 School

AlM:; To review the vt blend in the initial, medial, and final positions in
words, sentences, and spontaneous speech ( using the theme of
automobiles )

MATERIALS

Pictures of cars that contain vt blends
Car advertisement ch irt.; using st blends
Charts for matching game
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MOTIVATION

Now that new models are out, the automobile industry is spending a
tremendous amount of money in advertising. The industry tries to
use catchy slogans that will remain in our minds for a long time.
Let's see how successful these car manufacturers are. Who can
remember an automobile commercial slogan from radio or television?
("You're ahead in a Ford all the way." "The Dodge rebellion wants
you." "See the U.S.A. in your Chevrolet." "Plymouth is out to win
you over this year.")

PROCEDURE

1. Readiness

a. Review analysis and production of s, t, and st sounds. Say, "Just
as a good driser must pay attention to certain signs or safety rules,
a good speaker must follow certain speech rules.". Next, elicit
steps in the production of the s and t sounds, as in the word stop.
Have the students make the s and t sounds in isolation, three
times each. Use mirrors and stress tongue placement. Explain the
formation of the st blend and have the students say the st blend
in isolation three times.

b. Ear trainingst blend

11 Show pictures of various cars containing st blends and have
st ents guess the names ( Mustang. Stingray, jetst,Ir 83).

2) Say ach car name tw iceonce with a good st blend. Have
stud is decide the correct one and the incorrect one and
state sons for their choice.

:3) Have la :Audent read the following paragraph:

WINTER SAFETY

You start your station ss agon's engine one morning and take off
instantly. At the corner, you stop for a stop sign and wait bar an
opening in the flow of oncoming cars. When the opening comes,
you step on the gas and nose into traffic. The engine stalls. You
have tried to drive with a cold engine. This was your big
mistake. Although you won't harm the engine by driving afiet
a brief warm-up period,, safe driving procedure demands that
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you warm the engine for at least three minutes before operating
it on a cold day.

4) As one pupil reads this paragraph to the class, the others raise
their hands every time they hear an st blend in any position.
Choose one student to list these words on the chalkboard.

2. Development

a. Practice of sound in words

1) Have the entire class say the words with st blends on the chalk-
board.

2) For individual practice, have each student say as many ords
as he can remember without looking at the board. ( Provide
peer evaluation. )

b. Practice the sound in sentences.

Tape the following chart on the board next to the st word and
ha% e the student formulate sentences by matching one of the e
words on the chalkboard with one of the phrases from the chart.
e.g , To start your car, put the key in the ignition.

very, roon warm up engine
put foot on brake on gas pedal
can cause accident three minutes
put key in ignition take off

APPLICATION

1. Arrange a role-playing situation: car salesman tries to convince
customer to buy a new cars Have leading questions for the customer
tc, ask, such as, "How much does it cost? Is it the latest style? What is
the standard equipment?" Prepare advertisement charts for the sales-
man to use, such as the following:

NIUSTANG

many standard features three new styles
stick shift sturdy hardtop,
extremely fast fastback



2. Alternate suggestions for application

a. Giving persuasive sales speeches

b. Role-playing scenes at traffic court

c. Group discussIdn on the topic. At what age should teenagers be
allowed to drive a car in New York City?

d. Choral speaking of poetry

ASSIGNMENT

1. Have the pupils practice saying these st blends aloud every day in
front of a mirror. Underline st sounds in each word.

Initial Position Final Position Medial Position

Stingray start Tempest cost Jetstar Mustang
static steal crossed fast Aston Martin instant
sticker stand exhaust test distance system
step still adjust best adjustable custom
stability stop defrost east fastback faster
standard steer quickest last defroster mistake
station stick quietest cast disaster
stereo style mist lost
steady
stolen

storm
stall

east west

2. Review the production of the s and t sounds.

3. Write a short automobile advertisement. Include six words with the
st blend. Practice reading y our advertisement every day. Be prepared
to read it in class, using good speech.

LEVEL: High School

AIM: To say the s sound correctly in initial and final positions.

MATERIALS

Copies of John Masefield's poem "Sea Fever"
Mirrors
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MOTIVATION

Read "Sea Fever"to class ( after asking some brief questions about the
sea, sailors, etc.). Briefly discuis essential meaning of the poem. Ask
this pivotal question:, "Besides our interest in its theme, why is this
poem particularly good for us?'

PROCEDURE

1. Readiness

From pupil-pupil evaluations and corrections, review briefly the
correct way to make the sound. Mirrors should be used, of course, for
pupil's self-checking of correct s sound whenever this is necessary,

2. Development

a. Ask the class to list all words with initial s only. One pupil does so
at the chalkboard while others work at their seats.

b. Call on each student to say five words beginning with s..

c. Have each pupil develop a phrase having an initial and final s
word.

d. Ask the class to make a list of.words with final s. Again, one pupil
does so at the chalkboard while others do so at their seats.

e. Call upon each pupil to say three words from his list of final s
words. Have the pupils evaluate one another.

APPLICATION

The class reviews the general values of thb poem and its particular
values for them. Ask volunteers to read sect; of the poem aloud
Direct attention to initial and final s words.

ASSIGNMENT

Write a short poem or a paragraph describing your -feelings about
the sea or an experience you have had while 'swimming. Try to
include many s sounds to give the listener or reader the sound and
feel of the sea.

4 dY

2y J
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LALLING

Description

. When the 1 or r sounds are omitted, or when other sounds, particularly
the u: or y, are substituted for them, the resultant defect is called 'ailing.
Lallers may also misarticulate the sounds of 1 or r by producing them
too far back in the mouth, thereby emitting a glottal sound rather than
the frontal 1 or r sounds ( of correct English ).;

Sound Set uence.

1. Review as needed

tin all positions d in all positions n in all positions

2. Sequence on I

initial 1
initial /4
initial pl

initial fl
s/

initial kl

initial g/
final tl
final / ( all)
medial 1

3. tiktquence on r

initial r initial thr initial kr
initial hr initial tr , initial gr
initial pr initial dr initial skr
initial fr initial str medial r

If pupils have more difficulty with r than with I, cover the sequence
on 1 in three or four lessons and proceed to work on If pupils need
extensive work on,,/, devote, at least one lesson to each position or
blend listed.

Specific Techniques for Therapy

For/

1. Practice analogy drill: tab, da, nab, lab.

2. Apply specific exercises to elevate the tongue.

a. Press tongue tip to gum ridge with force. Relax. Repeat in sets of
five,



b. Place tongue depressor between tongue hp and guin ridge. Exert
upward pressure against tongue depressor to assist its withdrawal.

3,' Place tongue depressor horizontally between teeth. Say la, la, la
without jaw movement to keep tongue depressor in place. Use mirrors
to observe movement

4. Pia e the finger against the lips to inhibit lip movement during the
production of a series of I sounds in isolation.

For r

1: Secure elevation of the tongue by analogy to tah,dah,lah,

2. Secure vibration of the tip of the tongue through voiced th, z, or z/.

3. Direct attention to spreadnig and retraction of the tongue, working
from the sounds cc and y. '

4. Direct tb pupil to let his lower lip hang loosely so that his lower teeth
may be seen. In come cases, it may be necessaty to push the lower
lip away from the teeth

LESSON PLANS FOR LALLERS

LEVEL: Elementary

AIM.' To reinforce run the initial position ( using a theme related to
exploration of outer space

MAMMALS

1, Pictures used for motivation

2. Vow el faces wearing space helmets or made to look like Martians

3. Rocket game niaterals made from construction paper, Make pockets
in the form of a ladder On a dark backgro Ind with a paper moon at
the top, ( Make two rockets.)

4. Rexograped sheets for homework. Show pictures of rockets, the
moon, or other planets.
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MOTIVATION

Discuss means of transportation to outer space.

PROCEDURE

1. Readiness

a. Tongue exercises Using mirrors, have the group go from the 1
sound to the r sound, paying attention to the position of the
tongue.

b. Vowel practice with the r sound, again using the 1 sound, e.g.,
/ - rah
1 - ray
1 - ree

c. Auditory discrimination: Read the following sentences and have
the group first count r sounds they hear, then words with the w
sound and the 1 sound.

1) The <Martians fought the war on the road.

2) The astronauts raced across the waste land.

3) If they run, the war will be won.

4) The Martian u ill ride on a wide rocket.

5) The red spaceship led the others.

2. Development

a. Production of sound: Analyze correct production of r sound with
pupils,
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b. Elicit the words by means of these questions:

What kind of transportation does one take to outer space?
( rockets )

How do the astronauts travel in the rockets? ( ride )

What word means a contest in speed? ( race )

How does the rocket ship sound when it takes off? ( roars )

I low do the astronauts keep in touch with earth while in space?
( radio )
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c. Have unison drill of the vocabulary words.

d. Have each pupil say the word and put it into a sentence. ( Indi-

viduals work with mirrors. )

APPLICATION

Play rocket game. Divide pupils into two groups. Give each group a
rocket. The aim of the game is to guess the word one pupil is thinking
of, Require answers in full sentences. The team That guesses first

moves its rocket up the ladder. The first team to reach the moon wins.

ASSIGNMENT

Read the following paragraph. First underline the words that begin
with the sound:. Then read the paragraph every day.

The rune e for space is on. The best rockets will win. The roars
from rockets will he heard all around the town. The radar
screen will show us where the astronauts are. You can even talk

to them on the radio,

LUEL:: Elementary

AIM; To teach the I sound in the initial position ( using a supermarket

theme)

M ATERI A

Pictures

MOTIVATION

Rexographed sheets Mirrors

Ask, "flow many of you haw ever gone shopping with your mother
in the supermarket?" ( This pivotal question should lead to a dis-
ussion of how one shops in the supermarla t. ) Explain that the class

will go on a shopping trip in a store where everlything begins with 1.

Nor-mum:

1. Readiness

a. Relaxation.: "Let's pretend we are pushing a cart in' a super-
market." Discuss the feeling of tension in the arms, legs, and
torso, as we push the cart and then the feeling of relaxation when
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stop pushing it. Discuss this tension and relaxation in relation
tn speech and voice production.

Introduce the new sound for the clay, initial /. Briefly discuss its
production and relate it to r, the previous sound taught.

b. Auditory discrimination: Have the class listen as you read
"Linda's Trip to the Supermarket." Have pupils count the words
with initial /

LINDA'S TRIP TO TILE SUPERMARKET

Linda left her house to go to Ow supermarket for her mother.
Her mother told her to walk to the first traffic light and then
turn left She made the w rung turn and lost her w ay. Finally,
she came to an empty lot and knew she must be lost. Some ladies
were walking b% and she asked them for directions back to the
traffic fight A I ew minutes biter., she was back at the place
where she had made the .% rang turn She stopped another /Ay
and eplained that she w as looking for the big supermarket
where she might !ply hellions A loaf of bread,. and lettuce. The
lady told her how to get there and she had no more trouble.

e., Elicit / wrnds children rca limbered and w rite them on the hoard;

d. Tongric exercises

1) 114t.citc the lo110% mg rh me and ask pupils to,follim the sug-
gestions as'they use mirrors. ,

Thelip of our tongue is lighth pressed agtiinst the upper gum.
And then your vocal cords vibrate
In a pleasant sort of hum.

1 Say hi: hi, la. and In, In. In.
Listen as %oii do it.
Now use the / sound in a word
And in a mirror view it

2) Have the group sing a favorite, well-know n song ( "Lon-
do, Bridge") or la, lak kilt. Have individual pupils take
turn at singing a line
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2. Development

Use a multiple -sense approach: auditory, visual, tactile, kinesthetic.
Using mirrors, stress lifting the tongue tip to the gum ridge and pull-
ing the lips back. Drill the following words elicited from a listening
activity and ask the class to think of other items starting with I that
one might buy at the supermarket. I lave pictures of these items:.

'Examples:. tuna beans lime Uer
Iamb chops lemonade lettuce
leg of lamb

,

APPLICATXON

Refer to the motivation. "Let's pretend that we are shopping in a
supermarket." Act the first role yourself to show the class what you
expect: One student will be the cashier. Two will be customers
shopping for 1 objects. (Use pictures or real objects. ) Students may
pretend they are pushing a cart. At the checkout counter the follow-
ing dialogue is suggested:

( It is important, in advance, to structure the situation, set tip criteria,
and impress upon the class its function as a critical audience. Differ-
ent groups at given a chance to perform, and the class evaluates each
group's performance )

CashierWhich items are yours?

CustomerThese lemons and lamb chops are mine.

CashjerThree 'lemons, four lamb chops. That w ill he $2.00.
. Thank you.

ustomerYou're welcome.

ASSIGNMENT

1. Distribute a rvxograpl Al copy of "Linda's Trip to the Supermarket
Have pupils underline s.ords beginning with 1 and practice saying
them alo id, using mirrors. Suggest that they read this story aloud at
home and see how mans' 1%%ord,, their parents or siblings can hear,

...
2. Have pupils prey are' a list of I objects, found around the braise

(l'atindry /4;16,, lock, etc', 1. Smile iteins,cm, be brought to class: A
composite list suggested by pupils will supply further Applications.

e . \
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LEVEL: Junior High School

Anw: To learn the bl in the initial, medial, and final positions in words,
sentences, and spontaneous speech (using the theme of mnmercial
products and advertisements )

MATERIALS

Pictures of products
-Rexographed sheets of phrases and fill-ins

MOTIVATION '

Lead discussion on purpose and importance of commercials.
Introduce names of products containing the bl sound.

PROCEDURE

1. lieadine

a. Review analysis and production

1) Review phonetic placement of b, 1, bl.

2) Drill bl plus vowelsinitial, medial, final.

, b. Ear TrainingAuditory Discrimination

1) Make common errors such as Inc for bl and ask 54.dents to
correct misarticulation.

2) Have some students read paragraph containing many bl blend
words, and have otheis evaluate and correct.

3) Have students copy words from auditory elves.,

2. Development

a. Practice sound in words
Fill-insletters and words
Words. B Sec_ t ( Ice Blue Secret )

( Doublem int )
131_ s _ On ( Blush )
Go/den s_ _ ( Blossom

Dot Flashbulbs
Ship and Shore ( Blouses )
Dou___ Bubb_ (Double Bubble )
Hey Mab__, _ack Lab _ ( Mabel, Black Label )
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b. Practice sound in pupil-made sentences.

c. _Match 'Aliases topske sentences

Did you buy
Return tht on
Pont forget the
Get a G-E

APPLICATION

4,

blueberry pop tarts.
electric blanket.
Bleecker Street.
the blouse in Bloomingdale's?

syttvirindividual pupils sell products with I) I blend by develoiiing a
commercial to advertise the product.

ASSIGNMENT

1. Practice all words and phrases aloud.

Unscrami)le.the follow ing words, then unscramble the boxed letters
to make the answer.

lwob ri'
nbild
ebiam

c l'bko\ rill
--The cat jumped

the .gh fence.
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LEEt. High School

Aim To learn tongue-tip placement for I, using the approach for place-
ment of t

MAMMALS

Mirrors

MotrYA-rios;

Tongue depressors ( ss ide. flat

Askpupils wfich sound is repeated in the sentence Terry Thomas
is a ierrific teili r itf Ors Flult other sentences containing words
with initial,

Not WU itt:

Readfness

a, Distribute mirrors :v,k pupils to tri am, three t tt ords from
sinter es given Tell Clem to me mirrors to sec the position of
tongtii for t orree.t pl.ui mem for each student.

h Ask pupil to ilevioristrat., the «irrect tongue-tip position for t.,

c tin Ilursotk, dull for correct position of t

2 Pet t'1411171: tat

Ask pupils tai sa /, liseit! the saint toligt.positi,,,,u,,, noting simi-
larity of the tt,nt u lip iwyttlut., fur I and I

li !I1%( studs has NItt.t.4t-1/41 a io.t of pair, d . ords with I and 4 ( ex-
ampli s biot Li( k nit, lift

Soulents Li peat the St(srds ',Abdo thi nth, f'S ahiltt, There is
s If es ablation, tot as the pupil his own mirror Conduct

drills

,Pi ia( 4111"

ru actItt rislati stishill Its tss, i e t a:,(1 I ( uto haft', %%ail row Jones
mitt I !1151.51, 1..lo 0.1f,

VI. rite si tits ,u,-11;.! +tc!t WI Ili t



MIXED ARTICULATORY DEFECTS AND DELAYED SPEECH

Description

A pupil is placed in a mixed urtieulator) group %%ben his speech inter-
feres with his communication and when its problem sounds encompass
more than the lisping or tailing problem: °Nlanv cases of mixed articu-
latory defects are due to a delay in speech de% dopment.

Delayed Speech of a Young Child

Delayed speech is a broad classification applied to a child who has not
acquired speed. at the expected tune or with the expected accuracy.;
There is a simila.ity between delayed speech and defectixe articulation
HON% C% cr. in a child with delayed speech 'one w usually find that

1 He did not begin ttsint words until three or four years of age or older:

lie has a basic language limitation as well as a speech deficit. His
vocabulary is sparse and comprised ostly of nouns. Ills language
structure is often immature, '!id his speech is likely to be concerned
with concrete things present in his ,!.nviromnent and directly related
to his immediate needs and desires.

3. He retie.; on gestures to inakc his meaning clear.

4. lfe sounds, especially initial and final consondets. lie distorts
man: sounos or substitutes an easier sound for the eerie t one These
substitutions are often referred to as baby talk

To use the term delayed speech diagnostically, it is necessaly to examine
the tansy of the speech and language delay and t> deb mune to what
degree the delay e:.ists The causes are generally of tw o kind% those'
stemming from organic defects, su( 11 as central nen ous s:,tcrn
merit, mental retardation, and hearing los,, and those steumon4 from
flaietional problems. such as emotional disturbance, speech dein 1% anon
and num.,turity.

Since the ( hill ss ith delayed spec( h may be dea e% vied in tin.' prekinder-
garten lorulergarten and first gra(le, group ng ma> prove difficult, If
the school has several children with this problem, th.y can he grnl.ped
homogem (AtIliers% the ( hiId sc ith (I( lased pee( Ii will frequently
rquIrt. md:( :dual therap,.
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Delayed Speezh of an Older Child

Infantile perseveriztion is a syndrome found in an older child who has
'many speech and articulation patterns of a younger child. It may },fie
described as a carry-over of immature speech patterns or the persevera-
tion of an immature level of speech development. Though he inay have
developed language and is able to use it to communicate his needs, he
often has trouble w ith language arts activities ( reading. spelling, writing,
and oral expression ),

Sometimes this child has also developed undesirable behaior patterns,
he may be withdrawn, uncommunicative,, aggressive, surly, or unco-
operative. The older he is, the longer he has lived with his speech prob-
lems. He may hale a defeatist attitude, a feeling that his speech is
hopeless, and a belief that one can help lion The speech teacher
must understand this child's needs and try to w in his confidence.

Placement of this child in a speech group depends on the area of his
greatest need .1 mixed articulation group is probabl hest, but he may
also be placed iii a lisping or Lining group Ile trequentls requires addi-
tional inch\ ulna] help The primar goal is to de\ clop ade(piate speech
as soon as possible. To reach this goal.

Determine the cause of and the degici, to Itch the speech and
language are dela\ ed by triter\ u sa in1 the child and lw eatinning
the findings of pre\ ions tests and ohsei arum,

1

Ohtani 111101-111/10011 /11/011t the' (1111(1111 order to (1/1.111SCI and guide his

parents II the cause of peed dela ,tern, from the Ilium,' i e g., lack
of idtiation and 01 stinitilation oserprotechun, or intimidation i,
the remedy may he in so: ul parent counseling,

3, Eplort,,,01,1,11 ,leas ter ileterinine the }',t OD,' for re,t, hula each
chit I i Fel caniple. if a elidd Vith dela\ ed slice( h :ras very poor
motor ti, sp( b teacher, %% ith the aid of the classroom'
t( at her, plans a to de\ clop gross w' for coordination, graclu-
are., leadmg ti,, fun r motor nimealents, and eentuany to the finer
,,o4dination ft quire(' for ,t(IV ,note speech production

I. Ut ter,,une the prognosis for adequate cpeei h and language
d tlepm'ent
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5. Determine realistic goals and aims forvach child.

6. Refer the child for further examination when the need is indicated.

( Consult with the supervisor for assistance.)

For the most part,. therapy is individually planned. Areas of emphasis
will vary from group to group and for each child within a group. Since

motivation for speech is often lacking in such children, one of the major

aims of tlwrapy is to instill an.ass artiness of the need for speech by all
means available to the speech teacher.,

Suggested Procedures for Delayed Speech Groups

Attention is directed to both language needs and the correction of sound
distortions in the long-range plan. Perhaps more than any other defect,
this problem demands an eclectic approach, cf).namically geared to meet
specific needs. keep in mind that therapy may take different directions

which vary along is ith the cause General suggestions follow.

1. Prepare lessons to irnvrove listening, attention span, auditory
memory, and -ability to perceive sound differences.

:1

Develop fail irable rapport by personal appeal, simple games, stories
and rhymes as well as by puppetry pantomime, creative dramatics,

finger lilac s, action songs.

triclinic vocabulary building, in all lessons.

cA

4 Introduce speech sounds beginning w ith the more easily recognued
'minds as readiness for direct Nork on proldyn sounds (Tins is
especially noportart fur immature' groups with poor auditors
ru mination

5. Present antlitor recognition and pothution of ,,onant in the
normal des eloprru ntal ordor

6 Ind ,rpotate drills in c onmntant tneanut2f ,pct

stressing the use of real %ort,i the% appcar III natural conN,.ra-
f1(111,1,,,,I11`,,W,1'

7. Drill for retention of final coloonani, iii w orris
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Suggested Sequence for Mixed Articulatory Problems

Vo\% ELS

Devote'two or ante prelimknary lessons to auditory discrimination and
pr,itiw of the sounds A, Jl,, cc, au 0/e,' and 00 as readiness activities
for. immature groups whose auditors discrimination is especially poor,

Proceed to consonants as soon as pupils can adequately undertake cross
SMI7uldiscrimination odic itics

CONSO\ \ Is

"I he follow mg sequence nf sounds IS arranged.it:cording to difficulty of
production but 111,15 he changed to net l the specific problems of the
indiidual group.

to,u f . . .11. y as in yelhm 1,1, In
Review t, 0 as in tinn)
5

t1 t as in theN )

r¢ as in red

3
4.1? a5 m /11111p

ti I as in hair )

Aft( r pupils hasr mask red sffigicc()TismiantsSillk on HI !Ids as needed

Planning for Delayed Speech Groups

kt Du >1+1 I 11isyls(

. ( luldren twist leaf ri to hoar ,in)1111(1 tl ens anti to Idellt If% V,T(11,,

`0)1111(1 5,111,1tlf`Th .11.1 finer ',Mind (Mb rem t ` Ins !We'd thilinpu: in ;111(11-
t(q-N nicttp),-N floc sin « h of others spec it cirors
dliberat4 is pr dot c41 Iis the tcadirr Nk,oth tank (11( f" till 5 all learn to
di) ..44.:4;))11.it, sp.) sound re( ogiiiie thee: ovi4 err) a 4,, and (orre(t
t1,4 4,4 I It I Ails `..1011', are (14 k4a441 t(attaining these skill,



SEQUEV l \'S'iit1r 110N n Sot \N1

Teach speech sounds in meaningful wonk as soon as pbssible When

there' is a tendency to omit initial and final consonants, stress the: hear-

ing of these sounds in familiar %% (ink for as long as necessary before the

child ON illUateti his own produttion. Tlie normal order of dc,.elopment

of sounds is a desirable method for presenting new consonants

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMF's

Since s ocabulary and s5. ntas 11112 also areas of 55 eakness, help pupils build

a meaningful Nocalmlary and uhpioNe English usage. The speech arts,

particularly choral speaking, creative dramatics, and puppetry are effoc-

tiVe tools (.1111111CH need to belie 1' that speech is fill), consequently; you

may find game therapy useful

Specifii Techniques for Mixed Articulation Groups,

General procedures for the correction of defeetwe-vonsonants are de-

scribed in the general therapy guide Siiecific techniques ollosy:

1. :Apply .'roeschel's ((11(55lie ing (Acta ises to the correction of articulatory
problems, The' technique. is administered in Once phases Phase one

;mail\ 01 esaggerated gross (11(' 11114 1110\1'1111'MS 111a tWO C011112111US

gratis lictt inmements with speech In phase three the movement

is vistialued, and the' rel.' \anon of the musculature' del ived from the

\cruse is applied to .articulation

12 1orillo)1C(' plop(r ,01.11i(1 1)12)(111( t1(211 hs Mc,01s 01 lic14.1t1 1' practice.

"I his technique, Inch 111,1 lie" 11,.(11 at all states of the therapeutic

process, requites the' pupil to prodai«. his eriuntons somid and fol-

low it mirriediatel5 bs its curry( t prruloi 011 '11,1 correct sound is
repeated at leAst two or duce tuotcs to the emir.

3. To des clop the student' in Intel personal and intrapersonal

scanning lie v a tape molder I la5 1, the pupil identif 'the sound

emir in the speZa Ii of odic' lieu he c in. (In this with come degree

of profiiew the rl (1, JILIN'', a re( Or ding Of his 05511 spontanuotiS

speech as a means of pi (Alin error -sound sensin it5

4. "1'o dl's clop iinderstandilw of corn et (anent Ilse a diagram of the

speech mils( ulatine MINI.. the pupil indicate 5'5. ith his finger the

1

411=101000.0.



placement of the articulators as he produces the sound.

5. For visual stimulation, assign a color system to sound ,s06. assist in
differentiation between voiced and voiceless consonants.

LESSON PLANS FOR ARTICULATION GROUPS

'LEVEL: Elementary.

Amt.., To teach the accurate production of the v in the initial position

MATERIALS.

Pupils' notebooks Pictures of violet
Red crayons violin village
Flannel board vase valentine
Rexographed lists of words vacuum cleaner

and sentences using v words egetable
Large blue f prepares' for adhere,ice
Large red t to flannel board

( Pictures are hacked ss ith sandpaper or similar material to adhere
to flannel beard. Pictures are mounted on cardboard, the name of the
object eicari lettered at the bottom Initial t of each word is under,

MO I n'AT1ON

Before children arrive, place t picturi,s around room After attend-
ance is taken, collet t the pc tons Challenge the students' power of
observation Briefly dist uss the importance of obseration. Explain
that you w ill test this piss er in a later game.

Plio( HA 11F

1 licadinesv

lieview the f sound in all positions \i,itIF material from Previous les-
soru, Ellett pupil evaltianon Note that the f has Been marked in blue
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to indicate that it is a voiceless sound. Demonstrate that the sound
is voiceless, that no vibration is produced by placing hands on cheek
with heel of hand extending across the larynx.

2. Development

Place thglarge red v and the blue f on the flannel board. Produce the
f sound. Give each child the chance to place his hand on your larynx.'
Produce the v. Let the child feel the vibration and see that the posi-
tioning is the same for both sounds, but that voice i added to pro-

itirduce the v. Explain that the color red denotes the v ed sound. Let
the children feel vibration at the contact point of lip and teeth and
in the cheek and larynx. One by one, place the initial v pictures or,
the flannel board. Say the word each represents. Be sure that each
child notes the vibration at the beginning of each word.

When all eight words are on the flannel board, have pupils practice
them aloud, using mirrors, in group and individual drill. Encourage
children to make up sentences with the words to reinforce under-
standing and proper usage. Staple the rexographed sheets into the
pupils' notebooks. Have children reread the words and sentences
aloud, listening for the v sound and marking each one in red. Again
stress the tact that the v is marked in red to denote the voiced sound.

APPLICATION

Play an observation game w ith the eight objects on the flannel board.
Children cover their eyes. Select one child to remove a picture from
the flannel board. Pupils try to guess which object is missing: "Have
you removed "Yes, I hav( removed _ _ The child
who guesses correctly takes his turn. Let every pupil participate in
the game.

ASSIGNMENT

1. Say aloud the words and sentences in the notebook

2 Make up eight new sentences using the words

k Practice these sentences duly. ( Request parent signatures to stimu-
late home rmolvement and cooperation
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LEVEL: Junior High School ,

And To reinforce the correct production of

MATERIALS

Prepared list of questions
Cards numbered 300-315
Tape
Rexographed homework sheet

MOTIVATION

To develop the concept that we are frequently making judgments.
about people and forming impressions of them, ask:

When your friend says, "Hi, Alfred, how are you?" can you tell that
he is getting ready to ask you for a favor? How?

When your younger brother walks into the house after' school, can
you tell that he is in trouble even if he doesn't say anything? How?

When you hear a boy say, "I'll go wad you to de store., My mudder
needs a spool of tread," shat impressions do you get of him?

PROCEDURE

1. Readino s

a. Ask: When the boy says, "I'll go NA id you to de store to get tread
for my mudder," ss bleb words are pronounced incorrectly?

Which w ords does he mispronounce when he plays baseball and
calls out, "Trow dat ting dis way''?

Which words are incorrect when he says, "Tanks, see you 'furs-
day"?

h. LiA the mispronounced words in two columns ( one column far
words with the voiced th sound, he other with unvoiced th).

thread with Thursday
throw the this
thing mother
thanks that
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It Development

a. Analyze the sound th

1) Point out to the class that the th sound can be corrected easily.

2) .a) Demonstrate that if one slides the tip of one's tongue along
the front teeth until one reaches the bottom edge, one can
pronounce the th sound correctly.

b) Have pupils use mirrors to practice the sound first in isola-
tion and then in nonsense syllables.

b. Practice with wAs
1) Have each pupil practice putting the tip of his tongue at the

bottom edge of the upper front teeth and repeating the follow-
ing words after you:

thread, throw, thing, thanks, Thursday
the, this, that, mother, with

2) Divide the class into two sect ionc.
Bead the following aloud and ask one section to answer,

a) What does a pitcher do with the ball? ( throws )

b) should ou do before uu ans.% era question) ( think )

c) Your sister mends her dress with a needle and

( thread )

d ) %%hen y uu gas e our brother some conch , he said, "_ ".

( thanks )

e) Start running at the signal. one two, _ . ( three)

f ) Here are your seats: John, the first, Alex, the fecund, jack,
the third, and Robert, the . ( fourth)

'4) I don't want then dessert: I w ant one ( that

) The soldiers going to Alaska are' having warm clothing
issutql to _ ( them

) Don't, put t1lat v et umbrella he re Put it ( there )

11 She's on a du because she w afits to look _ _ . ( thin 1

k ) Ouchl I picked up that rose and got stuck on a
( thorn



A

11.

1) Don't ask me to sing. I have a sore

m) I ran up those stairs so fast that I
( breathe )

n) In,,thu summer the birds fly north;, the
fly (.south )

-o) ,Where's the dentist? I lave a terrible _ . ( toothache)

(throat)

can hardly

winter they

C. Practice with phrases

1) List on the board

thick anSthin P'-
throUgh iind through
thread and needle

2) Bead each phrase aloud.
phrase after yp.

APFLICATION

three-thirty
mother and father
heal' h and wealth

I hen have the pupils repeat each

1, Line up the chairs se that each student can sit., Attach a card with
number from :300 to 315 to each chair.

2. Wri.te 4 number from :300 to :315 on slips of paper which you fold and
place on }our desk.

Ask each pupil to choose a slip of paper and to sit on the chair which
matches the number he his chosen.

4. Ask' the pupil ss ho has number 300 to start the game by calling out
a number from .30i to :315 The pupil whose number is called im
mediately calls auother number.

5 Espial') the rules of the game

a. A pupil makes an error if he:

1 1 does not ,inswer unno

2 calls his own number

3) calls a nnnii r nobody has

4 nasprono 1(..es die (ii sound
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Ir. Once a pupil makes an error, he (novec to the last chair, and the
players move up one seat.

AS,U.FNMENT

1. Distribute rexographed hompwork sheets containing the words and

-phrases usedirl the lesson.

2. Practice words and answer these questions:,

a. Now do you pronounce the Of sound correctly?
ti
b. What impression do you make when you mispronounce words

with a th?

LEVEL: junior High School

Tc; pronounce correctly the final z in words, sentences, and spon-
taneous speech ( using the theme of elections)

MATERIALS

Von)/[charts Picture of poLtumn
Campaign poster ( either pr(tessamal or for G.() office )
Ten 3 x 5 clils is ith,one question on each
10 flash' cards idol alit' 1: .4%1 on etc h inay be go. en orally by the
teacher)
liexographed sheet used as part of the lesson I and later as the tasis
for nett week's homework
Sheets w 'flu-flock c 'pawn speeches

1.001'1VA110N

"Vt'ho N . Slim% a plc tun' of e amlidate

"\t'hat this"- SI101% campan.,,it poster

PR(X EDURF

I Rr ()tittle v

a. Amdft(a.!, trafritug 1.1(11,14 the tollol.% int4 semi n(es typed,on a

separate 5 ard has (me %%,',Id ['mai %.a., read each

sent(n(u, students taisc turns III the word IA ith the z
,411111d
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1) What are the G.O. offices in the school?

2) Who are the G.O. officers?

3) When were elections held for the C 0.?

4) When are they held for the city, state, and national offices?

5) How many mayors are there in New York City?

6) What does the may/or control?

7) How many governors are there in Ness York State?

8) Who is our governor?

9) How many senators are there from Ness York State?

10) Who lives in Albany?

2. Development

86

a. Analysis and prpdiichon of the z

1) The tongue, as for s, is aimed tow aids but does not touch the
gum ridge.

2) The teeth arcs tygether.

3) The vocal cords are-vibrating Pouch the' throat lightly with
fingernails to fed the vibration,

h. Auditory discrimination

Identify the correct production. Head the' follow ing words
once pronouncing them w ith an s sound, once with z, as indicated
in the followin4 columns Pupils note '.s hollor the sow( d sound
15 in column 1 or column 2.

COltlillIk I Column 2
chairs ( hair:
tables iablez
voterz voter
calyx ottP.s
corn: s room:
st'n4torz st.nturs
inaloritit s Tilalartbez

(At cti(tits
eletitirs elc <tttrz
v,innerz sinners

SI

I.

Note When, these skords are r =ead, z should be read t ou ed and s
sip nib! be read urn vu ed.



4

8

Practice in nonsense sllab les
Use sots ti charts and the letter z to be placed in front of or behind '---"'"

the vewer

d Practice id \\ ords
,,

Use flash cards is ith the single form of the word, or sat trie %mini-

lar form. pave tlie . student respond with the plural
1 ,

mayor election republican c anipaigli poster
.

toter
.,
;tend promise schoolcity got ernor

primary nsei-vative speech - party

e. Prattice in sentences

Distrite rkographed sheets, so( h as the one suggested Each
studtitt reads one sentence Encourage the others to pla. detec--
.tie and catch omissions of the sowed sound.

1 ) Voters i Noose c andidates for public offices \ es Notion
the first '1 uesdav m November

Q1 In most cities election (la% falls on lilesda in No% ember

:3) Citirens Note' for candidates for public oft, e such
ma or,-goernOr, and senator

4 ) The %alms usually
Day .

1)(.41/1 their nest terns on \es Yti.tr s

5 1 caters .ite. readied In ad\ ertising'i ainpaiglis in maga
/Ines, 1,t sspapers, tefil. h5 01101 1,1,w, A

1)(11111(1%

6! In \ess loft the Its Are 11s11,111% 111 s( 10)01s. Mil Sot,-r,

use toting iladones instead of ballot filo,. s

7 Fain Lindsay, the Itilieral Part's d,unliil.ttt N.1, t 1(.

ma or

t1 Itl 'so ss .,tern must ht iti/e ns it sid. Tits

Poll 5\ Atli( TS 11010 s.1111,11s 1)11111 s sA,0111 the 01011,',
.10,0 r,,, (110,11).4 tt) the r,,,,b,ht, i
fraud

It) !ties t h d non .lass if,. Mid

,110,111.11'S (10.01



APPLICAT ION

.,

1

1. Hal, e students posing as candidates deliver mock campaign speeches.
........ " Exa: 'pies:

a My name is John Smith. Ein running for presidents of the G.O. I
live' in Queens. I'd like...to shake hands *A everybody in this
room and learn all your names. There are many reasons why you
should vote for me. I'll be glad to answer any questions.

.

b. I'm the pupils' eandidate' for president. I'm well qualified for this
position. My ancestors were pupils. My father was a pupil. My
grandfather w as it pupil. NI,, great-grandfather was a pupil. I
propose a brand new ideaadding zip codes to telephone
numbers.

7

C. I want to introduce ( name one of the students in the classroom,
the people'~ choice. As his campaign manager, I am asking you to
vote for him. I am asking your neighbors to vote for him. We're
not making any promis which w e do not intend, to keep. As a
matter of fact, we 're not making any promises.

2. Dramatize "Registration at the Polls

Registrar: What is your ;Male. please, first -.,ri,! last name?

Applicant i Gives wane.

lif'gn t, ar 'Where do you resale? Are yob a citizen? How may times
have oti voted in .1u, districte

I rvu. High School

,....

AIM . To practice correct production of init:al t ( tisint; the theme of
tx,pular music)

M erEnva s

;Mirrors Record. ( eat h speaker should have one)
'fongur dip esson, 1.- lionograpn

Mom .TION

A.,k: "What make a tune a top Mlle..' Elicit answer which must
inch ide tl,ewords -toy) Owe"
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Ptioczntriss

4. Readinets
Review criteria for wrrect protiuctic- if t. Place on board.

2. Development

a.. Each pupil is called upon to play part of a "top tune" and then

talk about it for three minutes while others listen. If possible,

the pupil ,should use a song that has at least one initial t in its

. title. If impoisible, his talk should include as many initial t words

as possible. ,

h., Pupil-to-pupil evaluation follows each speech. If the stitaker has

made errors in pronouncing t, he is asked to repeat the words in

which the emir t.ecurred Thesewords are listed on the board by

the speaker who uses a mirror and tongue depressor for self-

correction.

c. Midway in the period there should be an attempt by each pupil

to by the entire list of words on the board.

d. The speeches continue
protertureS.

APPLICATION

with the came evaluation and checkirig

The final summary should involve an attempt by each pupil to say

em-rectb any five of the words on the board.

TONGUE INRUST

Doscription
The tongue-thrust syndrome consists of an abnormal movement of the

tongue during swallowing: The moven. 'nt of the tongue is forward

and /or lateral, rather than to the rear. This syndrome may or may not

produce orthodontic or articulation problems. The therapist mai/ lit

called uporr by a' parent to provide therapy at the request of an ortho-

dontist. even though a speech problem does not exist. The therapist

should determine, on the basis of case load and waiting list, whether to

admit this pupil or not.

The tong.leArust syndrome, however, may manifest itself in a distor-

tion of sibilant sounds as in the lingual protrusion lisp. Fur this reason
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lingual protrusion hspers should be carefully screened to identify those
who will require formal tongue-thrust therapy prior to work on articula-
tion.

The tongue thruster may be identified in the following ways:

1. If an open bite or Ns ide spacing exists between the teeth, the tongue
may be difectly observed during the swallow if the lips are held apart.

2. If the teeth are in normal occlusion, tension may be noted in the
obicularis oris (ring muscle encircling the lips).

3. Ask the student to describe the movement of the tongue as he
swallows.

General Suggestions

1, Thunt sucking should he eliminated prior to therapy.

Therapy should not he administered it a bite plate has already been
inserted in the mouth.

3. Tongue-thrust therapy is generally not undertaken before the fourth
grade,

4iaison should he established with the orthodontist since ortho-
dor tic work is generally not undertaken until completion of tongue-
thrust therapy.

Therapy Sequence

Therapeutic exercises begin with the front of the mouth and work to the
rear.

1. Tongue tip flexibility exercises

a. Click tongue on gum ridge

90

b. Produce the sound is ith the tongue on the gum ridge as in the
clicking exercise.
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2, Tongue tip and sibilant exercises

a. -Recite a number of final t words making a strong t sound.

b. Recite a number of final is words with the same strong tongue
action.

3. Positive pressure exercises

a. Chew a stick of sugarless gum. \Wien it is soft, roll it into a ball
on the gum ridge with the tongue tip, flattening it out. Repeat
this several times.

b. trsing saliva from a melted mint, make a slurpy sound as ),ou draw
air in. Say a series of .st words in the same manner.

4. Resistance and gag- reflex exercise~ .

a', Hold down back of the tongue with a tongue depressor, Push
tongueim against the stick, trying to hail the stick" with the
tongue as you withdraw it from the mouth. Start with the middle

of the tongue and gradually work hack.

b. Say the sound ak three tunes with the same toni.o,rie and palate

action used in exercise 4a

5. Posterior tongue exercise
Make a tongue (..icking sound thri c times. Say the ss ord clip with
the front of the tongue and clop \\ ith the bail of the tongue.

6. Tongue and palate exercises

a. Put a small mint on tongue and touch it to the roof of the mouth

as you say the 1 sound three times

b. Hold the mint between tongue tip and gum ridge while swallow-

ing properly. StCck the melted mint hack into the throat, using
good front-lo-rear tongue action.

es

ORGANIC PROBLEMS

Where speech prob:ems are related to organic causes, it is necessary to

collect as much background information as possible for diagnostic pur-

poses, Such information is essential to effective long-range planning and

1
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the setting of realistic goals. file therapist willprofit from the work of
other professionals ss ho may have spent a great deal of timer in tasting
and diagnosis. NVhen background material is not aVuilahle, the public
school therapist makes such referrals through the pifpk school chan-
nels. As this may take considerable tune,,tune,, It is

%

sometimes wise to with-
hold therapy temporarily in case, w here surgical or,otkier techniques are
necessary as a means of partly or completely cotrecting the difficulty.,
In other cases, the tberayst may plan general speech improvement work
for the pupil until an accuratediagnosis is obtained.

CLEFT PALATE

Description'

This is a physical condition w hich is usually the result o a develop-
mental- failure to form a closure of the roof of ale mouth. he cleft, or
opening, may involve the uvula, the soft palate, the hard palate, the
alveolar ridge, the gum, and sometimes the tippet, lip.

Characteristics of Cleft Palate Speech

I. Since there is an inability to build up sufficient air pressure in the
oral cavity, plosive, fricative, sibilant, and glottal sounds cannot be
adequately produced. Thus the articulation of all consonants, except
possibly the nasals, m n and , may be defective.

children with cleft palate and clef lip have impaired hearing.
They cannot articulate correctly those sounds which they are unable
to hear,

3. Anomalies of the articniators especially the lips, teeth alveolar
ridge, and soft palate, cause some of the severe articulatory distor-
tions.

4. Diversion of air into the nose results m a nasal voice quality.

The %owe! sounds have a nasal timbre, and this disturbed voice quality is
one of the most conspicuous features of the speech of a child with a cleft
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palate. The vowels niest-affecied are those in which the soft .palate is
most strongly contracted, namely oo and ee Often the child will try to
limit the escape of air through his nose by Contracting his nostrils and

raising his upper lip. These muscular effort produce facial contortions
sd grimaces which draw further unpleasabt attention to the child's

speech problem:.

Placement in the Therapy Program
*

Placement in speech class will depend on the severity of the child's
speech problem and his area of greatest need He may be placed with

a hard-of-hearing group, with delayed speech cases if he is young
enough, with a lisping group, a mixed articnlation class, or 4 voice group.

In some cases, the child may.need individual help or a combination of

group placement and individual work. For!the child to receive maximum

benefit from speech enrollment, it may be necessary to try him in sev-

eral groups and or to reevaluate his placement periodically.

Therapy

Since each pupil with cleft palateneeds a plan tailored to his needs,
the therapist, after consultation with medical and dental personnel,

parents, classroom teacher and guidance counselor, should determine
the extent of defect, the degree of speech handicap, and the existence

of an e mo tional difficulty and set realistic goals for each student.
)
. /

1: In planning for therapy, a distinction should be made between etio-

logical'' speech therapy and symptomatic therapy. The etiologic

theropy is done first and consists of excitation' of the salpingo-

iiph ryngeal muscles if they appear to be hypoactive, Exercise the

s9 t palate to keep it flex e ... , ;evelop kinesthetic awareness,
and use blowing to activate veloplo,- \. 'weal closure'. After etiologic
'problems have been treated, the next step is to handle speech sympto-

,/- mane problems. Teach the pupil to distinguish between nasal and

oral speech through ear training. Then teach the difference between
Nasal emission as opposed to oral emission during articulation.

..

Finally,, attempt to eliminate nasality and visibly associated symp-

toms, such as flaring of the nostnls. ,
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1 In differentiating betw (Ili nasal and oral speech, use th'e following
helpful techniques:

a. Interpersonal summing.' Let the child learn to recognize the ettf-
ferences cell nasal and orapeccb in another person Speak
nasalh, Let the child led the \ ibratuni anniplthe nose, or the ,

lack of it.

b. Intrapersonal scanning First use the tape recorder to allow the
child to monitor his own speeckyhe nasal portions mat be ampli-
fied for emphasis. Then direct the child to monitor his speech as
he is talking.

lick...ireful of the problem of overarticulativn. Many cleft-palate chil-
dren tend to mei-articulate in an effort to «impeiisate for loss of func-
tion. There is also a tendency to increase the rite when few (Sr organs
are. in use Intelligdnlity 'nay often be increased to some extent
mc:reh by working on rate.

4. Work on associated facial mok4ements with a mirror. Movements
should be brought to consciousness and exaggerated. Employ nega-
tive practice and tedmiqu'es to help di the elimination
of facial grimacing and constrictuni of the nostrils

5 Finally, make pm% isi(m for any needed guidanc(s counseling to help
the shident acquire air obj.xtive attitude., tow ard ,his deformity.

CEREBRAL PALSY

Description

Cerebral palsy is a neuromuscular disorder resulting from damage to
the brain Wok, dining, or shortly ,after birth. This brain damage affects
motor function In addition to the motor liandicap, there may be diffi,
collies of perception. cre.tting confusion in one or more of the sensory
areas of hearing, vision, space and forni, depth, body rage',, touch, and
kinesthesia Such «infusion may affect thinking, writing, language, and
other, learning Another c(nnplication in be" a lack of emotional control,
The youngster may present \ arymg degrees of h peractivity and dis-
tractibility., The cerebral-palsied child is often severely handicapped in
speech. In some' instances, there is no speech tmolteinent, in others, the
speech problem is unrelated to cerebral palsy.
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Types ,

There are five major types of cerebral palsy:, spasticity, athetosis, ataxia,
rigidities, and tremors. Only the-first three types art' discussed'here be-
cause, the last two are often combined with other types.

1. cpasticity

Spasticity is characterized ses ere neuromuscular tension. Motor
ability of all speech muscles may be impaired, paralysis of the tongue
is often found; cliewing;,,sucking, and swallowing may be affected,
and drooling may result. There may be revery swallowing waves in
which food intake is propelled out.

, Problems of nasality or denasality are common. The child may have
strabismus, a squinting condition, in which the a. es of the.eyes are
not parallel.

2. Athetosis ,
:4

The athetoid usually is in constant involuntary movemeit Cobrdina-
tion disturbances affect speech muscles and may result in facial
grimaces. There is a high incidence of hearing loss connected With

athetosis. Because of hick of tongue control, the tongue may be able
to effect a particular speech position at one time but not another.
Drooling' is frequent. Breathing may be out-of-phase. The startle
reflex in both spastic and athetoid children is readily activated, thus
increasing their physical insecurity.

° 3. Ataxia

The child who is ataxic suffers from a disturbance of equilibrium and
kinesthesia. This loss in muscle sense may affect his sense of direc-
tion and involve his speech. He may not recognize his tongue posi-

tion at a given time. He requires many kinesthetic, visual, and audi-
tory clues. Although there is generally no problem of out-of-phase
breathing, as there may he in athetosis, the ataxic child may need to
learn greater control in exhaling. He may have halting, arhytlunic
speech and difficulty in changing the pitch of his voice. Drooling
may or may not be present. The ataxic child may have an abnormal
eye condition called nystagmus, in which the eyeballs oscillate so
that it is difficult to focus for any length of time on an object or an
activity. He may frequently he dizzy and nauseated.
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Although certain distinctions may'differentiate specific types, they
are often mixed, and consequently present combined `symptoms.
Rigidities and tremors may combine with any of , ie three major
types described.

. Placement in the Therapy Program

Cerebral-palsied pupils with ,severe physical involvements are placed
in an H. C. ( Health Conservation) 20 unit where every type of therapy
is administered intensively in a team approach. If the itinerant speech
teacher encounters a youngster who has come from such a unit, it may
be assumed that this pupil has had intensive speech therapy.. In order
to prevent regression, however, assuming that the possibility of further
improvement is slight, therapy should be continued. It :s suggested that
such cases as well as any other less seriously afflicted ones who never
attended an H. C. 20 unit be placed in a group according to their major
defect ( lisping, articulation, voice): It may also be advisable to give the
pupil individual work, or to combine both a group and an individual
approach. If the child has come from a highly protected unit environ-
ment, be more aware than usual of this child's adjustment problems
Make every effort to alert the classroom teacher and other personnel to
the youngster's special needs. Be aware of, the possible presence of chil-
dren widrsuti-elinical CP," and provide suitable cerebral-palsy therapy.

Therapy

While general methods of speech therapy are similar to those employed,
%.ith all speech-handicapped children, the particular problems that stem
from the disturbance of neuromotor function may require special
methods. Speech may be affected by the lack of development of volun-
tary motor function, by the limited development of basic functions such

,4ias sucking, chewing, and swallowing; by breathing patte s; by phona-
tion; and by tongue and lip activity., Special emphasis sensory stimu-
lation in kinesthetic, visual, auditory, and tactual areas is often neces-
sary to compensate for deficiencies in one or more of these sensory
pathways.

Relaxation is essential for work with a cerebral-palsied child of any type,
although the degree of possible relaxation varies. The aim js relaxation
at will.
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The following voice problems usually appear in cerebrlqwilsied indi-
viduals: tense voice quality and shallow 'bxeuthing in spasticity; un-
controlled inflectibn and modulation in athetosia; a giating, hard voice
quality and slow arhythmic rate in ataxia. , . . .,

4
. -r

', . 4

To improve voice, therapeutic 'techniques should aim at regulating .
breathing habits, vowel production, phonation, amphe. rhythmic sense.

For a more detailed d!scussion, sec the 'Bureau "for Speech Improvement's . ---,

Cerebral Palsy Handbook. Eiercises to relieve tension iiisthe articulators_ it

are also netlessary for good voice development To improve:articulation,
use exercises to control movement of the jaw, tongue, lips, and palate and ,-..N

to facilitate swallowing. 7

Cofer with parents to help them to deal with the child's problem. Plan ,,

a follow-up speech program for the parents to use at home. Evaluate '

basic eating patterns, and if 'they are defective, plan a program of
chewing, swallowing, and sipping through straws for home practice. If
drooling-still exists, techniques for its control should be emphasized.
Confer with the classroom teacher, in an attempt to coordinate your

. objectives.

Specific Procedures

Relaxation

Since tension in the articulators4nay be present in all types of cerebral
palsy, specific relaxation exercises for these muscle groups as well as
general relaxation work is helpful. Suggestions for relaxing follow.

Jaw: Utilize passive movement, jaw dropping, yawning, chewing,

swallowing.
,

Tongue; Dysarthria, consisting of tongue paresis, is often present,'
particularly in spasticity and in the mixed type. The standard drills .

of tongue extension and raising may be inadvisable or impossible.

Therefore, work on tongue elevat'on within the mouth, using peanut

butter on the 'gum ridge. Stimulate the kinesthetic and tactual sen-

sation on the gum ridge and tongue tip by means of gentle pressure
with cotton swabs, tongue blades, or lollipops. Create resistance by
pressing down gently as the child tri _s to elevate the tongue. With
athetoid children whose tongues are often in uncontrolled motion,
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Or

1
i

.
a.

it iniY; be ndvis:aile to work directly f rom a sound that.' the child is
able to male suetessfully, which m.,is be used as a reference point
in teaching other sounds.

=,.

r
ft

s: lap,rotinding and stretching are useful, especially the move-
ment from oo to cc and back again. Watch foi asymmetric muscle
tension and work for improved distribution through resistance and
relaxation. Mouth breathing, malocclusion, or flaccid lips may cause
lip closure to be a problem.

Palate:- See section on Voice, page 128, and section on Cleft Palate,
page 92.

Swallow. lug: See section on Tongue 'Christ ( Page 139) to read about
the normal sWallow ing pattern. Place the child's fingers on your

. larynx to feel the correct swallowing movelynt,, then have the child
feel the movement of hti'own larynx.

O

Drooling may be severe. To promote awareness, train tilt. pupil to
recognize sensations of wetness and dryness. Use alternating pieces
of wet and dry tissue on the chin to help the pupil identify these
sensations. Use a mirror for visual cues. Have the pupil look into the
mirror to see the sallya on his lips and chin. For prevention of drool-
ing, promote lip closure by means of pieces of paper placed between
the lips, hp-smacking exercises with sticky candy rubbed on.the lips;
frequent reminders to keep the lips closed when'engaged in activities
other than speaking or eating. ,

Stress relaxation of 'other muscle groups during swallowing. To
control drooling, use the following exercises

1.. Use a mirror

Lips together, push back saliva with tongue.

Lips apart, watch tongue, watch tongue tip lift to gum ridge.

Lips apart; watch back of tongue lift to soft palate'.

Watch throat,,-fee1 throat,, watch for control of saliva in the.mouth.

( This exercise is useful also for producing alveolar and velar sounds. )

2. Use sugar-free gum, for chewing. Teach pupil to.swallow the saliva,
not the gum. Retrieve the gum after a few seconds,
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3. Check to see whether or not the child can sip through a straw aie-

quately. If he cannot do this without bitin the straw, he must
practice.

I

4. Discuss the hygienic and social aspects of drooling in order to moti-
vate-the C. P. chil&to develop a conscious desirelb eliminate the

. habit.

1: Use progress charts and have, the child keep his own recordpf drool-
ing frequency. As reminders, use visual %les. such as brightly coldtd
Band-Aids on P. finger or a no-drooling ring.

6. Suggest to the pupil that he wear a handkerchief around the syrist
to make wiping dry easy.

Listening. Special emphasis on listening skills is essential. Plan
therapy to improve auditory discriminatiori.auditory memory span,
and general attention span, all of which are essential to his progress

-it speech.

Speech and Language: Aim at all times for t most telligible
speech possible within the limitations of the ha icap: It ay some-
times.be necessary, therefore, twaLcepe nqnst Bard motor NOW
to get the most acceptable snood. Employ r to control techn'

_emphasizing accoracv of vowel production, syllabication, s s, sad
rhythm to'compensate for defiaencies in consonant soon

c

SeqPence of Activities for a SiNki9. fsson

1, Belaxiita

2. Voice
a.' Breathing
h. Towels and phonation
c. hytho,

D

3. Jaw tongye, lips, paLtc,truivallow ing

4. Motor traininc

a. ".Articulators ( jaw, tongue, lips, palate 1
b. Sss allowing patterns

r
r ; )

4)
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5. Review of previous work

6. Introduction of new material with an emphasis on listening skills

7. Drill achieved through pleasurable reinforcement

8. Application

9. Assignments

Sample Case History

Name: Paula Age: Nine

Aledical Diagnosis: Cerebral palsy; generalized moderate athetosis with
spastic 'elements, hearing loss requiring a hearing aid.

IQ: Normal range, but educationally retarded approximately one year.

Handedness. Right.

Speech Evaluation: Slurred, athetoid speech, with some tongue paresis;
some immature speech; sound substitutions, omissions of final con-
sonants, volume of soice inadequate, uncontrolled at times; slight
drooling, mouth breathing; predominantly intelligible.

Speech Plan: Relaxation, chewing and swallowing, breath control, voice,
auditory discrimination, lip closure, articulation of final consonants
and of r, 1, s, z, sh, ch.

Placement. Lisping or articulation group, also a few minutes of individ-
ual work when liossible.

v LESSON PLANS FOR THE CEREBRAL-PALSIED CHILD

CRocP. /.lixed group in the regular clinical program

AIM:, Correct articulation of medial i

THEME: Autumn
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MATERIALS

Rexograph-i copies of 'The Wind and the Leaves" from Say It and

Play It; tissues for blowing; sugarless gum

MOTIVATION

The Wind and the Leaves"

Group

PROCEDURE

1. Readiness

a. Relaxation: Leaves falling
from the tree.

b. Breathing: Pretend to be
the wind blowing away
the leaves.

c. Vowels and rhythm: Jing-
les and clapping; vowel
sounds.

d. Tongue: Use mirrors; tah,
tay, tee.

e. Review:; Review tongue
position for t lipreading,
using t words; give direc-
tions, e.g., touch your toes,
tap your fingers.

2. Development

Read the poem, "The Wind
and the Leaves," again. Have
children , signal when they
hear t. Practice t in voweli,

ords, phrases, sentences.

For Paula

Allow Paula to chew a piece of
sugarless gum while the class is
getting settled. Allow Paula to
sit, or lean if she cannot stand
securely, with her arms raised.
Stress remembering the feeling
of relaxation.

Stress quiet bands; stabilize if
necessary; have Paula blow bits
of tissues as leaves.

Use mirror to stress lip shapes.

Say some of the words incorrectly,
substituting d for t. Be sure Paula
hears the difference between the
voiced and voiceless sounds.
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APPLICATION

Have the children "say and .

play" the poem.

ASSIGNMENT

Practice the pocm. Underline
all the t words in the poem
acid practice them.

Help Paula to ,Inderline t words
in the classroom.

Atm:, IntrotIticzng the 6

THEME: Stop! Look! Listen!

M ATERIALN

A chart. Stop'. Look! Listen! Picture elf a car and a tire, a country
scene, prefelably with a lake to rely o to rowing the boat, five pic-
tures of s words in the .,tory, stick puppets with 9; colored paper and
crayons.

MOTIVATION

Begin a story (to be continued later about children going on a
picnic., The car has a flat tire. Stop, look and listen!

Group For Paula

PROCEDURE

1. Readiness

a. Relaxation.. A plump, full It ..ill he easier for Paula to re-
tre, air leaks out slowly, min seated for this so let all. be
children grow limp; then seated.
the tire is pumped up, and
they sit easily tall.

h. Breathing: Le the air leak Stress closed lips on intake; help
out through he mouth;, her to feel the pressing in of ab-
strpss small intake and dominal muscles upon exhalation,
slow prolonged exhala-
tion.
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c. Vowels: Use isolated vow- Begin with a whisper and prQg-
el sounds with different ress to auditorium voice and back
voices. Emphasize listen- again to whisper (for control).,
ing and identification of
appropriate voices.

d. Tongue: Review all Emphasize the rhythm combined
tongue -tip sounds. Use with voice
"Row, row, row your boat"
song; substitute tongue-
tip sounds with vowels for
the words. Use pantomime
of rowing a boat

2. Development

Continue the story, loading it w WI s words. Ask children whether
they hear ono sound more often than any other. Select 5 s words
used in the story, show p!ctures when possible. (Write the words
from left to right on the hoard.) Say each :3 times correctly; have
pupils listen, then demonstrate incorrect production.

Group For Paula

Give out signs or stick puppets
with the ssm i ;id w ritter, in crayon.
14%e pupils listen and raise the
puppets when they hear you say
an incorrect s sound. Hare e chil-
dren identify from visual cues
only the correct production of s
( lipreading I.

Distribute colored paper and con-
trasting crayons. Continue story
and have children write s w hen-
ever they hear it.

Have them make sound of leaky
tires and listen to each other.
Those who produce an incorrect
s are sent to the garage, The mech-
anics are the children who pro-
duce the good s.

Practice Itpreaci;:-.g and sound
disci imivation ik..c.a..,:e of her
licarimz loss.

Choose bright crayon for Paula,
tape pal.: r to her desk.

Chuck squaring the lips (insofar
as squaring is possible for Paula),,
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ArPtic.a-rioN

Play Simon Says. (The teacher
is Simon.) The children do
not ,follow directions when
the teacher says Thimon
Thays.

ASSIGNMENT

Find or draw two pictures be-
ginning with s relating to the
story. Write the words.

Ch owe physical activities in
which it is easy for Paula to par-
ticipate.

Ask parents to read aloud to Paula
daily and have her raise her hand
%hen she lwars the s.

SPEECH DEFECTS RELATED TO HEARING LOSS

Description

The hard-ofhearing child is one who is able to develop speech and
communication through auditory means although he has impaired
hearing. This child may or may not be severely handicapped. He may
be required to wear a hearing aid. Whether or not he is severely afflicted,
his hearing problem may have affected his personality development. It
has been said that of all the possible sense impairments, a hearing loss
is the most isolating disability to experience. Since man is a gregarious
animal, it is indeed a frustrating experience to orient himself to the world
in which he cannot hear speech, footsteps, doors opening or closing,
bells, and the multitude of ordinary sounds of daily life. For this reason,
the hearing-handicapped individual often reacts to life situations with
bizarre behavior. Since it is man's ability to speak that has turned him
into a refined being, a youngster who can hear almost no speech and
can produce relatively little may appear lacking in refinement. He may
use crude gestures to make his basic needs known. He does not mean to
be offensive, but this is the only way he can express himself, and he
does so, uninhibitedly., The speech pattern which a hard-of-hearing child
displays varies according to the type of hearing problem involved.

Types of Hearing Loss

A conductive type of hearing loss, which. results from an abnormal con-
dition in either the external or middle ear, will interfere with the passage
of sound from the outer to the inner ear, even though the nerve of hear-



ing may be in normal working order. In this type of loss, the loudness of
all tones or sounds is reduced by an equal amount. Thus, a student with
this defect will hear his own speech louder than he hears the speech of
others. Consequently, he may speak very softly and be inaudible in'a
classroom, This may be the only evident speech defect. Others with a
conductive hearing loss may also exhibit denasal vocal quality, omission
of final consonants, and distortions of in and ?I.

o

The child with a perceptive loss may exhibit excessive volume, nasal
vocal quality, monotonous pitch, and deviations in the production of r,
voiced and voiceless th, s, /31, 3, z, and 1. He has poor bone conduction
and must speak loudly to monitor his own voice. The differential loss of
auditorj, monitoring may also account for his distorted articulatory and
vocal patterns, which prO,bably occur without any awareness on his part.
Research does not indicate any vocal quality characteristic of the hard-."
of-hearing.

Quality and intensity of the voice depend on the extent of the`loss and
the length of time the individual has had it. If the hearing loss occurs at
an age before adequate auditory monitoring has developed, there may
be some distortions of certain consonant sounds. The speech teacher
should become familiar with the child, his environment, and his back-
ground in order to plan therapy which will best meet the student's
unique needs.

Placement in the Therapy Program

The hard-of-hearing child should be placed w ith a speech group which
relates best to his problem. For example, if he has serious sound distor-
tions or omissions, he should be placed in an articulation or lisping clinic,
If relatively few sounds are affected, and his problem is mainly voice
development, he should be grouped witli pupils who have voice prob-
lems, regardless of the etiology of these problems. I fhis overall pattern
is unintelligible, or there is little speech, he may require individual help
and, 'or work with a group. The ultimate decision for placement will rest
with the teacher after evaluations of the child's needs,

Therapy ts

The goal of teaching speech and language to the hilt tl-of-hearing student
is to increase the intelligibility of his oral communication. It is important
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to remember that intelligibility in speech depends upon elements other
than the articulation of sound alone. Lengthening of sounds w here it is
required by the language, stress on the appropriate syllable', phrasing
and pausing in connected speech, intonation appropriate to the meaning
all add to the intelligibility of the speaker and must be considered
when planning a therapy program. It is important to remember that it
takes an inordinate amount of drill to Gs a sound for a child with a
hearing loss because' he does not hear it when he says it.

Specific Procedures

1. The phonetic, method is an ewellent teaching aid for hearing-im-
paired students because of its %isual aspect Include analysis of the
aniculation of the vowels; diphthongs, and consonants that are af-

fected the student's speech. \\lien necessary, include an analysis
of the lengthening of sounds, stress on syllables of w ord,, stress on
words in groups, phrasing, intonation, and their visual repiesenta-
nom:Flit! phonetic approach w ill also provide opportunities for audi-

tory training so necessary for the' child with a hearing loss.

2, Utilize colorful and %ticd isual aids to compensate this child for
his aural limitations. Vhen a w ord is introduced, use a picture to
illustrate meaning. Employ pantomime w hen pictures are not avail-.

able.

Promote eino ment of the speech al is and Of music %1 All direct

teaching of the' sound structure of speech. Choral speaking, creative
dramatics, impimistions, storytelling, and singing affoid desired

practice' material for the hard-of-hearing child in all element, of
spoken language

4. Emphasize the look listen. and feel- Imp oath The fricati es f, r,
d t can be collected visually. I lelp the sto(I(.1 t to differentiate the
voiced cognates by plating his fingers on our lr n\. Ile feels the
sound. then tries to feel it on his oss n throat. "I he plosives t, (1, k, g

must be presented in diagrams of the mouth which illustrate tongue
positions, then the (Inlet once hetw cell the cognates is recognized by

touch
For the sibilants, use diagrams for demonstrations of tongue posi-
tion,: feeling for voic eil cognates. and clitaehis sensation for differ-
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ences bet.% een s, /, and t, /. Make the sounds against the back of a
student's hand: s, then f, then t. The pupil gets a different sensation
from each sound. Then he tries to duplicate the demonstration.

Sample Tongue Placement Chart

For differentiations begs yen voiced and voiceless cognates, use a
color sy stem in which one color ( blue ) is used to indicate' a voiceless
sound and a contrasting color ( red t to denote the presence of voice.

5. Often the voice of the hardrof-heoring needs specific. attention. The
volume may need to he increased or decreased, the pitch may he
inappropriate, and a monotonous pattern Ilay need correction. Some

of the following may he useful

a. Provide for practice in speaking at several loudness levels,

h. Develop a subjective kinesthetic monitor for each pupil's own
voice by practicing y olme ss lute checking it against an amplifier.
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c. Practice relating pitch to meaning through the use of a portable
amplifier by having the pupil's tone copy the instructor's and by
having him follow the instructor's bodily expressions.

.
d. Moving from a sitting position to a standing position and then

back to a sitting position can help to move the pitch up and down.
If nasal resonance is missing, try the tactile approach (feeling
breath emission against the hand from the nose as well as the
mouth)), Klee a mirror under the pupil's nose Jo provide visual
clues.

6. Most students, ith hearing loss w ill need work ,n listening skills,
auditory discrimination, -,and auditory memory. Some may also need
help in developing attention span Auditory training will include::

a. Discrimination between sounds

b. Auditory training in connected speech

c. Discrimination in loudness, pitch, qualit . time, and melody

7. Language skills are necessary fog the hard-of-hearing student. Co-.
operate with the classroom teacher to help students in their mastery
of vocabulary and Syntax. ,

PROBLEMS OF FLUENCY

Problems of fluency are concerned w ith 1.breakdow n HI\ thinan in
ability to maintain the connected rhythms of meaningful speech. Clut-
tering and stuttering are the principal disorders of this problem.

CLUTTERING

This ndrome has received very rocent recognition. The term was
mined by I)eso Weiss, a prominent psychiatrist It is being accepted as
a problem entirely apart from stuttering.

Description

Cluttering is characterized by hurry, speech hesitancy, repetition of
syllabics and.short words, slurred speech, and the syntactic deformation

1
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of longer sentences. it is generally accompanied by some faults of pro-
nunciation, huskiness of voice, monotony, and, or lack of- modulation.
The clutterer's basic problem is rate. He tends to rush his speech. There

are often substitutions, omissions, and distortions of sounds, but these
occur only during rapid speech, and the misarticulation must he con-
sidered within this framework of excess speed since most clutterers can

utter the same words singly or slowly without error.

The difference between the stutterer and the clutterer is that the
former often.has trouble initiating speech and may develop devices for

helping himself to begin speaking, whereas the latter rarely has trouble
starting to speak, but once begun, he continues at a rapid rate in a dis-

jointed, often Meaningless mannt

Placement in the Therapy Program

clutterers should be placed in homogeneous gong's, but this is

usually not feasible in the public schools Sometimes elutterers work

well with articulation groups, but often they are grouped with stutterers.

Therapy

The clutterer must learn to control his excessis e rate and excessive out-

put. The major areas of concern are control of articulation el rots, clarity

of expression, and the ability to make himself understood easil. Atli% i-

ties to lull) lino feel in control of has speech are most beneficial.

Often clutterers and stutterers must be grouped together Come--
quently, a comparison of their similarities and differences to determine a

method of therapy beneficial to both might be appropriate. Both re,

quire a relaxed environment, but the stutterer needs this ens ironment to
help free him to speak. Ile needs to be exposed to successful and pleasur-
able speaking experiences and to be given a desire' to speak. The clut-

terer, ithin this 'relaxed environment, needs to he provided with a
framework for controlling his rate and for improving his clarity., The'

clutterer may need to "think before he speaks," or organize himself suf-

ficiently to express himself with ease and clarity, ss bereas the stutterer
needs to "think less" before lie speaks. To the stutterer, thinkiug before

he-s. peaks and worrying about his ability to speak with ease and clarity

can cause anxiety and result in approaci -avoidance conflicts. The chit,

terer, however, benefits from organizing his thoughts.

C
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Both the stutterer and the' clutterer may benefit from exercises de-
signed to dexelop control of breathing. A mental hygiene approach to
therapy benefits both types of speech problems. The stutterer is often
anxious about his speech, the clutterer rarely is anxious, but he some-
times feels confused, unsure: and uncomfortable in speaking situations.
Role playim, creative dramatics, and choral speaking are useful adjuncts
to meet these needs. Remember that the techniques for helping the
stutterer differ from those for the elutterer, and plan the therapy
accordingly.

STUTTERING

Description

Stuttering has been defined, described, and researched by experts per-
haps more than .sly other speech disorder. There IN a %%call!' of material
to be read and absorbed before beginning therapy %t it!' mdix iduals ho
stutter and u ho react ith utely ar nog results to these therapies.:Ilie
purpose here is nut to present ally 1101% theories or therapies but to sug-
gest an eclectic appiaisal of cuirent thinking on stuttering to determine
areas of agreement and to ex °he sonic basic premises upon WI pub-
lic school therapy can justifiably he based

Defill010IN s ary, but most authorities seem to accept the' consensus
of the Speech roundation of America. It is generalh believed that shit-,
terers do not ha% c discernible phyyleal or mental abnormalities, are
hk, Iv to experience fears or anxieties in relation to their speaking. arc
as%aI e that their .al. of talking is considered unusual, and probably shou
signs of .struggle in their attempts to produce troubl -flee speedi.. The
latest authorities espouse the common 'henry that stuttering is d ('0111-
ply. syndrome u ith multiple causes They agree that the' whole' child,"
not merely the stuttering, must he treated. K etiological and personality
studies indicate that the stuttier Iti essentiall% 111,e the; nonstutterer; but
he may !lase' personaht adjustments that appear to hear a direct rela-
tion to the disorder F.nx irontnental fac tors, partieulark nfliet and
perfedionisin m the; home and or unrealistic parental ambitions Ire-
otientl pia% an inportant role in tic speech de% elopment of stutterers

The stages or _degrees of stuttering ha% e also been OW topic of
nun 11 interest fo rem archers and prat. titioners Some prefer the labels of
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primary and secondary stuttering, others prefer a form of beginning or
advanced stuttering and accept variations within each classification.

Them appears to be agreement, however, on a dnision of stuttering.
That stage, known as primary or beginning stuttering. designates the
child with relatively mild though excesse or frequent repetitions ;ind
prolongations who is described as being unaware of and or unconcerned

about his disfluency. Secondary or advanced stuttering refers to a more

severe disorder complicated by the tension and anxiety which result
from the individual's emotional reactions to his arhythinic speech pat-.

tern. Whatever the cause of stuttering, a pattern of arythic speech
marked by varying degrees of hesitancy, blocking. or repeating is widely

recognized as characteristic. Thew habits of speech are symptoms rather

than causes. Provided that the more fundamental problems of person-.
ality and environnient are given attmtion, a positive approach to the
practice of good speech habits is a common area of agreement.

Placement in the Therapy Program

Acceptance of the theory of primary and seconilary , or beginning and
adyam (.1. stuttering is likely to 1w the major determining factor in
grouping stutterers in a mimed dune. The primary stutterer is unaware
of his problem and shool be treated In indirect therapy, yy hereas the
secondary stutterer is served liest In a direct approach.. It follows. then,

that primary stutterers and secondary stutterers should be grouped
separately. Freiniently, there are too few. stutterers in out. school to form

two groups. In such cases, there. is . possibility that classification with
secondary stutterers may precipitate se( ondary sy in the primary
stutterers, consequently, it is advisable to group the print:11T stutterers

%yid children of similar age who might bas e voice or articulatory prob-

lems. ()hen stutterers can I)(' grouped ( httreQ, and therapy can
be geared to both defects. flaw link ulna! placement on c ase evaluation

and the needy 6; each student

Therapy

Some general approaclICS to therapy follow Acceptance of a theory of
multiple etiology for stuttering leads logically to a team approach. If

there are physical, psychological, and (ir environmental needs to be

met, w ork with the psychologist. tlw social worker; the parent., the class-

MOM teacher, the psychiatrist, and the speech supervisor and encourage
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their involseMent Otivionsiy, some cases will require less than the full
team mentioned. In ts (irking with yohng children with primary stutter- ,
ing. for example, the help of a medical doctor for a physical (lollop
and the cooperation of the parent and the classoma teacher now be
required. In ail extreme ease of secondary stuttering complicated by
phobias and anxiety, the' actise cooperation of all members of a full
team is needed

The factor of personality maladmstment has received much atten-
tion in recent dinsultrations of stuttering. So much emphasis has been
put on tills aspect that the question has arisen ts hether or Ot stuttering
therapy' is the' pros Mee of the' speech teacher or ts !oilier it belongs
strictly to the psy duatrist Most di( rapists hate sufficient background
in psy ehologs and speech pathology to knots tt hen the help of a psychia-
trist is uarraoted and to utak under his direction when his help is
enlisted.

1 lit importance of psychological factors has further implications
for planning therapy "I he' secondary sworn r ss ill need touch help in
developing healthy attitudes toss ard his defect.. in developing self-
confidence' in social situations, and in (-It demount' fears i le will benefit
from espenences that emphasue his tt orth as an individual and that
minuniie his shortcomings Include activities that display any talents
he '41 base "()"NPeak"'-g situations "'id direct toward M:tiVit"
that vultis ate self-rehanc e and ease in social situations Some stutterers
may also require nolo idual counseling to supplement group work. Role-
playing: creatise dramatics, sociodranias. and play therapy are useful
techniques in (testifying healthy Atomics and lit pow. %ding socializing
esperiences.

Thrones that stress the' influence of home ens iromnent on the stut-
terer point toss and parent counseling; as anmptirtant factor in therapy.
For the child who has only primary stottering,,and is still unaware of
his problem, control of the ens ironment through cooperation IA ith the
parties is the 111.1101' aspect of treatment. With secondary or ads anced
stutterers parmts most at:Os el' participate in the alleviation of stress
and in attitude changes ill the hOlne to effect improvement. Provide
adequate' time in your conference periods to inert itli the parrots of
children ss Ito stutter bolo idual parent inters less s are customary flow-
ever,, for some purposes, ;Doily therapy in the form of regular meetings
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of the parents to discuss common problems is even more effective: The

most effective counseling involves both parenti, an interview often diffi-

cult to arrange during the school day. Ask to meet both parents at an
evening P.T.A. meeting. Pamphlets for distribution to Parents are avail-

able at the Bureau for Speech Improvement.

4011111177

Creative dramatics as a technique instutterhig therapy

Environmental factors include the interrelatitinship behieen the

child and his classroom teacher andbetween the child and his class-
mates, as well as his attitude toward school work. The classroom teacher

is the key figure in these relationships and obviously has influence on
the child's progress. A program of therapy should take this into account

sand provide for regular teacher conferences. One particularly effective

means of enlisting the aid of the classroom teacher is to invite him to

observe a session of therapy or to offer to demonstrate techniques that
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will help the stutterer in his classroom. In addition, principals might be
asked to consider having the speech teacher discuss such techniques at
a monthly conference. Such discussion would help classroom teachers
undesstand pupils who stutter and may be an indirect means of therapy.

. Developing good speech habits for the stutterer may follow the
pattern of developing good. speech habits for any child. First, there is
the aspect of readi-ess, including both the psychological and the physi-
caleTo speak well, every child must be calm. To use the speech mechanism
effectively, every, child must be physically relaxed to allow easy-rrrasew---

_ Lir movement-To speaksmoothly, every child must have a sense of
rhythm. It is logical, then, to assume that a calm atmosphere, relaxation
exercises, and reinforcement of the child's natural sense of rhythm will

r help the stuttering child develop better habits of speech. Exercises of
this type in,the books by Scott and Thompson and by Rasmussen have
been effective for primary stutterers. Techniques of physical relaxation,
although admittedly aim-,d at symptom rather than cause, may, some-

,

times be helpful in relieving the effort "phase of secondary stuttering.

o
Widely accepted practices used to develop good speech habits are

-.the teaching of smooth, natural phrasing and 'improved voice produc-
tion. Practice of improved speech habits is presented in such a way that
it leads to success and pleasure and replaces the old feeling of frustra-
tion in speaking situations. Group-speaking experiences, such as choral
speaking, provide a good beginning. The child is more likely to develop
confidence if his speaking experiences in the clinic begin with those that
are easy for him and gradually progress toward those of greater diffi-
culty. Therapy should eventually develop into speaking assignments
that reach out of the clinic into the daily life of the child. Include prac-
tical speech situations, such as telephone calls, class recitations, oral
reports,hral messages, and conversation.

Devote attention to the modification of symptoms concurrent with
environmental and psychological approaches. Since changes in attitude
on the part of the stutterer may take considerable time, provide im-
mediate relief as a means of insuring the pupil that 1-.is problem is
remediable. Begin symptomatic therapy when the studeni has shown a
willingness to modify his problem. The therapeutic approach de-
scribed above might be summarized thus

I., Coordinate your efforts with those of parents, teachers, guidance
counselors, school psychologists.
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2. Supplenient group therapy with individual work whenever possible.

ili3. Use t ii niques of group discussion, role-playing, creative dramatics,

and in ividual counseling to help idpersonalitj, adjustment.

4. Include parent counseling and teacher education as a means of de-

veloping a positive prognosis.

5. Group-homageneouOy, takirig info- account the maturity of the pupils

and the degree of severity of the problem.

6. Include development of relaxation, rhythm, sensory training, smooth

natural phrasing, and improved voice production to create a positive

approach to speech habits.

7. Encourage a feeling of success in speaking through the practice of
good speech habits in a variety of experiences presented in an order

of gradually increasing difficulty.

8. Begin modification of symptom patterns as early as practicable to

accompany suggested therapy.

The 'suggestions for therapy made here are not meant to be followed in

any particular pattern but represent general directions. The essence of

effective clinical work is the ability to adapt to individual need and cir-

cumstances. Therapy must not be static, but must continue to adapt and

grow through careful study and planning, eritiriit evaluation, sensitivity,

and imagination.

Specific Procedures

1. Develoi your own sequence by beginning where the pupils are and

by moving into other activities as the pupils appear ready for them

Use a direct or indirect approach, depending on each pupil's needs.

2. Develop favorable rapport with the class by providing successful

speaking situations, in activities such as speech games, choral speak-,
ing, puppetry, pantomime, and creative dramatics.

3. Introduce progressive relaxation to be continued and extended_ in

all subsequent units. Differences between relaxation and tension
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should- be noted Specific techniques for muscular relaxation should
be applied to various speaking situations.

4. Introduce rhythms.

a. Clapping to various rhythms

b. Sing-say

e. Choral speaking

5. Introduce phrasing for rhythmic speech.

a. Explanation of phrasing

b. Use of pause -

c. Breath control for proper phrasing

d. Practice rhythmic phrasing, progressing from one-phrase re-
sponses to a sentence, to a paragraph, to prose and poetry selec-
tion.

6: Apply late control to creative dramatics, oral re ,:: mg, discussion, and
conversation in all subsequent lessons.

7., Help pupils develop an objective attitude towards stuttering.

a. Studying famous people who stutter

b. Analyzing past failure

c. Analyzing feelings toward environment

d., Investigating the nature of stuttering

e. Analyzing personal assets and liabilities

f. Making the heat of one'q nsset5. Note::

1) Grooming

2) Skills

3) Health habits

4) Social habits

5) Athletic skill
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8. Eliminate secondary symptoms.

a. Discuss secondaries and their purposes.

' b. Note each other's secondary symptoms.

c. Note one's own secondary symptoms.

d. Select-symptoms-tobe eliminated.

e. Practice before a mirror,

f. Practice before the group.

g. Evaluate progress.

9. Modify the stuttering pattern.

a. Use ermy start. Many pupils, particularly those who have diffi-
culty initiating speech, tend to force a great deal as they start the
sentence. These pupils must be taintht to use a softer attack. This
is done by substituting a lazy saw and tongue for the tense intiscu-.
!attire that is usually found ii this type of initiation. This will

tend to break down the intense struggle reaction that is frequently

present as speech is initiated.

b. Utilize "bounce" technique. The bounce technique is most adapt-
able with those pupils whose speech is "frozen." It enables the
pupil at least to initiate a response. It is done with a simple, easy

repetition of the first sound in the first word and is continued
every few words. It is inadvisable to form a set; stilted pattern
that might result if the student were told to "bounce on every
third word." Example Underlined letters indicate where bounce
will take place in this sentence. A number of boys have organized

a punchball game in the schoolyard. The student "bounces" on

the underlined letters. )

c. Introduce prolongation. Prolongation technique is demonstrated
first by the teacher who reads a paragraph applying prolongation

to the vowel sounds in selected words. Here also the prolonga-
tions are distributed unevenly, rather than in a set pattern. In
very severe cases the pupil may have to prolong every word.
After the teacher reads for the pupil, the pupil is permitted to

use the technique with material that is at or below his reading
level, From reading, the technique is transferred to free speech.

This is easily done by having the child paraphrase what he
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has.just read. The prolongation acts as a volitional substitute for
the actual stuttering blocks. It should be pointed out that with
"prolongation" and "bounce," the technique should first be prac-
ticed in unfenred situations. The pattern should be well rein-
forced, and the student should hIve some proficiency with it
before it is applied outside of_the therapy situation.

d. Employ pull-put. The pull-out technique is a means whereby the
pupil extricates himself from the block during the actual occur-
rence. The block is continued voluntarily, until a release or pull-
out can be effected at will. This technique is usel as a substitute
for the undesirable habit of forcing one's way out of the block. It
is very similar to the "easy start" previously described.

e. Tractice voluntary nonfluency. Voluntary nonfluency serves as a
means of exercising volitional control over what is usually an
involuntary repetition and substitutes an effortless act for one
of great strain. It consists of applications of the bounce technique,
prolongation technique, and other techniques already described.
The important thrust, here, is in application in specific situations.
This is sometimes referred to as negative practice. Its greatest
effect upon the stutterer lies in the fact that once the stutterer is
able to apply this technique, he has developed the ability to stut-
ter without fear of listener reaction. This is one of the major goals
in stuttering therapy.

f. Use block analysis. Block analysis is applied immediately after a
block hls occurred and is a means whereby the blocks themselves
are consciously modified. The pupil is taught iu stop, analyze,o
plan, repeat..

STOP: As sour as the block occurs, the pupil should stop. (Vocali-
zation is brought to a complete halt. )

ANALYZE:: Analysis takes place immediately and consists of an
evaluation in terms of the sound stuttered on and a description
of :he block indicating the speech parts involved.

PLAN: Immediately following analysis the pupil decides on al-
ternative behavior. ( How can the sound be reproduced in an
easier fashio.i ?) If the pupil blocked on the sound b in "boy" and
his lips were pressed tightly together, unable to open to produce
the sound, he might plan to close his lips very loosely and to let
the jaw open in a very !azy fashion.
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REPEAT: The pupil backtracks to the first word in the sentence

in which the block occurred. llhe sentence is repeated, and the
sound previously blocked on i.1 repeated according to the plan.
At times, a second or third repo 'don may be., necessary to achieve

success. This technique is gen rally more adaptable to the older
stutterer( grades-9 to 12 ) .

10. Utilize creative dramatics as a form of speech therapy,

a. Group pantomime imitated through fingerplay

b. Pantomime as a form of interpretation of choral speaking

c. Dialogue with hand puppets

d. Storytelling with hand puppets

e. Short play for another speech group

. A II
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f. Radio play

1) Performed behind a screen

2) Performed for tape recording

g. Improvisation of dialogue for impromtu play in class

11. Apply choral-speaking techniques for speech improvement.

a. Unison selections with strong rhythms

b. Refrain selections

c. Antiphonal selections

d. Sequential selections using small groups

e. Line-a-child selections introducing solo work

12. Apply clinical techniques to in-school activities.

a. Answers to (pea-ions
b. Reading

c. Oral reports
d. Short talks

13. Apply clinical techniques to out-of-class activities ( life adjustment).;

a. Telephoning ,

b. Purchasing from stores

c. Introductions

d. Delivering messages

e. Making announcements

f. Participating in interviews

g. Taking part in discussions

h. Taking part in plays

i. Giving directions

j. Conversation

1) At dinner table

2) On way to and from school

3) With parents or friends

4) With teachers

5) In social situations
3I ,
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LESSON PLANS FOR STUTTERERS

LEVEL: Elementary

Amsi- To provide relaxation

To elecit one-word responses

To provide situations for fluency ( using a winter theme)

MATERIALS

1, Variation of "Signs of Winter," a poem by L. B. Scott

On a big gray cloud away up high
Sat a soft snowflake in the dark sky
"I must fall," said the snowflake white.

most fall down to the earth tonight."

Fly, fly, fly
Down, down, from the sky!

Said the big gray cloud, "Oh, please, don r go,
For somethiug might happen to you, you know."
But the little snowflake with a tear in his eye,
Said, "Good-bye, good-bye', I am leaving the sky."

Chorus

Then off he went, and he floated down
Till he came to a, quiet town.
And there on the hard brown earth he lay.
The next day, some children came out to play.

Chorus

They said, "A snowflake has come to say
That winter at last is on its way.
Good-bye tosummer, good-bye to fall,
Good-bye to little leaves one and all.,"

Chorus --

That /lay, from the clouds came snowflake mothers
And snowflake fathers, and sisters, and brothers
Oh, hundreds of snowflakes came flying down,
Coverieg rooftops all over town!
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Chorus

The children laughed, for they had a plan!
From mounds of snow, they would makea man!
Then all that day they worked very hard,
And they made a snowman out in the yard.

2. Pictures illustrating the poem'

3. Crayons

4: Drawing paper

MOTIVATION ..-

Ask children to discuss the making of a snowman or anything they
like to do in the snow.:

PROCEDURE

1. Readiness

Relaxation Read poem about snow. Read in a soft, relaxed voice,
During first chorus of "Fly, fly, fly, / Down, down, from the sky,"
teacher sways arms loosely in relaxed movement to the rhythm of the
line. On the following chorus lines, children imitate relaxed move-
ment and say the line together. Teacher holds up illustrations of
poem as sheis saying it.

2. Development

a. After holding up last illustration, which happens to be a snow-
man, ask children if they've ever made a snowman. Tell them that
they aro going to draw snowmen today.

b. Flieit responses, e.g.,
We're going to draw
What color paper do you want?
What color will you make the snowman?

c. As pupils draw, you draw with them and verbalize what you
are doing to have pupils unconsciously verbalize what they're
doing.
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d. Talk about what they're doing, omitting obvious final words from

all statements in effort to have them fill in the word fluently:
"Now you're drawing the nose."
"And you're drawing the pipe."
"The hat is colored black."

APPLICATION

When drawings are complete, the children show and tell about them.
If child is fluent in his speech at this time, he goes right on. If he is

not, then elicit fluent one-word responses by pointing to the picture
and saying, "This is his hat; it is colored black?' Underlined word is

omitted by teacher and said by child

LEvEL:- Junior High School

Am:, To provide opportunity for students to articulate problem-solving

through role-playing

MATERIALS

Copies of role-playing situations
Copies of poems

FINDING A WAY'

If you come to a place where you can't get THROUGH or OVER

or UNDER, the thing to do
Is to find a way BOUM!) the impossible wall.

Not say youll go YOUR way or not at all.
You can always get to the place you're going,
If you'll set your sails as thew ind is blowing,
If the mountains are high, go round the valley;
If the streets are blocked, go up some alley;
If the parlor car's filled, don't scorn a freight;,
If the front door's closed, go through the side gate.
To reach your goal this ad. ice is sound.
If you can't go OVER or UNDER, go ROUND

( Author Unknown )

;.
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MyrivATI,

Read poem aloud to class. ( Poem is written on board.)
Ask: "What is the main idea of this poem?" "What does the poem
mean to you?" Ask for volunteers. Review stress and phrasing of each
line.

PROcEounE

Role-playing: 20 minutes
How would you solve the tollowmg problems?
Choose any of the following ( on rexograplied sheets

1. You have asked a girl to the big school dance for Friday night. Your
date calls you on Wednesday to sai she just came down with the
mumps and won't he able to attend, NI/hat do you do? (Two students
needed for telephone conversation.)

2. Your younger brother refuses to do his share of the household chores,
and the burden rests with you to take care of them in addition to your
own chores., Discuss this with your parent and brother. ( Three
students needed.)

3. Your friend I larry likes to go to Joe's Pizza after the movies. You dis-
like pizza, but you do like hamburgers and French fries. How do you
handle this situation? ( Two students needed )

4. You are giving a party and hear from friends that sonic boys are
planning to "crash.' Discuss this situation with y our friends. ( Three
students needed. )

5. You have it very nice singing voice and ss mild love to he in the climbs,
but your teacher refuses to take you into the club. 1 to states that you
are unreliable because when on belonged to the group in the past,
you always came late Discuss this ss ith your teacher. ( Two students
needed )

6, You are very much interested in getting on an athletic team, but the
coach refuses to give you permission because he states that in the
past you never remembered to come in uniform. Discuss this with
your teacher, ( Two students needed. )
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LEVEL.: Junior High School

Ants:- To develop free, relaxed speech

To develop self-confidence

MOTIVATLON

Disenss salesmanship and its effect on customers. Elicit that smooth,
easy speech is important in sales,

PROCEDURE

1. Readiness

a. Relaxation: Think of carrying heavy bundles They make your
arms tired, your shoulders tired; you feel weary. Pantomime put-
ting bundles on desk, and stretch arms outward, upward, wiggle
fingers, stretch arms back to tense and relax shoulder muscles.
Yawn, stretch again slowly, slowly, and sit up.

b.. Breathing ( coordinate with phrasing)

Poem

Radios blaring,
Broilers flaring,
Salesmen glaring.
Now am I faring?
Dishwashers, iron and TV
All waiting for a sale by me.
Refrigerators glisten.
While you listen,
I'll talk.
You balk.
Finally well agreeand
You'll buy your appliance from me.

2. Development

a. Words:- Elicit items we can buy in an appliance store, then string
words together ( irons, radios, dishwashers, toasters, broilers,
air-conditioners ) to combine breathing and phrasing.
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b. Sentences: Apply phrasing technique.

1) In sentence form state a good point about one of the appli-
ances listed on the board. ( Pretend you are the salesman.)

2) Ask a question about one appliance listed on board. ( Pretend
you are the customer. )

c. Discuss the customer who

1) Doesn't want to feel rushed.

2) Wants complete attention of salesman.

3) Needs a feeling of security and confidence '... ;.:4C salesman.

d. Discuss the salesman. He must have:

1) Unhurried speech to put customer at ease.

2) Personalityand interest in people.

3) Knowledge of product,

4) Belief in product.

APPLICATION,
...

\rRole-playing. Work out a few sen -nces ( 2-4) of dialogue on board
( greeting, request, salestalk ). -Hay group discuss dialogue for a few .

'minutes. Then have pupils work in pairs presenting the dialogue in a
role-playing situation, indicating how pupils can be guided to self-
e*aluation of ability to phrase for smooth speech, ,

Ass NMENT.

repare a three-minute speech about an appliance you would like to
sell or buy. Bring pictures to illustrate your talk and be prepared to
answer questions.

: Junior and Senior High Schools

NA:, To recognize defense mechanisms and rationalization

ATERIALS

/ Rexographed copy of skit
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MOTIVATION

Perform two magic tricks:
Penny in the wooden box and handkerchief torn in tv.,e

'Whatis the purpose of the magician? (He hides, ality from the pub-
lic by performing tricks. We, too.; perform "tricks to hide reality from

ourselveI.)

How do we solve problem ? Elicit flight reaction; fight reaction; com-
promise adjustment to the situation.

Pacer-nuke

1. Readiness

We hav e been trying 'to face the truth about nur facial grimaA.
Let's see if, in doing this, we have eliminated them.

a. Eye yourself in the mirror and count to 100. Count the times your

eyes wander.

b. Describe one of your assets by reading a sentence from a list.
Then, look up and Paraphrase the sentence as you watch the
mirror Rep'eat the sentence to the clasi as they watch, and tap
every time your eyes wander away from them.

2. Development .

Have a pupil report an example of flight reaction which we dis-

cussed last week.

b. Discr.:::-. ;TA example with the class.

1) What was the problem?

2) How did you react?

3) Did you fool yourself? How?

4) What cz,Inpromibe solution might have been reached?

c. Read the following examples'of behavior for class analysis.

1) Jane is always late. The clock stopped; her Mother didn't wake

her; she didn't feel well. .

2) Robert didn't bring his homework. He cut his finger and
couldn't write; his baby sister tore it up; ne'had a big test to

stu'dy for.
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3) Howard did poorly on his test. He couldn't study last night
because he had a bellyaChe; the boy next to him tapped his
pencil; his pen leaked and he had to keep wiping it.

4) 'Jerry didn't wear a dean shirt on assembly day. -He didn't
have it. ready; he was at his cousin's and didn't get home to
change.

What do these stories have in common? Elicit: "They were mak-
ing exclsesto cover the real regson.

d. Have a pup-ildefine rationalization.,

,e., . Why do we rationalize? gliqit: "We protect ourselves from criti-
cism'and justify cur behavior for our qwn self- approval."

APPLICATION

Distribute rexographed copies f skit on page 39 of..Know Yourself
by Biyngelson; Chapmari, and Hansen. Have pupils dramatize
Elicit students' reactions.

ASSIGNMENT

For next-week's discussion, bring in examples, in outline form, of
,,your own rationalizing or any which you encounter.

VOICE

Description

As a continuation of the screening process, determine the nature of the
voice defect and whether it is caused by physical or psychological con-
ditions or by a functional disorder. The voice may be indiCative of the
physical and emotional condition of the pupil. If you suspect that a
physical or psychological condition iA the cause of the disorder, refer
the ptipil for further examination. If the disorder is a'functional one,
undertake remedial procedures immediately. Therapy for organic
defects is undertaken after complete evaluation and upon recommenda-
tion of a qualified laryngologist. For referral procedure, see page 176.

Types of Vocal Difficulties

1. Pitch

a High pitch

b. Low piteh
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c. Falsetto

d. 'Moxtony



2. Volume

a. Inaudibility."'

3. Quality

'.

b. back of projection c. Excessive loudness

.
a. Hoarseness (stridency, harshness) . c. Nasality

.44,

-

b. Breathiness
, d. Denasality, )

Possible Causes

1. Organic

Nodules

b. Contact ulcers

c. Thickened cords

d., Deviated septum

e. Sinugitis

2: Functional

.a: Poor breathing habits

b. Abuse of vocal apparatus

1) Inactivity of articulators

3) Environmental forces

f, Enlarged tonsils
and/or adenoids

g. Cleft palate

h. Hea. ing problems

f. Glandular disturbance

3) Psychogenic factors ( personality problems )

4) Pitch below or above optimum
. .

5) acessive screaming,

c. Inc-omplefe mutation

Placement in the Therapy Program

Authorities agree that special remedial therapy should be giver, if the
voice is so unpleasant as to interfele with communication or social ad-

justment. It is'desirable to\ooup voice cases homogeneously since this
allows Maximum. use of listening and auditory monitoring skills. If
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heterogeneous grouping is necessary because of scheduling problems
specific to a school, the individual needs of the student must be con-
sidered in determining placement. For example, if the voice problem
has emotional overtones, the student's needs may be met by including
-him in the speech activities planned for stutterers. Remember that fre-
quent pitch breaks common to the onset of puberty in the male student
are transient in nature and should not be treated as a defect.

Therapy

1. Motivation

A pupil is rarely aware of his voice problem. He doesn't hear his
voice as others hear it, and he has become accustomed to and has
accepted the voice he does hear Even when he hears his recorded
voice, he may not be aware of the disorder. He may hear only what
he wants to hear, or he may reject what he hears as a faulty repro-
duction of his voice, Most pupils need ear training before they can
recognize qualities of voice in themselves and in others. Equipment,
such as a tape recorder or the Echorder, is a valuable tool for moti-
vating the student to understand his problem and to accept the need
for correction.

After a pupil has recognized his problem, he can be motivated
further through demonstration of improved vocal techniques and
discussion of:

the probability that improvement can be effected

the importance of voice to personality

the effect of voice on popularity and on getting a job

the influence of the voice in the acceptance or rejection of ideas

The pupil should be made aware of these criteria of a good voice:

pleasant to the ear

suitable in pitch and volume to the place and situation

flexible enough to express differences in meaning, mood, and
emotion

appropriate to age and sex
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2 General Suggestions

a. Training in auditory discrimination

1) listening to voices and becoming aware of factors-which make
them pleasant or unpleasant

2) developing an appreciation of good voice through listening
to recordings or through a discussion of voices on television

3) analyzing sounds according to pitch, intensity, duration, and
quality

b. Establishing adequate physical bases for voice production

1) knowing the functions of the organs concerned with voice

2) developing appropriate posture

3) mg techniques to control the respiration processes

41 identifying or sensing tension

5) relaxing muscles with stress on those concerned with articu-
lation

c. Developing suitable pitch

1) identifying the optimum pitch level for each pupil

2) practicing appropriate pitch for specific occasions

3) practicing pitch for soca] expressiveness in the oral interpreta-
tion of prose and poetry

varying the pitch between sounds

varying the pitch for purposes of emphasis

d. Developing resonance

1) directing the air stream fon% aid in the mouth

2) striving for appropriate oral oi,ning in pronouncing vowels

3) becoming at are of velar as ttvity and learning to control the
velum in using nasal resonators ( without carrying nasal
resonance into vowels which follow )

4) using articulators properly in shaping sounds

5) discriminating bemeen unacceptable and acceptable quality
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e. Developing intensity or force

1) volume to situations

a) size of room

b) nearness of person to whom you are speaking

2) using technique for vocal expressiveness

a) to emphasize ideas

b) to indicate rhythm

c) to express ideas effecti vely

f. Developing control of tempo ( rate)

1) suitable tempo: for social situations; for platform speaking

2) using techniques to developing suitable tempo: appropriate
rhythm; dramaticl wise

g. Developing expressiverwss

1) adapting voice to communicate one's ideas and emotions

2) adapting voice to interpret thoughts and feelings

h. Carry-over in everyday speaking situations

Specific Procedures

PITCH

Problem of pitch may be classified as organic, psychogenic, or functional.

1. Organic pitch problems may be the result of glandular disturbances
or a possible structural abnormality of the larynx. The first thera-
peutic procedure must be a medical referral. Further clinical work
depends on the prognosis and treatment recommended by the medi-
cal specialist.

2, Psychogenic pitch problems are often found in the adolescent and
stem from his reactions to the more mature role he must begin to
assume. Group and/or individual discussions are suggested for this
problem,
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Help the student to explore his feelings and emotions and to under-
stand why he feels as confused as he does. Some topics to be explored

are:

Physical changes which came vocal changes
AttitUdes of others toward this change
Self-image of the student with a high pitch contrasted with the

self-image of the student with adequate pitch
General self-image of adolescence
General feelings of inferiority
Specific ttelings of inferiority in speaking situations
Anxiety of certain speaking situations
Nervousness caused by emotional problems and fears..

The aim of the discussions need not be to eliminate the problems
which caused the pitch aberration, but to help the student under-
stand these problems so that he can accept and use adequate pitch.
It may also he necessary to incorporate some techniques for correct-

ing functional pitch problems in these lessons so that the student
will feel that he is getting specific help.

3. Functioned pitch problems are the result of habitual use of incorrect
pitch and/or tension which causes vocal strain. The first step in
adjusting habitually incorrect pitch should be to establish pitch

range, Have the student count, starting at the lowest pitch and going

up to the highest optimum pitch,, or have him sing the scale from do

to do and substitute letters a, b, c, etc., for the vocal notes. Generally,
the correct pitch will he one-third up from the bottom of the range.

If possible, use a piano, xylophone, or recorder to help the student
proceed froin his lowest tone to his highest. When the range has
been established, use exercises to help increase it. With the exercise,
pupils can extend the intitial liinits of their range, Having students
read children's stories which call for exaggerated vocal variety helps

to increase the pitch range.

Optimum pitch must then be established, and the student must be
able to hear himself use his optimum pitch and contrast it with his
former pitch. Much ear training is needed to establish optimum pitch.

Once the optimum pitch has been located, it should be practiced in

nonsense syllables, words, phrases, sentences, and free speech.
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Pitch problems caused by tension are treated by relaxation exercises,
such as

a. Relaxing the whole body through imagery ( e.g., pictures of quiet
scenes, rag dolls) and music

b. Differential relaxationconcentration on a particular part of the
body, relaxing and tensing certain muscles.

Relaxed vocalization with directed ear training is essential. Posture
exercises to help develop optimum muscle tonus are also useful. The
tape recorder, Echorder, and other devices are very useful during
practice. /

/

EXERCISES To CHANE PITCH

To develop an awareness of changes in pitch:
/

/

1. Coordinate pitch to the positio of letters above, below, and
on a given line

b

a c

3
24

1 5

2. Progress from this to days of week, months of year, and other
groups of words.

To habituate a specific pitch, follow the previous method to get
pupil to desired pitch. At that point, continue letters, numbers,
or words on that same pitch.

Use newly established pitch in reading and connected speech in
monotone until pupil is ready for variation.

VOLUME

The most common problem of volume is inaudibility or lack of projec-
tion. This may be organic, psychogenic, or functional in origin.

1. Organic inaudibility may be the result of poor physical health, hear-
ing loss, glandular deficiencies, abnormalities in structure or. neuro-
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logical control of vocal mechanism. As with any organically caused

speech disorder, medical clearance should be obtained before ther-
apy is begun. Then, unless otherwise directed by the physician, the
exercises described on page 135 may be started.

2. Psychogenic inaudibility is the end result of a poor mental attitude
toward communication. The student is nervous, anxious, or afraid

to speak louder. He may be constantly unsure of his statements, be
Afraid of ridicule, or he may have a poor self-image and consequently
be anxious about revealing himself. Counseling to help the student
understand himself and his fears is indicated. A healthy optimistic
approach to communication should be encouraged. Try to under-
stand the student's feelings and provide him with the reinforcement
needed to help him overcome his specific fears.

3. Functional inaudibility is the result of prolonged dysfunction of the
voice. It may have begun through imitation of poor models or
through poor habits of vocalization, e.g., coughing, throat clearing,

grunting, screaming, yelling, crying.

EXERCISES TO DEVELOP ADEQUATE INTENSITY

The pushing exercise introduced by Emil Froeschels may be

useful. The purpose of this exercise is to stimulate closure of
the glottis. In pushing, the fists are raised to the shoulders and
then pushed forcefully downward, ending in a position in front
of the thighs. The student should be asked to phonate a vowel

sound, synchronizing the phonation with the downward sweep

of the fists. The exercise should he repeated regularly for brief
periods ( about one minute each time). When the student has
mastered the technique, he is asked to repeat the sgnd, just
thinking of pushing on the second phonation. He must enrich
the first sound in strength and firmness. When individual
sounds are correctly produced, he should practice on whole
words, phrases, and sentences, beginning with pushing at the

start of phonation. Finally, he should practice speaking while

concentrating on the idea of pushing.

Use exercises to develop good breath control with consequent
support'of tone and strength of tone.

/
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Provide training in active use of the articulators. Poor vocal
tone is often the result of inadequate use of the oral mechan-
ism. Exaggerated work on vowel sounds and 1 and r words
often produces favorable results.

Create an atmosphere of audience interest through class par-
ticipation and encouragement from those students who are
unable to hear the speaker. Direct the speaker's attention to
the listeners who are farthest away.

Provide voice practice in a variety of reading ,And speaking
activities to encourage carryover. Activities in the speech
arts, such as poetry reading, choral speaking, group discus-
sion, creative dramatics, add variety and interest to lessons
on voice projection.

1 " 111
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The pushing exercise is used in voice therapy



Role-playing and creative dramatics should aid the student
in assuming the desired vocal characteristic. Suggested roles
include the child, the father, the teacher.

Associate variations in volume with changes in a group of
numbers or letters ( ex, 12 3 45,12 34 5, etc.).

VOCAL QUALITY

The chief problems of vocal quality are hoarseness ( organic and func-
tional), gutturalization and stridency, breathiness, excessive nasality,
and denasality. It is important to discover the cause of the hoarseness.
Some cases of pathological causation may need complete voice rest or
surgery, and it may be harmful to give such pupils voice therapy. All
cases of hoarse voice should be referred to an otolaryngologist for
examination, and his recommendations should be followed. Such exami-

nations can be arranged through the central office of the Bureau for
Speech Improvement.

ORGANIC HOARSE VOICE

Vocal nodules and contact ulcers:, Frequently a physician will recom-
mend vocal rehabilitation to reduce the nodules without surgery. When
such therapy is recommended or when therapy follows surgery, the

pupil should follow these steps in the voice-training program

Learn the rules of good vocal hygiene. Avoid fatigue and smoking,
develop a calm and quiet environment at home and in school, avoid

hypertension in meeting difficulties.

Change the area of vocal cord contact by changing the habitual pitch
if improper pitch is causing hoarseness.

Develop a pattern of controlled, easy breathing for speech.

Develop a sense of general bodily relaxation.

Develop specific relaxation of pharynx and oral cavity through
prcper use of the chewing method.
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Develop specific relaxation of pharynx and oral cavity through
proper use of Jacobson's' techniques for progressive relaxation.
Progressive relaxation should initially be taught in a supine position.
The pupil is first taught to distinguish between the concepts of
tension and relaxation. This is done by having the pupil hold one
arm straight and raising it, 'pivoting only at the shoulder joint. As
the pupil attempts to raise the arm, the teacher exerts manual pres-
sure after the arm has been partially raised to prevent the arm fa om
moving any further. The pupil should he advised to push against
the resistance being offered by the teacher. After a kw seconds, the
pupil should be told to let the arm drop and go completely limp, like
jelly. The feelings of tension felt by the pupil when resistance was
being offered should he contrasted to the limp feeling of relaxation
that was experienced following the period of tension,

PHOCRESSIVE RELAXATION

The technique of progressive relaxation is based upon the concept
of tension versus relaxation.

The following sequence should be taught; it constitutes phase
one of the relaxation therapy:

I. Raise eyebrows to wrinkle forehead. Hold this position for
fifteen seconds, rbst for five seconds, and go immediately to
the next step.

2. Close eyes in a tight squint, holding and rest time same as in
step 1.

3. Bite as hard as possible., thus tightenSng the jaw. Hold for
fifteen seconds and rest for five seconds,

4. Hunch shoulders tightly, again hold and rest as in step 1..
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5. Stretch the arms as far as possible towards the feet, tense and
rest the same as above,

Edmund Jacobson, Progressite Relaxation (New York., McGraw Hill, 1932 ).



6. Arch the small of the back an inch or two from the horizontal.
Tense and rest as above.

7: Stretch the legs as if to make yourself taller. Tense for fifteen
seconds and rest for five seconds as above.

Reminder: Each of the preceding actions is held for fifteen sec-
onds, followed by a five-second rest, which is ithmedi-
ately followed by the next exercise.

In phase two the same sequence is followed, but the tension
phase is eliminated. The pupils are asked to relax the muscles and
allow the area to become limp. In other words, each area is con-
sciously relaxed. ( Only after a proper understanding of the
tension versus relaxation concept has been developed is the pupil
able to accomplish this.)

Following this sequence should produce a wavelike relaxation
that starts at the head and progresses rapidly to the tips of the
toes, When this has been mastered, move on to phase three in
which the pupil is asked to relax the entire body instantaneously.

In phase four, the &pil may he asked to relax a specific area, such
as the oral musculature or the laryngeal area.

Establish a new melody pattern to increase the range and replace
the staccato emphasis,

Shift the focus of energy from the larynx and neck to the abdomen
through the use of diaphragmatic breathing. Diaphragmatic breath-
ing is most applicable in instances where we wish to reduci, or
eliminate strain in the laryngeal area. When diaphragmatic breath-,
ing is used, the locus of vocal production is taken away from the
larynx and placed in the abdominal area. When at rest, in supine
position, an individual unconsciously tends to breathe diaphragmat-
ically. Ttis is easily observed. it is therefore helpful if diaphragmatic
breathing is first taught by having the pupil lie on a couch, table
top, or other flat surface. By plach a book on the abdominal area,
the rising and falling motion of the abdomen is easily observed. The
reader is reminded that this is an unconscious act. Pupils should be
directed to observe the rising and falling of the book. As soon as the
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abdominal movement is brought to consciousness, the breathing will
generally change from abdominal to thoracic. 'On the first several
intakes of air, expansion may be observed in die chest. lithe pupil
is instructed to apply manual pressure to the abdomen, the desired
abdominal expansion should he achieved upon exhai, :ion. Once the
pupil is able to expand the abdomen on inhalation and &flate It on -
exhalation, he may begin to practice this movement in sitting and
standing positions.

6
The following exercises will be helpful in establishing the new

breath pattern,

slow inhalation-slow exhalation

rapid inhaliition-rapid exhalation

slow inhalation-rapid exhalation

rapid inhalation-dm% exhalation ( this corresponds to the breath
pattern for speech )

rapid inhalation-phonate a prolonged alt

rapid inhalation-count from 1 to 10

rapid inhalation-recite day s of the xv eek

rapid inhalation-recite the months from January to June;, take' a
second breath and recite' months from July to December

By the tune the pupil has been taken throughihe above steps, lw should
be ready to apply the abdominal breath pattern to reading ,ind then to
speaking.

FUN CI \ AI. 110 xSSE V( )I( I

Utilize the essential stt ps -given for organic cases with cases of func-
tional hoarse voice. In addition, much time should be spent in remov-
ing arhythrnit+ breathing patterns and in reducing breath pressure.
Locating and using optimum pitch habitually are often found to he
successful. Students must learn to differentiate between and to separate
volume and pitch. Pupils with hoarseness due to personality problems
should be referred to the school guidance counselor or psychologist for
the development of a program of sound mental hygiene.
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GUTTURAL AND STRIDENT Von ES

Pupils with strident or guttural voices need help in developing the
optimum muscle set in breathing, articulation, phonation, ar..-.1 reson-

ance. It is necessary to develop good bodily tonus, thus providing the
puPil with a feeling of strength and ease. Training in the use of an easy
rhythmic pattern for all bodily movements and relaxation of the mouth,
larynx, and pharynx should be included with this group. It is often
necessary to raise the habitual pitch level for guttural cases and to lower
it for strident cases through the development of an acoustic and kines-
thetic awareness of the optimum pitch level. A mental hygiene approach
should be utilized to help the pupils develop a more positive social

attitude.

This problem may be due either to a poor breath pattern which requires
work inibreathing and phrasing or to over-aspiration, for which con-
trolled exhalation is a general goal. Ear training for discrimination be-

tween over-aspiration and correct phonation is indicated,

EXCESSIVE NASALITY

Auditory training in which pupils learn to distinguish between the cor-
rect and incorrect production of sounds is an essential step in working
with those whose voices are hypernasal. Exercises to strengthen the
action of the velum (yawning, blowing, swallowing, reflex lifting of the
velum) and to develop breath direction and oral pressi should be
used when needed. A new pattern of oral reson i , using a larger
mouth opening, a relaxed jaw, and a more flexible tongue and lips

should be developed.

s
DEN ASALITY

Cases of hyponasality caused by blockage in the nose or nano-pharynx

should be referred Ito the appropriate medical specialist. Following

surgery, the denasal voice often becomes excessively nasal, and direct
training of the velar closure becomes necessary. Functional denasality
is usually caused by hypertension in the soft palate. Direct training in
relaxation of the velum, tongue, and throat, the development of both
nasal and oral resonance, and variety in volume and pitch are required

to correct the problem.

1 JO /
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dir LESSON PLANS FOR VOCAL

LEvel.: Elementary

Afxt: To develop an awareness of pitch changes in the voice

MATERIALS

A well-illustrated picture book of. "The Story of the Three Bears."
cdt out heads of Mama Bear, Papa Bear, and Baby Bear. Mount
heads on sticks. The head of Papa Bear is large, the head of Mama
Bear is smaller, and the head of Baby Bear is the,smallest.

NIOTIVATION

Discliss story of "The Three Bears."

PRocEDurx.

1. Readiness

ileview work on loudness variation. Apply variations in loudness to
the stick puppets of the bear heads. Let the children hold Papa
/fear's head in front of them and say, "I am Papa Bear," using a loud
voice Then, holding Mama Bear's head, say, "I am Mama Bear,"
using a sot ter voice; finally, "I am Baby Bear," using a very soft Voice.

2. Development

Head the "The Three Bears" to the group. Have one of the children
hold up the appropriate head each time one of the bears speaks in
the course of the story. Use a load, low-pitched voice as you read the
part cf Papa Bear, a somewhat higher pitched but softer voice as
you read the part of Mama Bear, and a very high and very soft voice
for the part of Baby Bear. Have a child retell the story, using a "See-
Quers" board or the illustrated storybook. Have the children hold
rip the appropriate stick faces as they use the voice of each charac-
ter. Work for yiiiee. variations primarily in terms of pitch. Do not
overemphasize loudness at this time, since the combination of the
two may be confusing.
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the pupil report what was noticed about different voices.
PreSent the story again. combining sanations in pitch and loudness
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for the various characters. Haire the pupil retell the story this time,
encouraging,hirn to combine variations in both pitch and loudness.

ASSIGNMENT

Listen to theyoices of your family: father, mother, sister, brother.
Listen to your own voice, your teacher's voice, and your classmates
voices. Are some voices rougher or smoother than others? Are some
voices higher or lower than others? Are some voices louder or softer?

LEVEL: Junior and Senior High School

And:, To practice using optimum pitch

MATERIALS

List suggestions for improvisations
Two tape recorders ( for instant playback to corroborate the com-
ments in the evaluation of pupils' performances and for the final
summary)

MOTIVATION

Discuss improvisation, especially its use in the theater or television.

PROCEMBE

1. Have pupils list five suggestions for improvisations.

2. Set rules with assistance of pupils. These should include the sug-
gestion by a pupil using his optimum pitch, the selection of the cast
by the pupil (using optimum pitch), and the enacting of the situa-
tion by the cast, each of whom uses his optimum pitch ( for the most

Part).:

3. Have improvisati.r.s performed. After each, have pup:!:: comment
on the vocal successes of the acti-,7...L.

4. The medial summary should review principles of improvisation and
its use for this class.

5. The final summary should include comments about the success of
the use of optimum pitch. It may include, too, selected playback of
interesting observations.
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Suggested Sequence for Vocal Hygiene

For many students who do not have vocal disorders, but can profit from
general improvement in voice, the following are suggested:

DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC NEEDS

Voice is so much an expression of personality that . change in voice
effects a change in personality Before any work is initiated, attention
must he given to

Developing an appreciation of good voice as an asset in daily living

Stimulating interest m self-improvOent

Developing wholesome attitudes ( allaying fears. building con-
fidence)

Encouraging a spirit of cooperation and willingness to work with
others

Voice development is a =low, gradual process. Work should be doss
enough so that the pupil is never presented with ..nice exercises beyond
his ability to perform easily. .knything that might result in voice strain
is dangerous and must he as ()id. '4 Face. not londness, should be stressed.

IMPROVEMENT OF V01( "E Q. Y

1. Providing ear training

a.. Directed listening ( in the classroom. at home), stressing the
quality of voices heard. This might include identification of per-
sons by voice,

b. Di5criminating listening, evaluating voices heard, and selecting
-.)nes that are beautiful; listing these on charts. Definite assign-
ments may he given in listening.

c. S'pee'fic vocal disorders of quality. pitch, and or volume are dis-
.ed (0. pages 12S-141. Beier to spec 'fie techniques for each

vo p7ob!cro NN hen forumlating a long-range plan to meet
v.doal el Is% needs
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The student must hear each voice defect before he can correct it.
'Consequently, suffiCient time should be allocated in the long-range
plan to provide intensive auditory training and to teach students to
listen effectively to themselves.

2. Learning how speech is made

Motor ( diaphragm )

Vibrator ( larynx)

Resonators ( oral and nasal cavities )

Articulators ( lip, tongue, teeth. hard palate, soft palate ),

3. Practicing relaxation, ctressing its effect on voice qualit

a. Relaxation of the whole body

b. Relaxation of the muscles that control the speech mechanism

4. Developing good posture for good voice

a. Definition of good posture

b. Demonstration ( sitting. standing, walking) and practice

z. Effect of posture on voicegood and bad

5. Practicing the correct use of a conversational voice, stressing pleasant
quality. Developing the vowel scale for

a. Ear training

h. The production of the sounds through the kinesthetic approach

6. Giving lessons on specific vowel sounds to improve voice quality as
needed

7., Developing resonance

a. Special relayation exercises

h Lessons on the natal consonants. In. n, 23

c. Lessons on the tongue-tip sot inch /..
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8. Developing a flexible voice (continuing to use -soft or conversational
voice )

a. Exercises for improving pitch ( if needed)

la. Exercises for developing variety in inflection

c. Intonation

Principles of English intonation

Klinghardt markings

Exercises in use of a good American intonation pattern

9. Developing a good -classroom voice"

a. Balanced resonance. Combining the consonant sounds m, n, z, 0 ,
t, 1 with the sound di ( father)

b. Exercises for diaphragmatic breathing linked with vocalization

c.. Projection exercises. Res iewing all vow els using voice projection
techniques; teaching on and an

10. Continuing ork on improvement of voice quality

a. Teaching ne,.ai

b. heviewing vowels as needed

c. Teaching ah, oh, ow, and other vow els and diphthongs as needed

Note: During application there should be directed listening for voice
quality followed by group evaluation under teacher guidance.
Suggested activities include choral speaking and practice in dra-
matization of cons ersation skills, such as friendly discussion,
greetings, and introductions

11. D, .I.loping a izo,x1"itssembh voice..

a. Resonance exercises

b.. Breathing exercises linked with vocalization,

Note, These exercises may be applied in dramatic play (pl.t!ng is

barker, page bay; newsboy, train announcer,. auctioneer), in
creative dramatics "( bulls idual characterization, short scenes from
stories or plays ) . and in short talks and oral reports.
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VOICE THERAPY TERMS

Articulation flexibilityutilization of the articulators

Changing loudness levelreducing or increasing loudness

Chewing methodcho:ing and talking simultaneously
Determining and establishing optimal pitch range

Ear trainingidentifying, eliminating, and replacing faulty vocal habits
Familiarizing students with the vocal mechanismdeveloping a
working understanding of the mechanics of respiratidn as they apply
to phonation

FeedbackMatching an auditory model

Humming

Imitationauditory phonation in student's best voice

Kinesthetic awarenessability to locate and manipulate various portions
of the vocal musculature

Manipulation of speech mechanism exertion of pressure on the thyroid
cartilage to change pitch

Minimizing vocal abusescessation of crying, screaming, yelling, throat
clearing, grunting, coughing

Modifying tongue positionposition of tongue as a shaping factor of
resonance

Motivation

Muscle trainingtraining the various muscles zywd in speaking

Negatite practiceIntentional use of a pre: ions] y incorrect response

Open-mouth approachpro. 'ding more oral openness while speaking
and listening

Pitch inflection utilizationestablish more optimum pitch levels and
increase variability

rt
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Posture correction

Pushingpushing and phonating simultaneously

Relaxing and reducing tensionresponding with a minimum of energy

Resonance development lessening tension and constriction of the reso-
nators ...'

Respiration (diaphragmatic breathing)improving control of respiration

Role-playing

Sighingopen-mouthed exhalation on all

Singingcombination and interaction of the mechanisms of respiration,
phonation. resonance, and speech articulation

Velopharyngeal controlexercises to open and close the velopharyngeal
opening

Vocal attackutilization of a soft attack to initiate speech

Voice resttotal stopping of all phonation

Vowel practicephonation in student's best voice production

Yawningprolonged inspiration with maximum opening of mouth

FOREIGN ACCENT

Description

A large percentage of the population of New York City speaks English
as a second language. The speech defect called foreign accent is the
auditory result of the influence of the native language patterns. ( irrespPr_.-
five of the native language) on those of the second language, in this case,
English. Because this problem has unique cultural implications, the
speech teacher must be aware that to use the second language effectively
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the student must be adaptable to a change in his patterns of intonation,

stress, and rhythm The problem of foreign accent is a broad one involv-

ing attitudes and total language learning as well as sound production.

Placement in the Therapy Program

Because of the growing numbers of Spanish-speakirig children in New
York City schools, the problems of foreign accent wary from district to
district and from school to school., If a pupil with aforeign accent is to

be placed in a speech program in the elementary schbols, he should have

a problem of communication with his teacher and his peers. His prob-
lem should not be confused with the problem of the non-English-speak-
ing pupil or the pupil who is learning English as a ;second language. If
a large portion of the school population has a similar pattern, the cor-
rection of the foreign accent becomes the province of the classroom
teacher., The itinerant speech teacher should serve as a resource person.
Where there is a full-time. speech improvement teacher assigned to a
school this teacher should he an active participant in the speech and
language improvement program. The speech clinician in the elementary
school should service pupils with speech defects or disorders in their
own language as well as in English. A foreign-language pupil who is
. not of the saint. background as the majority of his (As n school population

might also he considered for placement.

It is advisable not to accept foreign ptipds in speech climes until they
have a reasonably good command of English. It can, therefore, be
assumed that no foreign..accent pupil will receive special service until
he reaches the upper grades unless special needs exist In the elementary

and junior high school, it is not the function of the itinerant speech
teacher to teach English to foreign pupils. In the high schools, speech

teachers are often assigned to teach English to foreigners. These classes,

which are not foreign-accent clinics, are frequently scheduled for double
periods In this case half of the time is all, , tt.a to speech activities as

sugg,-,f.:-.! in tile materials in the following pages.

1. In the elementary school it may be possible sometimes to schedule

gro ips of students from foreignbackgrounds in homogeneous groups,
but often there are insufficient rbers ia, i iuu a single- group. In
addition to the speech irregularities resulting from his first language,

the child may have specific articulatory problems unrelated to his
language background In this case,, he should he placed in the appro-
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priate articulation giour, individual work on rh) thin, stress, and
intonation as inlicated.

2. In the intermediate and junior high school, it is often possible to
place students nt a foreign-ac( cult class I )(vitt" sarunis ethnic back-
grounds, these students has e a common speech need. When homo-
geneous grouping becomes difficult; students may lie programed
with any articulation group that will be profitable for them.

3. In the senior high school, the situation regarding foreign-born stu-
dents differs hunt school to school, and in am one school thew can
be a difference from sear to year. As a result, the anangements for
these students van considerably.

Therapy

\ T1,115 5 \u il'11011111(.11S( 11001. 1.1, 1. Ls

111 the earls grades. children w ith foreign backgrounds ale not placed
in a speech class until the) has(' mastered the sr (nod language suffi-
cientl to benefit from theraps. Correction of ohs ions articulatory de-
fects is the first conceit] of the speech teacher, \ttention is give!' to
Nocabulary building,. 1(110111,1tIC and sentence structure. A major
portion of each lesson is des oted to the application of speech skills and
to work on intonation, stress, and rh)thni needs. Man) of the topics
outlined in the high school section w ill also apply to the elemental-) and
intermediate classes

1111.,11S( 11001 1.151 1,

1, Priqzranung

F.11,461i-spuakinv, pupils %sith forevgli 41(1.11k me placed in speech
lasses according, to one of the. foilm%ing three' ltA i'ls of \itierican

a lieginnelsThoy, just bev,inninv, to ondei stand and Trak nglish
official vaoliping ).

Ii Intermediate group--Those ss Lo, has soon' basic skills )%itli their
new lant4naf..,,e but not enough for Hncnt con)ersation This le)el
ma) Be do. idcd into t%% o lasses one 1111/1-C adVall(1.11 than the
other.
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e. Advanced groupThose who can understand easily what is being

said and who can communicate fairly well but who require further

correction of their'accent.

2. Arranging the Group ,

a. NumberBecause these students need concentrated workim sev-

eral aspects of speech, the class should not contain more than
fifteen students. The teacher should begin with a register of 10 or

12, thus allowing for new entrants during the term., This is espe-

cially true in the beginners' group.

b. Seating ( two possible approaches )

1) Arrange according to language background so that a student

ss ho has ads anted a little can help a newcomer. The chief

disadvantage is that students who speak the same language

may he tempted to speak their native tongue rather than the

new language.

'2) Arrange according to length of time that English has been
studied so that more individual attention' may be paid to each

level of competency within a group.

Notc: Many students in foreign-accent speech classes have other speech

problems in addition to their accent. It is necessary for the instruc-

tor, with the help of the department chairwan, to decide which

clinic will be best for the student.

Foreign Accent I: Course of Study

OnjEcrivEs

To teach the sounds of American English

To aid the student in developing a pattern of spoken English which

enables Imo to communicate clearly and without marked accent

To improve the sounds of the student's English by correcting distor-

tions and substitutions

To develop other skills related to speech sounds
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To teach the use of the dictionary as an aid in determining correct
pronunciation

To expand the student's vocabulary

To enrich the language experience of the student so that he may be
better equipped to meet the challenge of both his other school sub-
jects and the communication situations in his daily life

THE STUDENT IN FOREIGN ACCENT 1

1. The student in F.A.-1 has probably completed at least one term of
English. There has been some exposure to development of good
American English sounds in conjunction with learning other elements
of the language.

On"

2. The first language of the F.A.-1 students may vary within one class.

3. The learning ability of the F.A.-1 students will vary greatly. Some
students may carry a full load of regular academic subjects, while
others may be held back in the foreign student program until more
English skills have been developed.

4. In many cases the F.A. -1 class is the only one a student may be taking
in the foreign student program. F.A.-1 can -help the student make the
transition into regular classwork with less difficulty. Since many
problems the students face in the regular program are related to
unfamiliarity with the English language, the F.A.-1 teacher is wise
to allow some time for discussion of these problems.

COMMON PROBLEMS IN FOREIGN ACCENT 1

1, Sound substitutions are the most common problem encountered in
this course. AlthoUgh students may have varied first language back-
grounds, many of the sound substitutionS or distortions are related
to the same sound, and the teacher will he able to handle them with
the whole class participating Some of the common sound substitu-
tions and confusions are:
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is , i Substitution of one for the other

s , z Substitution of one for the other,,



usually a problem of unvoicing the z

u: , ii Substitution of one for the other

A , 3
0 , 8 Some languages don't have this sound,

and the student will substitute another
until taught how to make it

v , w Substitution of one for the other

3 , d3 Substitution of one for the other

b , v Substitution of one for the other ,

2. General lack of reading experience in English is basic to the problem

of speech

3. In most cases the student in F.A.-1 has a foreign language intonation

pattern. The correction of this problem is generally reserved for

F.A.-2.

4. Since English may not be spoken at home and since students may
find classmates who speak their first language, they will not be
challenged to learn to speak English well. Thus, students may have

to speak English only during four or five of their class periods at
school, and for the remainder of their time they will speak their first

language. The teacher of F.A.-1 is, therefore, faced with the task of
encouraging students tb speak English as much as possible so that

there will be more practice of what is learned in class.

Units for High School Clinics

The following seven units make up the course taught in high school
Foreign Accent Clinics. ( See pages 161-167 for a detailed outline of

these units.)

Unit I. The Sound of American English

Unit II. Pronunciation and Vocabulary

Unit III. Oral Reading

Unit IV. Storytelling

Unit V. Group Discussion

Unit VI. Oral Reporting

Unit VII. Interviewing
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Note: All of the units should be taught with the major objective in mind,
i.e., to practice the sounds Of American English. Drill on a par-
ticular sound or related sounds should be a part of every class
period.

ADVANCED FOREIGN ACCENT

For more advanced foreign-accent groups the following should be
considered:,

1. Strong and weak forms of conjunctions, prepositions, articles, auxili-
ary verbs, personal pronouns

2. Phonetic problems

a. Vowel confusion: o and 6; (To and a

b. Study of remaining back vowels

3. The ng problem, the rules

4. Continuation of vocabulary work ( prepared and sLontancous )

5. Study of American idioms

6. Pronunciation: syllable division, stress, meaning and usage

7. English intonation

8. Lengthening of vowelsdiphthongs, and consonants ( duration )

9. Continuation of vocabulary work (prepared and spontaneous)

10. Continued stud) of American idioms

11. Further Americanization projects

Daylight Savings Time

Halloween Mother's Day, Father's Day

Thanksgiving Customs

Memorial Day Living in Greater New York
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12. Prepared talks

a. Biograpnical mattersparticularly good for first speech of the
term

b. Map talkillustrating places bred in

c. Timely mattersparticularly related to their native countries

13. Group discussion of social, educational, domestic matters 0
a. Conversation school problems, text used as springboard; current .:

happenings

b. Mimeographed material (other than Americanization material
per se) spelling and vocabulary lists; exercises for certain sounds
according to group level

c. Graded texts with questions for discussion; oral reading; vocabu-
lary problems; pronunciation of problem words, sentence struc-
hire problems, vocabuL2ry building and practice in talking ( or a
variation of the approach )

SPECIFIC' A( MMUS FOR FOREIGN ST." ENTS

1. Within time classroom

a. A friendship party: Each foreign student invites one friend from
another class: ( The' guest may not be foreign -horn. ) Invitation's
are written and sent. A program of entertainment including songs

) and dances may be planned.

b.' Dialogues in familiar situations
Going to the grocery store; meat market, etc.
Biiying &dress. shoes, etc-.

s Consulting a doctor, dentist, etc.
Consulting the landlord
Asking te:tcher. adviser, etc., for help
Asking policeman for directions
Applying for an af terschonl or summer job

c. Heading short, meaningful phi% s and skits

DraMatizations. ,Students mild draillti; thvir prohleui, with
the teacher editing their work.. Members of the class act in the
va -ions scenes. Eventually, skits could be performed in some of
the climes that meet (hiring the same period.

IL 1:i
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e. Discussions of problems encountered by those students

1) Getting acquainted with others

2) Learning English, especially when another language is spoken
at home

3) Finding time for homework when parents must be given help
at the store, etc., because they do not speak English

Note: A tap;, recording of these discussions allows the students to hear
their own speech and evaluate it. These tapes can also be used as
a basis for disc,.ssion in other classes to promote better under-
standing among students.

f. Speeches:, Topics will vary with the interests of the pupils and
their fluency. Suggested topics are:, A Book, Movie, A Visit to a
Place of Interest, My Favorite Holiday or Fond, Sch of in My
Birthplam, My Family.

Vocabulary game: Tv, enty or thirty words have been Assigned as
hornew ark. Class must know pronunciation, meaning, and be able
to use each word correctly in a sentence The class is organized
into two teams. The teacher calls on a student from one group to
give complete informition about a specific word. Team gets three
points for correct answer. If second member of team must be
called: the team gets only two points for correct answer. The
other members of the team may volunteer to use the word in a
sentence, and one point is given for each correct use. The second
team is given the same opportunity and gets one point foe each
correct use..

g.

h. Game of password as conducted on television

2 Outside the classroom
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a Beading of books about minority group members and immigrants
who have contributed to the culture of our country ( See reading
list issued the National Association of Teachers of English.)

b. Contributing to the school paper or magazine

c. Participating in clubs or squads, such as light, costume, audio-
visual

d. Preparing a bulletin hoard or showcase



e. Participating in askiribly programs

f. Taking field trips to the United Nations; museums; the Metro-

politan Opera House; Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts;

the Statue of Liberty

Sound Substitutions*

These are the most frequent sound substitutions and intonation patterns

of the various foreign language speakers.

ITALIAN

1: to I

I to i

u:, to U

U to u

3: to OT

D to a
ze to a
3: to a
ph to P.,
th to t

0 to t
0 to 0
J to r
Ott) to Or

. GERMANIC

to t .or s
8 A to d or z
.1 to 'w

b to 12

or p,

fi:p to !IP sheep

fip to fip ship
pu:1 to put pool
put to put put
ba:t to bort bought
hot to hat hot
baed to bo:d bad
b3:1 to ba:1 ball
phaiph
thaith

to
to

p,aip,
tart

pipe
tight

Ni:: to tri three
&rill to cjeTm them

.zoruz to .2o7z rose

norm ti 0 nor?. nose

Om to sin or tin thin

8 at to zxt or dxt that
loruz to vic-13z ruse
bi:d to hi:d bead

or p,I.d

th to 1 ti Al to 41Abl trouble

cr t Or t,Jabi

From Voice and gpeei-it Problems by Letitia Raubicheck and others ( New York:
Fret tue-Hall. 1931). Cep inted by permission
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d to
g to
Z to

d

20

w to 1r

SCANDINAVIAN

bad to bac) bad (final d)
dog to do0 dog (final g)
WDZ to WTI was (finals)

or vOZ
wAndafl to vAnderfel wonderful

I to ey or a drigk to thergk drink
ey to e melt to met metz to ey hand to heynd hand
8 to t Onjk to tagk think
8 to d oat to de-t that
A to u dyt st to just just
d3 to j, d3Ast to just just

SLAVIC

A to D knin to kom come
et- to c: mein to me:n menz to cy hat to hevt hat
U to u put to put put
3: to cr h3: to her her
a: to or ba:t to bolt bought
8 to t 81i: to tri: three
8 to d 8ca to dear there
i to R (bound to daaund drowned
0 to IJ9 siu to sigg sing
gg to 0 iA094 to ij A ga younger

PUERTO RICAN

DIPHTHONGS

oTO to or kovt coat
air to au dam down

CONSONANTS

Ph to P. p''ut4 p,ut,
9 to s silk thing
v to b bif3id vivid
8 to d de-si they
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'b to

th to t,
to 3 or d

I (spelled hi ji
/ to r (trilled)

to z (u hen follwa ed by
a voiced corsnanri

z to
3 to s or j

ti to f
d3 to h

j to d3
kh to I,

to

Vow las

i: to it
I to it
ae to a
A to D

U: to ut
u to tit

to
G: to a

hju:man bin%)
t,etik,
du:
ai 45u
los dedos
tort v'eti8ors

k,otljaz
t,ri
it,z letit,

p,lis
nietsuz or
nietf UJ

13:f

hetnazas
333:

hmtjgaz

fitd
hitt,
flat,

furl
futi
nat,
fad

baby
human being
take
do
I do
the fingers

collar
tree
it's late

please
measure

church
generous
your
cake
hanger

feed
hit
flat
up
fool
full
not
father

JAPANESE

The Japanese substitute the voiceless for the voiced sounds
position, these consonants are either omitted or on% oiced

Initial

s to z
I and ti to d3

71:

In the final,

see

show
chose

The stop-plosive is seldom used in Spanish. The sound b become. the In-labial

fricative itrilecs h occurs at the beginning of a breath group or after m or n

"Thr voile-plosive is seldom iced in Spanish The fricative 'is used in all cases
unless the d occurs at the beginning of a breath group or before 1, m, or r.
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t to d du: to
k to g gi: key
f to (b) (pa four

Final

is to z hxz hats

Medial

g to 3 a3oria ago
z before u to dz dzu: zoo
h before i to c ( ich) cim him
w is often omitted el wool
land r are confused and pool and poor may sound alike

used interchangeably

The vowel sounds tend to be short. Therefore, both the long and short
English vowels should be included in speech training.

Since the stress and intonation patterns in Japanese are light and un-
shaded, syllabication, stress, and American intonation should be taught
in words, phrases, and sentences.

CHINESE

The Chinese may produce the following voiceless consonants (p, t, k,
ts,t ) with forceful breath.

The voiced (b, d, g, dz, di) are unvoiced and are made with weak
breath. This gives the effect of omission when the) occur in the final
position.

Distortion is focused on (f, tf, (17, ) because the blade of the tongue
rather than the tongue tip is used in the production of these sounds. The
tongue position needed for these consonants is higher in Chinese, tins
causing these sounds to become fricatives in English.

The land r are confused and used interchangeably.

A to d
() to t

ohs this
tin thin



Emphasis in speech learning should be placed on all these consonants.
Training is needed on both the long and short vowels in English because

in Chinese the vowels are of short duration.

Since Chinese is an intoned language, there is a tendency to omit the
unstressed ending in English. Focus should be placed on English stress
and intonation in words as well as in word groups and sentences.

FOREIGN ACCENT CLINICS: HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL

Unit is The Sounds of American English

GENERAL AIMS

To train the ear to identify the sounds of American English
To des clop a standard of acceptable speech sounds
To correct misarticulation of sounds

EAR TRAINING

AIM:. To help the student imitate sounds correctly and use self-corrective

techniques

CONTENT. Language development, similarities and differences among
sounds in tanous languages. development of the ability to monitor
one's own speech

NIATERIALS

Tape recorder, phonograph, films ( Films may he obtained from the

audiovisi department )

PROCEDURE

Lessons for language development
Recording and playing back conversational and formal speech

( Sdve recordings to compare with final recordings.)
Survey of class for sound distortions and substitutions, each student

keeping his own record
Assignments and discussions tatted to the speech of radio and TV

performers
.t
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ARTICULATION

AIM: To teach the correct production of each sound in American Eng hill

CONTENT. Only enough physiology of speoch to furnish students with a
basis for discussing placement, breath control, and use of vocal cords,
meaning, or such terms as voiceless, voiced, and .nasal, correct pro-
duction of each sound; diacritical marks,

NIATEn !ALS

Tape recorder, drills prepared by teacher and pupils
Improving Your Speech by,Raubicheck

PROCEDURE

Lessons on basic articulation
Consonant and vowel charts to be filled in by students
Demonstration by students of an understanding of all concepts studied
Practice and drill of all sounds studied
Lessons on diacritical marks and use of the dictionary. ( This unit is
continued throughout the term during the drill portion of etch
period, the drill comprising the most important part of the cou se.,
After completing a survey of all sound production, a concentration
on those sounds which need the most work must begin at once. )

Unit II: Pronunciation and Vocabulary

GENERAL AIMS

To teach the pronunciation of I1('W words through the use of the
dictionary
To ilse'neW N% ords m everyday conversation (d e, to enlarge stinient-
vocabulary )

DIACRITICAL, NIARk

AIM To teach the sound identification of each diacritical mark

CONTI. Holes to determine the correct sound for each letter repre-
sentation, how to use a standard ,dictionary and the pronunciation
key
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MATERIALS

Vowel and.consonant charts; dictionary; teacher-prepared word lists

PROCEDURE

Development of charts with diacritical marks
Matching key words already familiar to students
Oral exercises in which students identify diacritical symbols
Use of word lists

SYLLABLES AND SYLLABLE STRESS

Aim: To teach the concept of syllabication differences between students'
first language and English

CoNTENT:, Concept of syllabication; syllable stress; students' native
language patterns compared to those in English

MATERIALS

Word lists; dictionaries; tape recorder

PROCEDURE

Use of word lists and dictionary work in classroom exercises
Chalkboard work by students to demonstrate correct syllabication
Oral exercises for correct use of words in sentences
Taped readings to demonstrate problems of individual students

Unit III: Oral Reading

<GENERAL AIMS

To use correct sounds in reading
To improve the student's oral reading ability
To i \ pand the student's knowledge of the English language

DIALOGUE READINGS

Alm:: To achieve cam -over of learned skills in readings that simulate '

everyday conversation

1:
I t
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CONTENT: Idioms, slang, standards of English speech

MATERIALS

Everyday dialogues; tape recorder

PROCEDURE

Dialogue readings from texts
Writing, recording, and evaluating dialogues by students
Making corrections as pupils read

INDIVIDUAL PROSE READINGS

Aims: To achieve correct sound carry-over in formal reading
To help students gain poise in reading before the class

CONTENT: Determining the meaning of the selection; preparing for oral
reading, presentifig oral readings

MATE' AL;

Reading selections (Reader's Digest Reader (Book 1), Modern
Reading) ; tape recorder

PROCEDORK

Lessons on preparation and presentation of oral readings
Offering sample selections from which students choose
Preparation of original selections by students

.Class evaluation of presentation and of sounds
Tape recordings made and played back

CHORAL READING

Ants' To increase precisionin articulation
To f an nharlic student with English and American poetry

CONTENT: Explanation of choral reading techniques, explanation of
syllable stress in English poetry

MATERIALS

Poetry anthologies (Tie Reading Chorus by Helen Hicks is recom4
mended. )
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PROCEDURE

Lessons on choral reading techniques
Beginning with a poem which the whole class may read
Experimenting with various combinations of light, medium, and

dark voices of boys and girls
Breaking up the class into small groups and working on poems and

readings suggested by either teacher or students
Presenting readings to other classes

POETRY REAPING

AiNIS' To continue work begun in choral speaking unit
To allow students to gain satisfaction from their improvement

CONTENT: Introduction to popular American poets, use of sounds in
poetry: consonance, assonance, alliteration

MATERIALS

Poetry anthologies; tape recorder

PROCEDURE

Lessons on popular American poets and or sounds in poetry
Presentation of individual readings to the class
Taping and playbacks of indivdif eadings

Unit IV: Storytelling

Aim: To apply correct sound production to communication without

benefit of the printed page

CONTENT: Plot of a story; establishing mood; Creating characters and
suspense:, story sources and selection, how to tell the story

MATERIALS

Your Speech by Francis Griffith and others, recordings and books of

short stories
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(
URE

eacher demonstration of storytelling and recordings of stories
tessons-on developing plot, mood, characters -

Elicit criteria needed to tell a story well
Stories told by class members with evaluation of content and sounds

Unit V: Discussion

GENERAL AIM

to apply correct speech,sound production to the spontaneous ex-
change of ideas

THE PANEL DISCUSSION

Arm:, To practice correct sound production in a situation that provides
for both extemporaneous and impromptu speaking

Comrprr: Forms of discussion, selection of panel discussion topics; pro-
cedure for conducting the panel discussion; audience responsibility

MATERIALS

Your Speech by Criffith; Speaking W ell by Reid, current news maga-
zines

PROCEDURE

Lessons on' topic selection, panel discussion techniques, audience
participation
Dividing class into panels to prepare and present discussion
Evaluating discussions and individual speech sounds

Unit VI: Oral Reporting

Au ts: -1-0 provide the student viith an opportunity to use a conversa,
tional style of speech in a more formal setting

To offer evaluation of individual sound improvement
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Co rrr: Topic selection, organization and preserliation of the oral
re

PROCEDURE

Lessons on topic selection and organization of the oral report
Presentation and evaluation of reports ( Reports may be recorded.)

Unit VII: The Interview

Arms:: To provide an activity for both prepared and spontaneous appli-
cation of correct speech sounds

To teach the basic method of interviewing

CONTE:s: Interview procedures

MATERIALS

Your Speech by Francis Griffith; tape recorder

PROCEDURE,

Lessons on interview pr9cedures
Division of class into interview teams, each preparing and demon-
strating an interview

ti
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Forms and Letters

CASE HISTORY ENTRIES

CASE HtsTorre ENTRIES'

11,11 Ct.; .%

0.1,1 1,04. It ICS* 11 ...I

t ,

1PC 6G666 p D ......C.Tic ,. ......
1.11 - .....

"" ; INT. ES ,(4,10,11

1. . of ,

, I

1 1

t_NSTU 44
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Appendix I Forms and Letters

REQUEST FOR CLINICAL RECORD

BUREAU FOR SPEECH IMPROVEMENT
BOARD 3F EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201

(Date)

Teacher of Speech Improvement

Pnblic icn.3-1 No.,

Tie P-r )11 eag,e,

rt eL,r_11-1 a'

(School)

,rwar: 1-.1;.11'c Vecc,ri t me
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Farms and Letters

REQUEST FOR DATA FROM OUTSIDE AGENCY

DITFEAL, FOP 3PEEr.'l:
2.:.'ARD OF :TY OF NEW Il)RK

11) 1.diriz1,;ston street
".rooklyn, or 11

Dem-

Pat

F' r ar rfcor1.-

clteer tcrt...r.ent r jou :ler ..n

c, f pur: qt

r: ant . re

17;3



Appendix I Forms and Letters

PARENTS' PERMISSION TO RELEASE INFORMATION

BUREAU :CR 3ITEECH IMFR3VEMENT
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY YORK

113 Livingston Gtreet
Brooklyn, New York 11_31

1, r I



Forms and Letters

REQUEST FOR HEARING EVALUATION

r

11'' or

4

irP-'or
.rv31.10- c

. .

4r,
a

1 , ,
r1r, r

?t1 Address)

I

i
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-Appenctix I Forms and Letters

REQUEST FOR LARYNGOLOGICAL EXAMINATION

BUREAU0FOR SVEECH MTROVEXENT
Bi:VD OF F,DUCA7I,) OF THE CITY OF NrW YnRK

110 Livingzton Street
Brooklyn, New York 11001

bortrer

Daly
Facgaty :ractice 'yfflces
T.Iniversity 1:ospital

First
;New 'ork, YDrK 10010

or Dr.
of this dote

pup: 1 4,

(Date

Nene

e .1; 0-01. te,;(0 er

_..

rForne Address
, 'Borough ot

n ir1y 5r Jur -5

t ..vJ r' r .
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Forms and Letters

LARYNGOLOGICAL EVALUATION

BUREAU FOR PE E :!`,11",? ;TTE'

) r.ivinton re-',
-J.roo-1[a., New or 11

To ro1oist
.,u.re al, for Cpov Irproiment rP :14 -010 -.cal

exam; ma', on of
11'4-'

a .1 .:ar a r re, 11, ,a' O prorIr
r/,, '

le.10110r..,
"r^ r at 1 Or)

u r . J. .c.:pPr i` ,

a a t

ArP , ,

,r,
;

1 r I
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Appendix I Forms and Letters

REFERRAL TO GUIDANCE COUNSELOR, NURSE, OR DENTIST

- BUREAU FQP SPEECH IMPROVEMENT
BOARD EDHCATTON OF THE Tr-'01 -ORE

110 Livingston Street
Hrooklyn, ew York 11:'01

TO: Guidance Coanselor, Nurse, Dentist tross out one.)

SCHOOL AGE

PUPIL ousfl

ADDRESS DATE

Reason for referral (.-,tate prob107.,

Approved:

rancipal

TV

WP 1'tie ',I ;0! oilr er, I ard aro plan'



Forms and Letters'

REFERRAL TO SPEECH CENTER

7UREAL FOR SPEECH IMPROVEMENT

13nAPD ED' CATION ,;',F T:tE CIT's1 W NEW YORK

11,) Ll-zin,]ston .:,trt et

Brooklyn, New York 11,101

Date

;,IL1 out in dupL_2ate supPrvior;,

2opv to

:en 'Pr Iv ?. ' ;' r .'t 'upr Lnto,Liont

or at

:c-ool
Name of Pupil Oae f irt
A,1 ro FbonP

r or -Ither

ito

r)^,

-

1

17')



Appendix I Forms and Letters

FORM TO IDENTIFY STUDENT'S SPEECH PROBLEMS

UIEi ji; INTRO'CLYE:',"C
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

110 Livinton :-.treet
Frooklyn, 112-'1

-eacher :1,peech I moroverftent

tuderit

`10117Y.,

hoarse; low; unusual pitch patterns; other

gh:, , 1.'1. 1 w ;nu; '.1%.1 r c pal -rr:'; other

)o , ) r

!J.".

0") rap 'J ;

r -1,, 1" . ,r V .:, I irr,, I
; ir ; I r,

ISO
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/ .
Forms and Letters

LETTER TO FACULTY REGARDING SPEECH PROGRAM

FTREAU FOR SPEECH IMPROVEMENT
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW )Iii(

110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, lew York 11201

4'

Colleague:,

(Datel

rpeect- irprovemcnt cl.:0. will te held ovPr:,
in room iou will receive,

;chedulc card -,)+1:<. 'he narec of -,r pircil^ and +lie time
:io-ned. *o 11P7,. ' keep 'his ::(21;,edule card iu a con-

spicl_ous place where ift c in r cecked each week. '1111:Iron

bo Ien f *o -repc'-i class 41,E, and .7,hculd 1)P rPTrinq,q

+ o b heir ':pee(Th no-12ook-

leaor ra.17., refrrr v I 1-1Iiri-:* in wr':'in, ',1
rltcc `:er n' I r-)x P " e

P" rcior -. :)n,

t',Dr cur co:_cer on ' '";P
..-,` :: r :$ : - ir worl:,n,

o..e r.:
: I

Alk

181

1
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Appendix I Forms and L. tters

LETTER TO FACULTY ABOUT STUDENT IN SPEECH CLINIC

F 1PE? R SPEC" Y;'RrrIFMFF-2

7,7 A `:+ " : 7 FW 1-;

11') Livino:stor S'reei

Broo'slyr., ':es; York 11'1

4

(Nar,e)

class, is enrolled in te

"o

1: _ r,

.

e

182

(Date)

(Subject)

sprech
Cr,ee of clinic)

-
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SPEECH THERAPY REFERRAL

Forms qui Letters

7;,"11

11 ',ivngston reet
roo'-dyn, New Yorl,

.'Teech Improvement

t -t chk3...(1 here.

,
AC, F.

PUPIL
r IA311

ADD1

r-% .1')
I'rc_)1 1.2- l'or -ttterories

,.-) , 't.;,,? voice Tr01,25, 7

A



Appendix I Forms and Letters

LETTER TO PARENTS

ar,

-1:1 A' . la
ll' , rep

r 10'0.1 n, )..e 11 1

a
rt

14,



Forms and Letters

LETalli TO PARENTS: SPANISH

BUREAU FOR SPEECH IMPROVEMENT
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

J10 Livingston Street
Tir,,oklyn, New York 11201

Date

Estimados Padres:

La Tresente es pars notificarles que
ha sido admitido a la clase especial parao

mejorar su habilidad pars hablar angles correAamente.

Esta clase especial se reune cads semana el
a Las AM/PM,

Habrit una asignaci6n escrita y una oral cada semana,

A fin de que estas leccion,m sean efectivas, Lpodrg
tener la bondad de hacer que.su hlj,;a practiqu, C1 la rasa
haciendo use de un espejo todos los d5as?

Es tambik nesesario sue tra.ga ;ha lIhreta gn 16piz a
la (-lase.

s rl,entrevistar son

Ci desea d]scutlr algae prDblern le sL nin tenga 1.
ylondid d- podirm0 ona .,n.

racLar: ror su

Atntezente,

a las

Teacter r,f .4-ech 'mprovement
(Mo.-stro le

185



Appendix I Palms and _'.otters

LETTER TO PARENTS: FRENCH

BUREAU FOR SPEECH IMPROVEMENT
ROAR: EeUCATION bF THE CITY, CF NEW YORK

110 Ll.ringo' n titre Flt

Brooklyn, New York 11201

Date

Chers parent:,

Nout vo,drions.vous aviser que votre fils (fille), a 6t6,41
&dmis(e) Jan:. Jie °loose spgciale et corrective de locution.

Cette clasFo ae le a

IJC6 gl'Cvesseront Pharge's de faire cheque semaine des
dev(.2ro ,,raax et gcrits. Four acourer le succ.i.'s de ces lecons
correctives nous vous priors do'bien vnuloir surveiller l'exer-
cice quotidien de ces devoirs devant une glace. On exige ggale-
ment, oue votre filo (fille) apporte avec l"ui (elle) e; cheque
rgunlon de la classe correctiv ur crayon et un cahier.

saes beures concultatior: sun, le de
, 4 18n5 18 &elle num4rote_

. S. -roue voule:; 1.3cuterav-,,c moi les
diff_,caltr7IT;cution ue vctre v-uillez m'gcrire
pour fixer re7.dPz-voll,

er. ov1 rerlemiant vctre coopr-raton, je vous prie
d'agre.r 1es sentirentc Its p,us cnrdiadx,

---
r.rofess,-ur de locution corrective

J'accepte 1.-::1,ntLcro votre tation, a discuter les
t'firrIc...ltgt5 de J.,.ntiun mc,n, file fille) pour apprendre en

l'aider.

AdresP:
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Forms and Letters

LETTER TO PARENTS: RUSSIAN

BUREAU FOR SPEECV IMPROVERS NT ,

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF Ti'' CITY OF New YORK
1.0 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, h. Y. 11201

Opori BaTsnn I

BoulAoaxnemo Bac, mo Bawa Astrynea

/Sara

*onyx:cam Ao ocodAmuoY aotinol repanenTsmoy aanOn.

Amnttli uSAdyuartmyTsen xottuoro TRIKHR

itt3MKOr0 TKCIR AITK MaTHAyTL yexe I IIKCEME aauAantut. nun
yeniumocTx Jinx xexuln, noAdagre, mod Mina ;amnia moitun unpaugnsa
unAouy npn nouo't Aelepxawa. Taxox noAdatAre, nod Bama AnTnita mama

3O *T 1 011111E14 na xoxtly Aexttim.

Mot ypnAoui rorannt c u

tuna

Rona &macre norouoparn npo npodneun Rama AnTann,, nanapeA
nanmmlru AO M6M6 npo npainazannn an:Ai:rue:a " /.

3 nomasolo,

SNKTKALKEI MOKHOY TolDion011
Acpora

Tax, n daxam warn 3 Baum napaAy, mod noronomn npo mon-

n1 norpodn uoci AnTana 1 npo TE, RK nomad R nomorrn Yg y mitt

cnpaui.

IMR A Bpimume:
AApeca:

Te Xe43H:

187
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Appendixl Forms and Letters

LETTER TO PARENTS: ITALIAN

BUREAU FOR SPEECH IMPROVEMENT
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

..11.0 Livingston Street

Brooklyn, New York 11201

Date

Gentili Genitor',

Con questa vi avvisiamo che vostro figlio (vostra figlia)
stato iscritto (stata iscritta) in una classe bpeciale e cor-

rettiva per it parlare.

u La classe avra"luogo gni alle ore

Gli itudenti avranno da fare dei compit" ."critti ed.orali
ogni settimana.,Per effettuare it successo di queste lezioni
bisogna chq,do studente exerciti giornalmente le :-ions
davanti ad.'uno specchio, t necessario anche che vostr 'Iglio
(vostra figlia) porti con s4 un quaderno ed una matita Eni volts
cne si presenti In questa classe speclale,

e mie ore d'ufficio sono di
nella sale N.

. Se desiderate discutef ii

probl4ma a reguardd'di vostro figlio (vostra figlia) abblat_ .
bonta di scrivere per fissare un appuntamento.

Vi rIngrazio antleipatame,,te per la wstra cooperazione.

Cordialmente,

Egregio

i.eeettu volun.tiei ii :Duo invi to p?: diccutere i proolemi
linguisic" 11 min figlio (mla figlia per cosi essere d:aiuto.
Vorrei fissare un appuntamento che sla convenient amb Ile due
part',

Telef()no:
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Forms and Letters
a

LETTER TO PARENTS: CHINESE

BUREAU FOR SPEECH IMPROVEMENT
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201

ANk iz4 113.opp

Name of Pupil

\n o r1-r'
,t,rw

A\

it\sit( s4

-4n \

Day of.Weet and Time,

of Child

34

Parent or Guardian s Name

Vb
Address

Telephone Number

189



Appendix I Forms and Letters

LETTER TO PARENTS: GREEK

F

rPAUION IIALSEIAENEAE YOPKHE

lid LIVINGSTO%N ST;

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

,,tAyaltnior rovcrC, '
'Amp.

Enc ianpogoopogRev STE 76 natiSt aaC
fxct TNT) dexid ctc Ct6l/di TOIV 64000C

'N 76tic a6711 Xclsoupi x44e lAboalda 711V 4etc

06 yfveicL TpawrA xat wpopoptxA lEtiaatc x6Oe ISSoa68a.

011L4 uA Limit nth hwo7cxcaanitx6 abT4 76 gicolluala,,wapa-
maercAt HRac wpwrptittie 76 natfiC aac 1/6 ttaaiiic x69c Aucpa attua xtiopbtvri. 'E-nianc cruat 6wapaiinio ya fxn acA6At xat icipa-&to aati IOU.

Ai ittpaL muculatemoc,cruat ctC
7111,

s 6016710

'Eity twalvelic Un autyliAsrcic 16 icp6Omaa /o5 itaibia macwapaxaNcia8c v& gioU tninaeic auvcvicvtiu.

chaptata, 616 illy auvepTaarav aac.

Ace'lxitailacm<

'A Athauxbtaaa Tc 6ucX(ac

voaxxxxxxXXXXVXXXX XXX MOW( XXX X)( XXX XXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXX )0{7(XXXX

'AN6wnIA

'etc 4%9cXa v6 fxtu novivieyte uatf aaC Sin vd iratirAmue14c lEud,exaC Tot; xat6toii 40D XC.Ir /17A 46 woopacra vet PoreglawwaLbe sou u4 ficX/aan ou 'e- Toy.

'Oucia

ALciOvvaic

Tilitruay
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Forms and Letters

LETTER TO PARENTS: YIDDISH

1

BUREAU FOR SPEECH TMEROVEMENT
BOARD,OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF WEW ZORK

110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201

), 7

,
)14)6 »4/1r T'Y VI ),/t/i Usikpk" 13 rk Yk v)? '1

rfil LA" 3 An 6/0/ '. 470 oke 1? ,ek,34de k lik l'4,7.1"1( ,3ii8j r1,, 3 ) I

.. -)P, Pt

oc 10C J5'1 l'h ______171( /VP IAP IW( 313 (5 ;afill 067) 'a
ipiy( r''04/h-/''q 3 ),/e lk ,P,),Id ,,, (ill ,',,. : H3

_, ,--.
5 it() fkpfr "4 sk . /r4i..1/c R xl / 3 .iri,s> ) )0 4 pft, 3 /4/(4

1)10 li.), p )0"k .ek () if1J ' ,VOQ. It qiitl, j),3D,1711Cq 4j,i) 2a.,qc

/oft /4 3t) leo? )'// .ovii p iv )10) ii,3 /it,. ?plc?' k 13;49 (ro 39A

..111) '4'1( d'Ik. )1A, 3 lk l'IIC 64.1)6' .10

1 iop)? IC ./t/( ztU,?, V* 4,14 la. no ii40.-.) citlp )3 "k, )4ipo3
..,, I

fe,, ?)'1,/c )1617 77).4 pie)"W i-

13)re ,;uotepk)ac

r),t));: Iv/ /(4311 1,56,40 I3 14,1M t) I'? A'

rev 3 p,ef- if/ti pij 4,1//)!"?1(2.)

I Igri4 )1')AEt.

/ ac 1c)4A

p),)13

191



ppendix I Forms and Letters

INVITATION TO PARENTS TO CONFER

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY- OF NEW YORK
BUREAU FOR SPEECH IMPROVEMENT

110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Oleleptione Number of School

Date

Dear Parents "

A recent survey shows that your con/daughter can profit

from work in speech. I have, therefore, scheduled him for

spg.g ch on at

I bhall be t71ad to have you help. You can, I am sure, give

me information and advice which will make my work Ath your

more effective. Won't you come to see me on

at ., If this date is not possible, I shall try to

arrane another time. I serve your child's school every

I'look forward to working with your child.

Thank you for'your cooperation.

2incerely.yours,

Teacher of Speech Improvement

Check one and please return the form to the Leacher of Speech

Improvement.

Dear

I shall come to school to see you on at

I cannot keep this appointment. I shall, however,

be able to come on

TELEPHONE
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Forms and Letters

, ('
INVITATION TO PARENTS TO CONFER: SPANISH

BUREAU FOR fIFEECH IMPROVEMENT

BOARD .0: EDUCATION OF TliE CITY OF,NEW YORK

110 Zivv.wtn;',:treet
Brooklyn, New York 11201

4,..

I " 4 Telqfono de la escuela

Fecha

Estimados Padres:

Un estudiO
e'Vadoso d,s1 trabajo de su hljo(a) nos indica

que ;1(ella podrfa enef2ciarse grademente
tomando clases en ele

perfeccicnamiento de La pronunciaci6n inglesa, Por .iota raz5n le

he asignado pars, una clase,e1 dfa .
. a las

Deserfa con so ayuda para pacer mi trabajo mfls

efectivo.;
LI,Arfar. ustPdes .nnir el dfa a las

y ofrecer inf.rma,-16n y cone o gtie nos ayude a relizar nuestro

propOsito? "bta eo copvenxente, podremos convenir en

otra heha.

esoy'en
n2:-.c(a) tod,,c,loY

Espero yoler u,iar a sJ.

".;racMs por 0,1 c-D,Jperacie-in,

Ineeramenb,-,

MarT.o,el es-aclo
corre.;pondlente en el talonario y enyfelo al

maestro(a ) e-3pecial de angles (4eecn IPacher),

Estimal-)

a las

A-L7tIrt, %I la entrevi to con s-' 1 el ifa

t.:1 no rued dfa, y 1.ura on

'sombre

Direccion

:elr!fono

193
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Appendix II Speech Therapy Program Checklist

\ SPEECH THERAPY PROGRAM CHECKLIST-'
In the Elementary School

1 At the beginning of your first day in taci sthoof, go to thegene9colli4. Tht+ school secretary will arrange to have youmeet the principal. Present your letter of introdction from theBureau for Speech Improveinent to the principal.

4.

Secure from the secretary:, ,
Copy of organization of the school*
'Key for speech room
Speech'niaterialS stored with the secretary (check inventory `)

s

Place a sign on door of your assigned room indicating that it isthe speech room.

Pos.t "(kith assigned and day.Assigned in mairroffwm

5. Check all speech motel ials stored in the spvedi room and else-m, here against the inventory and note anything missing.
s A--E 6. Prepare a list of knoss n cases, drawing from.

Principal's list
Waiting litit ( metal file box
Record cards irtmnfifils recently transferred to the school

. When the list is complete', get the new (Uses of all pupils fromcards in the school office. Note the room numbers for each class., ( Sometimes this information is avadabl pipe and is already .on the list in the metal file box.) j

Sotie clld'en may be 11,411 provisionally in }pine for discharge
in September, liefors<etting up the new speech program, testsuch children to reaffirm hlity for discharge ,

f
\

1-1 9. Group children homogeneously according, to defvet and age.-,(Ise record hook of predecessor as a guide.,)

10. Prepare a
box,

194

new list for tlil principal. Keep a duplicate in the file
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SpeA Therapy Program Checklist
0

11.* Prepare two copies of the program'. Keei;one in your record
book and give the'p the' r to the principal.

r
. *.

11' Preparea' rexottraR10.1i4 of, piograin and distributa.,to all
teachers and staff nieWiLers.

13. Fill out monitor cards.

.(4.

4
14. If there is no monitorial system, ask a neighboring teacher to

supply a monitor. Later, train monitors from speech groups,
.

15. Preplire the classroom for the children with regard tm prop er
ventilation, correct lighting, semicircular arrangement of seats:
chalkboard, teacher's desk, orderly and arceirsible arrangement

.* of needed materials, and attractive visual aids. During your
second visit to the school, complete organization. '

16. When you are ready to receive pupils, send for the group regu-
iarly sehethile41 for instruction at that particular time of the day..

17 . Proceed with the orientation of speech classes as suggested in
this handbook.

18. lien you find that the groupings are functional.t nter the names
of the children in tlie.Spee'ch Teacher's Rccorl Book,

19. If your case )(tad is Incomplete (caseload of 2,50.children ), con-
sult the principal for permission to request class teachers on all
grade levels to send navies of pupils with speechyrohlems. If a
school survey is necessary. continue with your tentative program
and alternate testing periods each week. Start resting %% ith the,
uppifr grades. Do not deprive registered pupils of speech lessons
on consecutive weeks. Test at 9:00, 10:00, etc., during one week
and at 9:50, 10,30, etc, tht. following %%eek until you complete
the screening.

In the Intermediate and Junior High Schools
0.

4 1. Become familiar with school routines, length of periods, fire drill
procedures.

t'.4
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Appendix II Speech Therapy Program Checklist

2. know who is responsible for distribution of supplies; resograph-
ing, subject areas. grade levels, and discipline.

3, To program students, consult ss ith the person in charge of
organization. usually an assistant principal or chairman of
English.

t] 4. Since itudents iniq he scheduled for speech during minor sub-.
jects only, list all minor subject periods tyr,each grade and class.

41,

E 5. During screening, obtain programs from pupils who require
.= therapy.

D 6. Because ef the importance of motivating the adolescent. invoke
the student in planniaghis schedule. For example. elicit first and
second choies and try to reconcile these requests with the policy
of the sehwil

E 7, After ccreening. organize classes according to these programs as
homogeneously as possible. Obviously, this will be more difficult
than pn-the eleinevary lev'l, and hettaogeneons groupings will

''sometnnes be inevitable. Try to speak to each youngster before
programing him If pupil agrees to leave a majory(1u may
make this request of the school administration.

0 8. Set aside the first two weeks for screenipg. the incoming grade.
The speech program should then be set up to include the stn..,
dents from the previow.yrar who 'still require therapy, those

... incoming pupil., during the first two weeks, and those whose
rectird &his have been senOrom th elementaN schook. ff
there are still classes to.buereened, sit iiside one period a week
iitr this purpose, The speech clinic shankd function on a regular
basis by the third week, even if classes are sMajl. Students
may be added to the speeth.A.nups as they are identified-ill the
weekly testing. Students will report to the speech &I.. ss ithout
mimitors. Yotynay asign monitors' tb.assist you before nine
o'clock ( with permission from the stildvnts. official t.la!A to )

or to remind youngsters asigned..)

196
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Appendix Ill Implementing the Program

IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM

The success of the organization and implementation of the program will
rest heaviliyon your ability to establish and maintain satisfactory pro -
'fessional relationships.

You will find it 4cessdoi to establis:: regular lines of communication
with the principal, assistant principals, school secretaries, teachers, re-
source persons in the school, gfridance counselors, parents, and custodial
staff. Learn to recognize problems of other staff members and cooper.ite
with them by viewing the speech clinic as part of the total school.

With the Administration

1. Walt the principal.. The principal's liaison with you may be direct Or
he may have an assistant principal or chairman in charge of special
personnel. Arrange a conference with the principaPand/or the assist-
ant principal when you present the principal's list to him. Invite the
principal to visit the speech class during the term and; in particular,

..on_bpecial occasions.

With the assistant principal. When an assistant principal is in charge
of attendance; report a pupil's absence to him in writing f check for
special fonts in use)., Call problem cases and pupils meriting com-
mendation to his attention. Consult him before screening or sending
announcements to the faculty.

:3. With the s: Iwo! secretary: The school secretary should always know
w here ou can be found. Post a program card indiCating the speech
roo urnber and schedule in the general office. Inform her, in writ-

g, of any change in routine. Enlist her help in locating pupils It is
wise to get the secretary's permisvon to use office files for this pur-
pose. Ask her to put lists of ti ansfers, discharges, and class changes
into your mailbox Speak to the secretary after signing the time sheet
or (looking in et ery time you enter each school.

With the Staff

L With classroom teachers. Establish rapport with other teachetr. At-
teod faculty conferences when you are invited, and conduct indi-

?Li
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Appendix IN Implementing the Program

xidual conferences at least with teachers of stutterers and other dif-
ficult eases. Note speech progress on the report card at each marking
period._ ( See sample comments, p. 200.)

2: With the supply clerk. Find out 55 he n supplies are ordered and send
in requests regularly at the proper tune,

3. With the mimeographing clerk: Find out w ho is in charge of mimeo-
graphing itnd how much advance notice is required. Parcel out this
work Judiciously to all of our schools so that the burden does not
fall on one school

4., With audio-visual personnel. Know the person in charge. Ask for a
list of materials available in the school and suggest speech materials
not listed. Ask to be informed when special material is on loan to the
school ( e.g., a teletrainer ). Request materials in writing in advance
of the day, they are needed.

With Guidance Personnel

To receive maximum cooperation from the guidance counselor, it is your
responsibility to supply him with a copy of the principal's list and to
consult him regarding speech students receiving special guidance. In
addition, refer cases needing guidance to the counselor. In special cases,
plan to have conferences with the counselor. The help of the guidance
counselor is particularly xaluable in securing additional information
( e.g., hospital or agency reports ) which would prove helpful in working
with the child. If the guidance counselor is not assigned on the day you
serve, telephone to say hello.

With Health Personnel

The help of the school nurse. physician, or hygienist should be sought
for pupils with medical and dental problems relating to their speech.
All referrals related to organic defects should he made with the knowl-
edge of the school nurse. Notations concerning sach referrals should be
made by the nurse on the Pupil's CI mai Wive' I Icalth Record (:04S ) and
on form I03S, if appropriate. Forms 104S 103S and other information
the nurse may ha% e concerning reports groin private physicians are
valuable .sources of case history data fns pupils with speech defects.
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Implementing the Program

The speech teacher faiks to a parent group

With Parents

Parent consultation is necessary to obtain needed background for your
work with the child, to give the parent insight into the child's speech
problem, and to secure parental cooperation. Appointments with parents
are made at the invitation of the speech teacher, with the approval of
the pnncipal, or at the request of the parent. Conference time is appro-
priate for parent conferences. During Open School Week the speech
teacher should make a special effort to meet the parents of all children
in speech classes. It is advisable, too, for the speech teacher to speak
at a Parents Association meeting. It is helpful t ha% e mimeographed
invitations, signed by the children, stating time and place of speech
class.

Pupil report cards can be aneffective means of communicating with
parents. Enter comments on Abort cards under Oral Expression. These
entries May he m-/.1e in Spanish where necessary.
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Suggested comments in English and Spanish follow:,

English

1 is making satisfactory
progress in speech.

2. shows effort and co -'
operation in the speech class.

3., shows improvement in
speech.

4. ___ must practice speech
drills with a mirror every
night to help overcome his
lisp.

5. _______ mist practice speech
drills with a mirror for at ;east
five minutes every night.,

6. 2-- needs guidance at
home in having his speech
notebook checked

7. _ must keep his speech
notebook up to date

8. has not kept up with
his speech practice drills

9, cannot benefit from
speech instruction unless he
attends class regularly.

oo
)

Spanish'

1: esti pregresando sa-
tisfactoriamente en la produc-
ciOn de sonidos correctos.

9 demuestra esfuerzo y
cooperaci6n.

3, demuestra mejora-
miente en la produccifin co-
rrecta de sonidos.

4. debe practicar sus
ejercicios usando un espejo
todas los noches para ayudarse
a corregir la produccion de
sonidos.

5. __ debe practicar sus
ejercicios en la produccion
correcta de sonidos usando
un espejo por lo menos cinco
minutes noche.

6. ________ necesita que en el
hogar se vea si .t4 libreta de
dicciOn esti al dia.

7 debe mantener al dia
su libreta con el trabajo sobre
diccion.

8. _ no ha practicado
ejercicios para la produccion
correcta de sonidos.,

9. no puede beneficiarse
de la instruction que se da en
dicciOn si no asiste regular.
mcnte a clase.
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Appendix IV Publicizing the Program

PUBLICIZING THE PROGRAM

SUGGES'IED OUTLINE FOR TALK TO FACULTIES
( approximately 20min.)

To promote strong professional relationships, it is' ise to introduce your-
self and the program to faculties and parent groups. If on have spoken
to$he faculty previously, ask to speak to new teachers on the staff,

INTRODUCTION

Thank the teachers for their help and coupe, in the past, anti tell
them that without their help, the speech teacher cannot be succc,sful.

BODY

1. Discuss the methods of selecting diddren for the speech class. Ex-
plain teacher referrals Point out that even if the child cannot get
immediate help, the referral assures a place fol that elnkl on a wait-
ing list.

2 Describe toe numbers and kinds of cases discovered in the school
with a brief, nontechnical Aescription of each type

3. Mention scheduling conflicts and thank teachers loi their under-
standing and cooperation when conflict affects them

4 Cover these points.

a. Why classes are organized homogeneously accoi ding to defect

b lay some young children are taken m the early grades w hue
others are put on the waiting list

c. Why there are half-hour lessons

d. Why CIIMD and non-English-speaking chi kh en are not included

5 Explain specific ways in which teachers of other subjects can help
children who arc recek mg therapy: The class teacher should,

a. Encourage the child to be prompt, and assure him he is not miss-
ing important work by going to the speech class.

'4
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Appendix IV Publicizing the Program

b. Note improvement.

c. Show interest in the speech assignment.

CONCLUSION

Discuss the classroom teacher's role as speech teacher for his class.

1. Learn to identify the "speech personality" of the class and then note
common speech problems, such as inaudibility, rate, tli/d substitu-
tions,

2.. Ask teachers to prepare lessons to help the whole class correct
its general speech problems.

3. Explain hcm the manual Toward Better Speech can be used in.-
planning these lessons for the improvement of the general speech
skills of all students.

4. Volunteer to act as consultant to help plan these lessons.. Mention
the conference time allotted in your program and how teachers can
use it for individual problems or class-related problems.

Provide opportunity for questions or comments from teachers.

OUTLINE FOR TALK TO PARENTS ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTIR:N

Welcome the opportunity to talk with parents about their children.
Explain the general relation of speech skills to success in school, in social
contacts, in employment.

BODY

1. Explain the importance of clearing up speech difficulties early so
that had habits can be eliminated more easily and traumatic experi-
ences prevented.

2.. Note that studies in the United States and Europe show that eight to
twelve ?)ercent of pupils require speech therapy. ( Indicate the
school's own statistics: the number and grade as well as general types
that need special speech help )
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Publicizing the Program

3. Explain the general plan for speech correction in schools and note
that bringing this service to the child and keeping him in a normal
school environment is recognized as the best method:

a. To coordinate services of all who can help

b. To save time and effort on the part of the child and the mother
who need lose no time in traveling

c. To prevent a psychological problem of seeming to be "diffemie:
or "inferior"

4. Discuss what the parent can do for the speech-handicapped school
child. Suggestions for the parent include these:

a. Show interest but not anxiety.

h. Praise accomplishments.

c. Relieve tensions and prevent sibling ridicule ( budget tune and
select TV programs ) .

d. Clie the child a chance to develop nonspeaking skills having
social values

e. Make the child secure and wanted.

f. Help,the child to develop self-confidence and independence.

g. Show interest in speech assignments. See that the child practices
his speech homework daily.

h. Phil to confer with the speech teacher cluing the school ear.

5. Discuss what parent can do to prevent speech defects m preschool
children. Some suggestions are these:,

a. Be careful not to set too high a standard.

b. Help with security and independence by encouraging children
to dress, feed, put selves to bed. be responsible for belongings,
make contributions to family living.

Give the child a chance to talk by listening to him Stress the
importance of talking to the child on his level.

0

d. Set a good example of slow, easy speech.

e. Be careful not to talk baby talk or laugh at the child's- mistakes.
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Appendix IV Publicizing the Program

f. If the child hesitates, he careful not to show anxiety, supply the
word, or give directions about correction. Introduce a momentary
distraction, and then let the child talk.

CONCLUSION

For the child to develop important speech skills, home and school must
work together to develop the whole child, mentally, physically, emotion-
ally, socially.

1.. Indicate your pleasure to talk with mothers about specific problems.

2, Suggest they make appointments for the conference period. Provide
an opportunity for questions and discussion by parents.

TEACHING AIDS

Arnold, Celle% leve Progresm e Sound Game
FAPressin 1961

'Sound and Artu 'dation Game ( Prim-MS 1 Magnolia, Mass. Expression, 1964.

Sound Ladder Game (Crades 1 -3) Magnolia, Mass Expression, 1964

Speech-O. (Game) Magnolia, \ lass Expression, 1963.

tato Race (Game. intermediate grades) Waterloo, la ; Co- lo Products, 1962.

Beg:mang Con man/ Poster Cards Springfield, \ Milton Bradley, 1966

Bulletin Roan! of Baste Pifoot s Fremont, Calif Hampton Richey Educational Aids,
1967.

( Grades 3-6) Nlagnolia, Mass,:

Carroll, Line Programmed Math Books. grades 4-(i and abase) Cambridge,
Mass Edo( ators Publishing Service, 19(37

ClassroIan Materials, Inc Sounds for Yomrikt Readers. (Record) Valhalla, N.
Stanley Boo mar

1)olc li, Edo art) \V Take ( Came., grade, and abuse) Champaign, Ill.:, Garrard,
1953.

%Pilaf the Letters (lay (Game I Cli,imp.mm. III Garrard, 1956.

CaIll 1, f any Os sic r Spec/. la raft ( Book 1)attille., Ill . Interstate Printers and
Publishers, 1967

Specrldf ( Book 1 1).inville, Ill Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1967.
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Goldberg, Phillip. and Brasloss Esther Better Speech Can Be Fun. (Book, ages
6.11) Magnolia, Mass.., Expression, 1965.

Improving Communication Skills. (Filmstrip) New York:. Eye Gate House.

Instrueto Flannel Board Visual Axis. Instruct° Products.

Kingsbury, Marion Go Fish. (Game) Washington, 1) G Remedial Education Press,
1968.

Listen and Do Series. ( Records ) Chicago, Ill, Scott, Foresman.

Marquardt, Eileen. Talking Magic. ( Book, Kg -Elcm 1 Danville, Ill Interstate
Prmters'and Publishers, 1965.

Match the Vouch. (Game) Chicago Ill A Daigger, 1966.

Mellencamp Virginia. Play It and Say It. ( Book) Magnolia, Mass Expression, 1959.

Michaelson, Elaine. Sing and Say Spec( h Del elopment for Children. (Record)
Pasadena, Calif., Pacific Records.

Parker, Jayne Hall. ty Speech Workbook Dans ilk Interstate Printers and
Publishers, 1971)

Pathways to Phonic SUL. ( Record ) Chicago, Ill Scott, Foresman.

Phones We Use Learning Game Kit. Chicago, Ill.. Lyons and Caraahan, i968.

Picture Card Games Waterloo, la Go-Mo Products, 1967

Pollock, Morris P., and Miriam S. The Chinn Family (Workbook) Springfield,
Charles Tla aims, 1961.

Sammy the Snake (Filmstrip) Deal Park, N. J.: Communication Skills, 1968.

Say the Sounds. (Cards,) Buffalo, N. Y Kenworthy Educational Service, 1967.

Shea. Dick Speech Lingo. Tulsa, Okla., Speech and Language Materials, 1966.

Sounds Around Us. ( Record( Chicago, Ill : Scott, Foresman

Sounds of tly City ( Record) Chicago, Scott, Foresman,

Sound Spinners (Caine) New Richmond. Wis.:. Whitehaven Publishing, 1966

Spin It ( Game ) Tulsa, Okla . Speech and Language Materials, 1969.

Stimulation Cards and Conversational Stimulation Cards. Tulsa, Okla.: Speech and
Language Materials

Talking Tone Series ( Filmstrip ) New York: Ma
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Appendix V Teacli'ng Aids

Sample Pos+eth Nish School
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Appendix VI Diagnostic Testing

DIAGNOSTIC TESTING

speech teachers may use all the diagnostic tools directly related to speak-
ing, listenin , and language. The tests listed in this section have been
'grouped in firms of the abilities and deficiencies they cmeasure. In addi,
Hon, psycho ogical tests have been listed to familiarize speech teachers
further with the areas they assess so that they can function competently
as members of the total education team when evaluative decisions and
discussions take place.

REFERENCES

Ammons, R. B., and H. S. The Full Range Picture Vocabulary Test. Missoula, Mont.:
Psychological Test Specialists, 1948.

Anastasi, Anne Psychological Testing. 2d ed. New York: Macmillan, 1'961.

Baker, Harry F. Exceptional Children. 3d ed. Macmillan, New York:: 1963.

Barry, Hortense H. ThccYoung Aphasic Child. Washington, D.C.: Volta Bureau, 1961.

Buros, 0. Fifth Mental Measurement Yearbook. Highland Park, N. J Gryphon
Press, 1959.

Darley, Frederick L. Diagnosis and Appraisal of Communication Disorders Engle-
wood Cliffs, N. Prentice-Hall, 1964.

Darlev. Freilerwl, Spriesterbach, Duane, Diagnostic Methods :n Speer): Path-
ology. New York Alarper & Row, 1963. ^

Doll, E. A. The Vineland social Maturity Scale. Philadelphia; Educational est
Bureau, 1946. n.

Dunn, L. M. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. Click tines, Minn., American
Guidance Service, 1959 , l --

Eisenson, Examining for Aphas; New York:: Psychological Corporation,
19,54.

Gallagher,, J. J.. and others "Measures of Intelligence in Brain Damaged Children:.
humid of Clinical Ps'ychoh)gy, No. 12, 1965, pp. 69-72 1

a Jo inson, Wendell, and others. Diagnostic Methods in Speech Pathology. New York:.
:1-Lirp,br & P. ...... 1963

Myklchust, Helmer. Auditory Disorders in Children. New York:. Grime & Stratton,
1954, , -

Strauss and Kephart. Psychopathology and Education of the Brain Injured Child,
Vail' I and iJ. New York: Crum & Stratton, 1955.

Thiarg(iike Robert' L., and -Hagen, Eli7abetb, Measurement. and Evaluation in
Psychology and Education 2d et! New York John Wiley, 1961.
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ARTICULATION TESTS._,

Title

Arizona Articulation 1);,fixienc) Scale

II. Goldman-M. Fristoe 'rest of Articu-
lation, 1964

Gross's Pronunciation Test for Dialect
Speech

Helm' Development Articulation Test

Laradon Articulation Scale

McDonald Deep Test of Articulation,
1964

Predictive Screening Test of Articula-
tion

Speech Improvement Cards, rev ed.,
1962

Temp lin-Daley Tests of Artictil'innu

AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TESTS

Lindamood Auditory Conceptualization
Test

Screening Test for Auditory Perception

Test of Listening Accurac y m Children

Diagnostic Testing

Source

Western Psychological Services, Wil-
shire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

American Guidance Service, Circle
Pines, Minn. 55014

Mr. Gross, 650 West End Ave., New
York, N., Y.

College Printing & Typing, Madison,
Wise.

Western Psychological Services, Wil-
shire Blvd , Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

Stanix House, 3020 Chartiers Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa 15204

Western Michigan Continuing
Education Office, Kalamazoo, Mech.
49001

Scott, Foresinan, Chicago, Ill.

state I "m ersity of Iowa, Iowa Citx la.
52210

Teaching Resources Corp., 100 Boyls-
ton St , Boston, Mass 02116

Academic Therapy Publications, San
Rafael, Calif, ,

Mecham, RA, and Jones, Brigham
Young Univ.,; Salt Lake City, Utah

AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION ABILITY TESTS

'Newnan Test of Auditory Discrimina-
tion

Schuell Auditory Discrimination Test

Goldman-Fristoe-WoodcGck Test of
Auditory Discrimination

Bobbins Speech Sound Discrimination
and Verbal Ability Imagery

Language Research Associates, Chi-
cago, Ill

University of Minnesota Printing Dept.

rican Guidance Service, Cm le
Pines, Shim 55014

Expression Co Magnolia, Mass
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AUDITORY MEMORIZATION ABILITY TESTS

Title

Gesell Three-Stage Command

LT.P.A. Auditory Sequential Memory

Si 14Tee

The First Fite Yeses! -f Life Harper &
How, New York, N Y

University of Illinois Press, Urbana,
III. 61801

INDICES OF ORGANICITY OR BRAIN DAMAGE

Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test ( ages
4 and above)

Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test
( ages 7-11)

Memory for Designs Test

Psycho-dm ational 1,uentory of Basic
Learning Disabilit:. Valett)

Stanford -Buret (k lei tf d items)

ec fister Intelligente Scale for Chil-
dren

LANGUAGE DISORDER TESTS

Verbal Language Development Scale

st)klebust's Picture Story Language
Test

I.T.P.A. Verbal Expression

I T.P A. Manual Expression

I.T.P A. Supplementary Sub-tests ( Au-
ditory Closure, Sound Blending )

Amencan Orthopsychiatnc Assn., 1790
Broadway, New York, N. Y.

'Western Psychological Services, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90025

Nehological Test Specialists, Mis-
soula, Mont.

Fearnon, Palo Alto, Calif.

Het tghton Mifflin, Boston, Mass.

I'sscl:ological Corporation, New York,
N Y.

'American Guidance Services, Circle
Pines, Minn 55014

Grune & Stratton, 111 Fifth Ave., New
York, N. Y. ICC103

Unisersity of Illinois Press, Urbana,
III. 61801

University of Illinois Press, Urbana,
111. 61801

Unisersity of Illinois Press, Urbana,
II! 61801

MENTAL MATURITY, COMPREHENSION, AND EXPRESSION TESTS

New York Child 1)evelopment Scales
( ages 4-7 )

Peabody Picture S otabulary Test
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Title

Ammon Full-Range Picture N'ocabulary
Test

Vocabulary Test of 1960, Stanford -
Binet ( Form L-M )

Columbia Mental Maturity Scale

Leiter Scale of Mental Matunty

1.T P A Auditor. Reception

Gesell's Atton Agent Test

I.T P A. Visual Reception

1 :.? A. Auditor. ASSO( lation

1.T.F A Visual Asswiation

I T.P A Visual Closure

I.T.P A to.tonatical Closure

Hiskey-Nebris:ra Test of Learm»g
Aptitude

Raven's Progressise Matrices Test

7,codenougli-Harns,, Matt a Ilan Test

Ass.,smeni of Children's Language
Comprehension

North eotem Syntax Screening Test

MOTOR BEI*AVIOR TESTS

Oseretsky Tests of tlo,or Profit woe.

SOCIAL MATURITY TEST

Diagnostic Testing

Source

Psychological Test Specialists, Mis-
soula, Mont.

Houghton Mifflin, Boston, Mass.

Harcourt, Brace & World, New York,
N. Y.

Psychological Service Center, Wash-
ington, D.C.

University of Illinois Press, Urbana,
Ill. 61801

The First Fire Years of Life ( pp. 223-
228 ). Harper & Row. New York, N.Y.,

University of Illinois Press, Urbana, Ill,

University of Illinois Press, Urbana, Ill.

University of Illinois Press, Urbana, Ill.

University of Illinois Press, Urbana, Ill.

University of Illinois Press, erbana,

University of Nebraska Lincoln, Neb.
1966

Ps. chologleal Corporation, New York,
N. Y

Harcourt Brack. Jovanosich, New York,
N. Y

Foster, Gidclen & Stark, 577 College
Ave , Palo Alto, Calif 94306

Northwestern University, Chicago, Ill

American Guidance Service, Circle
Pines, Minn. 55014

N'ineland Social M.itiirit; Scat American Guidance Service, Circle
Pines, Minn. 55014
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VISUAL-MOTOR ABILITIES TESTS

Title

Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test
( ages 4 and above)

Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test
(ages 7 -11)

Frostig Test of Visual Perception

Strauss Marble Board

Strauss and Lehtinen Picture Test of
Figure Ground Discrimination

Benton Revised Visual Retention Test

Block Design Test ( W. I. S. C. Sub-
test)

Kohs Block Designs

I.T P.A. Visual Sequenti .1 Memory

Des clopmental Test of Visual Motor
Integration ( Beery and Bo ktenica )

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Source

American Orthopsyebiatric Assn., 1790
Broadway, New York, N. Y..

Western Psychological Services, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90025

Follett Educational Corp., Chicago, Ill.

Strauss & Kephart. Psychopathology
and Education of the Brain Injured
Child, Grime & Stratton:: New York,
1951.

Psychological Corporation, New York,
N Y.

Psychological Corporation, New York,
N. Y

Macmillan, New York, N.. Y.,

Univvsity of Illinois Press, Urbana, Ill.
61801

Follett, Chicago, Ill.

GENERAL REFERENCES

Atkinson, W. Kirtly, and Nelson, T F. Personality Through Speech. Chicago:.
Benjamin H. Sanborn, 1941.,

Barhara I) unpack 1 )'our Speech Ref cols I our Personably ,prtngfieltl,
Charles C. Thomas, 1958.

Board of Education. Teaching Dialogues: English as a Neu; Language Program for
Adults. Curriculum Bulletin No. 10, 1965-1966 Series.

\lurpii Kcmlell Drs( toston and Debate Lincolnwood, III.: National Text-
book, 1964.

Carroll, n B. Language and Thought. Englew nod Cliffs, N. J.. Prentice-Hall, 1964.`

Lhasa, Stuart. The Potter of Words. New York: Harcourt Brace, 1953.

Clarcy and Dixson. Prontou tation Exercises in English.. New York: Regents, 1947.
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Dixson, Robert J. Second Book In English for the Foreign Born. New York: Regents,
1950.

Frederick, Wilcox. Teaching Speech in the High Schools. New York:, Macmillan,
1953.

Free ley, Austin J. Argumentation and Debate, New Yorks Wadsworth, 1962.

Griffith, Francis; Stasheff, Edward; and Nelson, Catherine. Your Speech. New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1960.

Hall, D. M. The Dynamics of Group Discussion. Danville, Ill. Interstate Printers,
1950.,

Hemphill, E. Irene. Choral SpeakingSpeech rinpromment. Darien, Conn.: Edu-
cational Publishing, 1945.

Howell, William S., and Smith, Donald K. Discussions. New York:, Macmillan, 1956.

International Ladies Garment Workers' Union. ABC's of Parliamentary Procedure.
New York, 1957.

Keppie, Elizabeth. Choral Verse Speaking. Magnolia, Mass.: Expression Co., 1939.

Klopf, Donald W., and McCroskey, James C. The Elements of Debate. New York:
ARCD. 1970.

McBurney, Jarn.s H., and Hance, Kenneth G. Discussion in Human Affairs. New
Yorks Harper,.1950.

Nadeau, Roy E. Speech Communication. Menlo Park, Addison-Wesley, 1973.

Nichols, Ralph, and Lewis, Thomas R. Listening and Speaking. Dubuque, Iowa:
William C. Brown. 1956,

O'Brien, Joseph F. Parliamentary Law for the Layman. New Yorks Harper, 1952.

Ogilvie, Mardel. Teaching Speech in the High School. New Yol k: Appleton-Century-
Crof ts, 1961.

Oliver, Robert T. Effective Speech for Democratic Living. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice -Hall, 1959.

Pei, Mario A. Language for Everybody. New York: Devin-Adair, 1957.,

--.,The Story of Language. New York:. Lippincott, 1952.

Raubicheck, Letitia. Your Voice and Speech. New York Prentice-Hall, 1953.

Voice and Speech Problems. rev. ed. New Yorks Prentice-Hall, 1953.

Reid, Loren. Teaching Speech in the High School., Columbia, Mo.: Artcraft Press,
1952.

Roberts. Paul. The Roberts English Series. New York:, Harcourt Brace and World,
1968.

Robinson. Karl. Teaching Speech in Secondary School. New York:. Longmans,
Greene, 1954.

Saratt, Foster Nicllurney. Speech: A High School Course. Boston:: Houghton Mifflin,
1956.
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Stasheff, Edward, and Beretz, Rudy. The Television Program, Its Writing, Direction,
and Production. New York: A. A. Wyn, 1951.

Van Riper, Charles, and Smith, Dorothy. An Introduction to General Amirican
Phonetics. New York:. Harper, 1954.

Wagner, R., and Arnold, C. Handbook of Group Discussion. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1950.

Weaver, A. T., and Borchers, C. L. Speech. New York: Harcourt Brace, 1946.

Zelko, Harold P. How to Hold Meetings and Conferences. New London, Conn.:
Bureau of Business Practice, 1951.

ARTICU1 kTION

Ainsworth, Stanley., Speech Correction Methods. New York: Prentice -Hall, 1948,

Backus, 0. L., and Beasley, J. Speech Therapy with Children. New York Houghton
Mifflin, 1951.

Bereiter, C., and Englemann, S. Teaching Disadvantaged Children in the Preschool.
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1966.

Berry, M. F., and Eisenson, J. Speech DisordersPrinciples and Practices of Therapy.
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1956.

Black, Martha E. Speech Correction in the Schools. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1964.

Blake, James Neal. Speech Education Activities for Children. Springfield, Ill.:
Charles C. Thomas, 1970.

Braden, Waldo. Speech Methods and Resources. New York: Harper, 1962.

Bryngelson, Bryng, and Nlikalson, Elaine. Speech Correction Through Listening.
N,sv York: Scott Foreman, 1959.

Byrne, Margaret C. The Child Speaks New York: Harper, 1965.

Cypreansen, Lucille, and others. Speech Development:, Improvement and Correc-
tion. New York Ronald Press, 1959.

Delacato, Carl H. Diagnosis and Treatment of Speech and Reading Problems.
Springfield, 111. Charles C., Thomas, 1965.

Doleman, John. The Art of Reading Aloud New York: Harper, 1956.

Egland, G. Speech and Language Problems: A Guide for the Classroom Teacher,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:, Prentice-Hall, 1910.

Eisenson, J., and Ogilvie, M.. Speech Correction in the Schools. New York: Mac-
millan, 1966,

Fessenden, Seth A. Designed for Listening. Dubuque, Iowa:. William C.Brown,1958.

Golden, Ruth. Ways to Improve Oral Communication of the Culturally Deprived.
Detroit: Of of Publications, Detroit Board of Education.

Hardy, William C. Communication and the Disadvantaged Child. Baltimore:
Williams and Wilkins, 1970.
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